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Introduction 

Nowadays, air pollution is one of the most challenging issues worldwide 
for the potential damage of our environment and health risk to humans. Pollutants 
are produced by some different sources in order to supply the increase of global 
energy demand due to the rapid development of the economy and booming 
population growth. Air pollution can be classified in two different types: indoor 
and outdoor pollution. 

Outdoor air pollutants mainly consist in the emission of COx, NOx, SOx, 
H2S and particulate matter (PM). These pollutants are manly produced by 
anthropogenic sources because our society still heavily relies on fossil fuels for 
various applications such as electricity generation, transportation, industrial and 
domestic heating. In particular, in the fossil fuels and in biogas it is possible to 
find H2S that contributes to increase the formation of SOx connected with the acid 
rains (O’Neill, 1993). Moreover, outdoor air pollutants have become a public 
concerned problem in modern metropolises. A good urban design can tackle the 
accumulation of air pollutants allowing their dispersion (Santamouris, 2001). 

On the other hand, the issues of indoor air pollution are stimulating the 
interest of many scientists because people usually spend most of their time in 
indoors (Jenkins et al., 1992; Brasche and Bischof, 2005). According to the World 
Health Organization (WHO), around 3 billion people in the world still cook and 
heat their home using dirty solid fuels (such as waste wood, char-coal, coal, dung, 
crop wastes) on open fire places, which generate large amount of air pollutants 
(such as SO2, Ox, CO, and PM). The main indoor pollutants are volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) such as formaldehyde and terpenes. We can suppose that 
indoor air quality is better than outdoor air quality due to the possible installation 
of ventilation and air cleaning devices but, for example, the pollutants may 
accumulate in the indoor environment if the indoor air is not well ventilated, which 
seriously affects the health of the inhabitants. However, for combined indoor and 
outdoor air quality studies in literature, many found indoor air pollutant 
concentration higher than outdoor (Chen and Chao, 2011). As an example, Fung 
at al. (2014) found some traces of diesel exhaust being it extracted into a 
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mechanically ventilated building from unloading trucks, which is a quite common 
phenomenon for those fresh air intakes designed at low level. Consequently, in 
order to solve both categories of air pollutions (indoor and outdoor), some 
solutions must be developed. It is important to underline that a way to reduce 
outdoor pollution can be of removing the pollutants before using fossil fuels (e.g. 
removing H2S). Instead, this type of solution cannot be developed for indoor 
pollution. 

Adsorption can be considered a very favourable technique for removing 
both indoor and outdoor pollutants with respect to other technologies (e.g. 
absorption, membrane separation and scrubbing) in view of its comparatively low 
cost, wide range of applications, simplicity of design, easy operation, low harmful 
secondary products and facile regeneration of the adsorbents (Sjostorm et al., 
2011; Samanta et al., 2012). Many sorbents can be used to remove the pollutants 
from air such as zeolites, mesoporous materials and activated carbons (AC). In air 
pollution control, activated carbon is the most widely used adsorbent because it 
offers the advantages to have high surface area and volume of pores, and a variety 
of chemical properties on its surface. In addition, there are a lot of simple 
techniques for introducing surface modifications on AC in order to increase the 
adsorption capacity of target pollutant. 

This PhD Thesis in Chemical Sciences aims at a deep understanding of the 
intertwining among materials properties, experimental conditions and adsorption 
outcomes, with the focus on an experimental research activity dealing with the 
removal of two target pollutants that contribute to increase 1) outdoor pollution 
(hydrogen sulphide) and 2) indoor pollution (formaldehyde), by adsorption on 
materials of various nature.  

Experimental tests have been performed in lab scale plants under realistic 
operating conditions in terms of, e.g., temperature, pressure and typical flue gas 
composition. Regeneration studies have been conducted on the samples. The 
intertwining among raw solids properties and properties of the functionalised 
samples has been investigated by comparing adsorption results with outcomes 
obtained from porosimetric, thermogravimetric and spectroscopic analyses. In 
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particular, the first chapter of this Thesis is centered around the main theoretical 
aspects concerning both thermodynamics and kinetics of the adsorption 
phenomenon, and a literature survey to deeply study the state of the art onto 
adsorption of H2S and HCHO. Chapter 2 describes the experimental protocols 
adopted for the functionalisation of the samples, solids characterisation and 
adsorption experiments; furthermore, a description of the lab scale plants, built 
and optimised for the execution of adsorption experiments, is also provided. 
Chapters 3 and 4 report the main results obtained from adsorbents characterisation 
and adsorption tests on H2S and HCHO. The part concerning H2S adsorption was 
carried out in the framework of a funded cooperation with the Institute for 
Research on Combustion of the Italian National Research Council in Naples (IRC-
CNR; supervisors Dr. Stefano Cimino and Dr. Luciana Lisi). The part concerning 
HCHO adsorption was carried out during an internship spent at City College of 
New York, supervisor Prof. Teresa Bandosz (the internship was co-funded by the 
PhD Course in Chemical Sciences, University of Naples Federico II, and by the 
Short Term Mobility Program of IRC-CNR, CUP B53C17001430005). 
Conclusions and future developments are reported in Chapter 5. The Appendix 
embodies the scientific articles published on Journals by the candidate in 
relationship with this PhD Thesis, here listed:  
 

1) M. Balsamo, S. Cimino, G. de Falco, A. Erto, L. Lisi. ZnO-CuO supported 
on activated carbon for H2S removal at room temperature. Chemical 

Engineering Journal 2016, 304, 399–407. 
2) S. Cimino, L. Lisi, G. de Falco, F. Montagnaro, M. Balsamo, A. Erto. 

Highlighting the effect of the support during H2S adsorption at low 
temperature over composite Zn-Cu sorbents. Fuel 2018, 221, 374–379. 

3) G. de Falco, M. Barczak, F. Montagnaro, T.J. Bandosz. A new generation 
of surface active carbon textiles as reactive adsorbents of indoor 
formaldehyde. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2018, 10, 8066–
8076. 
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4) G. de Falco, F. Montagnaro, M. Balsamo, A. Erto, F.A. Deorsola, L. Lisi, 
S. Cimino. Synergic effect of Zn and Cu oxides dispersed on activated 
carbon during reactive adsorption of H2S at room temperature. 
Microporous and Mesoporous Materials 2018, 257, 135–146. 

5) G. de Falco, W. Li, S. Cimino, T.J. Bandosz. Role of sulfur and nitrogen 
surface groups in adsorption of formaldehyde on nanoporous carbons. 
Carbon 2018, 138, 283–291. 
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In this chapter it will be discussed: the main theoretical aspects concerning 
both thermodynamics and kinetics and the typical samples used for the adsorption 
phenomenon and the state of art on the adsorption of H2S and HCHO, with an 
emphasis on the applications of activated carbons as they are of major interest for 
this PhD project. 

 

1.1 Adsorption process 

The phenomenon by which molecules (adsorbate) of gas (Balsamo et al., 
2013; Erto et al., 2015; Montagnaro et al., 2015; Balsamo et al., 2018) or liquid 
(Montagnaro and Santoro, 2009; Balsamo et al., 2010; Balsamo et al., 2011) phase 
adhere to a solid surface (adsorbent) is called adsorption (Ruthven, 1984; Do, 
1998). There are two types of adsorption: physisorption and chemisorption, 
according to the nature of the interaction between adsorbate and adsorbent. The 
physical adsorption occurs when adsorbate molecule is attached to the adsorbent 
surface by weak forces without being chemically modified (van der Waals, 
London or dispersion forces). The latter have a very low binding energy (heat of 
adsorption equal to or less than 40 kJ mol–1). As the involved forces are not strong, 
the adsorption process may be easily reversed. On the other hand, chemisorption 
involves the formation of chemical bonds (heat of adsorption higher than 40 kJ 
mol–1) that can be either ionic or covalent with the adsorbate being chemically 
modified. 

Most of adsorption processes are carried out in fixed bed column in which 
the concentration in the fluid and solid phase changes with time, as well as with 
the position in the bed (McCabe et al., 2005). The characterisation of the 
adsorption process can be done either from a thermodynamic point of view, in 
order to have information about adsorption capacity and its dependence on the 
main process parameters, or by a kinetic standpoint, focusing on fluid-dynamic 
characterisation, mass transport from fluid to solid phase and, more in general, on 
the rate of the overall process. 
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1.1.1 Adsorption theory 

Adsorption is a spontaneous process (ΔG<0) and is characterised by a 
decrease in the entropy as a substance in fluid phase is adsorbed and incorporated 
into the surface of a solid compound (ΔS<0). Note that, at constant temperature 
and pressure, ΔG=ΔH–TΔS: it is easy to deduce that adsorption is an exothermic 
process. These observations are generally valid when physical adsorption is 
considered. This entails that physical adsorption is thermodynamically favoured 
at low temperatures. The thermodynamic study of adsorption processes is carried 
out through the adsorption isotherm, experimental curves obtained by the 
relationship between the concentration of the adsorbate in the fluid phase and the 
concentration of the adsorbate in the adsorbent particles at a given temperature 
and under equilibrium conditions (McCabe et al., 2005). In Fig. 1.1a the typical 
shapes of adsorption isotherms are shown: isotherms can be classified on the basis 
of their shapes (another way to categorise the adsorption isotherms is that 
following the IUPAC classification, see Fig. 1.1b). It is possible to observe that 
favourable isotherms are convex upward because we obtain in this case a high 
loading of particles captured by the adsorbent at low concentration in the fluid 
phase. Instead, unfavourable isotherms are concave upward, which means that 
relatively low solid loadings are obtained at high concentration in the fluid. The 
irreversible isotherm is characterised by a constant amount of pollutant captured 
on the sorbent, also increasing the concentration in the fluid phase. In the linear 
isotherm case, the amount adsorbed is proportional to the concentration in the 
fluid. 
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Fig. 1.1. a-up) Adsorption isotherms (McCabe et al., 2005). b-down) 

Classification of adsorption isotherms following IUPAC. 
 
Many mathematical models have been developed based on the 

interpretation of adsorption isotherms to describe the mechanism involved during 
the process. The first successful model describing adsorption process is Langmuir 
model based on the following assumptions: i) the solid surface is composed of a 
two-dimensional array of energetically homogeneous sites; ii) only a monolayer 
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can occur and only one molecule can adsorb on a site; iii) the adsorption is 
localised and there is no adsorbate-adsorbate interaction; iv) all sites are 
energetically equivalent. 

The general form of the Langmuir isotherm can be expressed as: 
 

!"# =   $%&'()*+,	

./	()*+,
               (1.1) 

 
where ωeq [mmol g–1] and Peq [bar] are the adsorbent specific molar adsorption 
capacity and the equilibrium gas partial pressure of the adsorbate, respectively; KL 

[bar–1] and ωmax [mmol g–1] represent the Langmuir equilibrium constant and the 
maximum adsorption capacity of the adsorbed species, respectively. The 
hypothesis of monolayer adsorption is one of the most restrictive assumptions of 
Langmuir’s theory. In fact, adsorption frequently takes place in multilayer (i.e. 
molecules arrange themselves on the solid surface in more than one layer). 
However, although with somewhat restrictive assumptions, this model allows for 
an accurate description of the phenomenon when the adsorbed quantity is low and 
in the case of no interaction with the solvent.  

At low adsorbate partial pressure, the adsorption process can be described 
by a linear relationship expressed as:  

 

!"# = 12	3"#            (1.2)  

 
where KH [mmol g–1 bar–1] is the Henry equilibrium constant. Another most widely 
used model is the Freundlich isotherm. Compared with the Langmuir isotherm, 
the Freundlich isotherm does not have much limitation, it can deal with physical 
and chemical adsorption and the surface heterogeneity. Especially, this model 
frequently succeeds in depicting the adsorption behavior of organic compounds 
and reactive matter. The Freundlich isotherm is expressed as: 

 

!"# = 143"#

5
6            (1.3) 
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14 [mmol g–1 bar–1/n] and 1/n [–] are the Freundlich constant and the heterogeneity 

parameter, respectively (both generally temperature-dependent) (Do, 1998) to be 

determined. 
Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (1938) studied a new descriptive model in 

order to improve the Langmuir theory taking into account a multilayer adsorption 
of gases on a porous and non-porous solid. In addition to the assumptions 
proposed by Langmuir, it also assumes that the energy of adsorption of the second 
and subsequent layers of molecules is equal to that of liquification, and the total 
amount adsorbed is the amount on all layers. The BET equation is usually 
expressed in a linear form: 

 
*	

8(*:;*)
=

.	

	8%=
+

*(=;.)	

	8%=*?
                       (1.4) 

 
in which P0 is the saturation vapor pressure, n is the molar amount adsorbed at 
pressure P, nm is the molar amount of adsorbate required for complete monolayer 
coverage and c is a dimensionless constant which relates to adsorption energy and 

expressed in an exponential form. The plot of *	

8(*:;*)
 versus *	

*:
 gives a straight 

line with intercept of .

8%=
 and slope of =;.	

8%=
. 

The BET equation is one of the most used model for the interpretation of 
isotherms obtained from the adsorption of nitrogen at –186°C in order to 
determine the surface area, but in particular it is not useful for highly microporous 
carbons. Dubinin and Radushkevich gave us a model for the estimation of 
micropore volume from the low and medium part of an adsorption isotherm: 

 
@

@:
= exp DE

F	

G
H
I
J          (1.5) 

 
where V is the volume of adsorbate in the micropores per unit mass of the solid, 
V0 is the maximum specific volume that the adsorbate can occupy (obtainable 
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from porosimetric analyses), E is a characteristic energy (related to the adsorption 
strength between adsorbate and adsorbent, and specific per unit mole) and A is 
obtained by: 

 

K = LMln E
*	

*:
H           (1.6) 

 

K was originally termed, by Polanyi, the adsorption potential, but Dubinin 

preferred the designation “differential molar work of adsorption”. Once V and PQ 

are known, the solid molar adsorption capacity ! and the saturation uptake !RST 

can be calculated assuming a liquid-like adsorbed phase according to the 
Gurvitsch rule (Do, 1998). 

In conclusion, it is possible to obtain the isosteric heat of adsorption (UVW), 

a parameter for the degree of energetic heterogeneity of gas–solid interactions, 
through the determination of the adsorption isotherms at various temperatures. It 
can be retrieved using the Clausius–Clapeyron equation (Do, 1998). 

 

1.1.2 Adsorption: kinetics 

Adsorption processes are characterised by complex kinetic phenomena that 
can be divided in several elementary steps: 

1) fluid phase mass transfer including convective mass transfer and 
molecular diffusion; 

2) interface diffusion between fluid phase and the exterior surface 
of the adsorbent (i.e., film diffusion); 

3) intra-pellet mass transfer involving pore diffusion and surface 
diffusion; 

4) the adsorption-desorption reaction (Crittenden and Weber, 1978; 
Crittenden et al., 1986).  

In particular, there are three main resistances that can delay the whole 
kinetic process, and the slowest of them represents the limiting step and therefore 
determines the overall rate of adsorption:  
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1) external transport: transport through the layer (film) more directly 
in contact with the solid particle; 

2) internal diffusion: transport within the adsorbent pores until the 
solute reaches the active site; 

3) adsorption: formation of the bond between the adsorbent solid 
and the adsorbate. 

The kinetic study of adsorption phenomena and the influence of the 
characteristic parameters of the process is commonly performed using a process 
configuration in pilot scale, e.g., a fixed bed column and through the realisation 
of experimental breakthrough curves as reported in Fig. 1.2. 

 
Fig. 1.2. Breakthrough curve in a fixed bed reactor. 

 
A breakthrough curve has a sigmoidal shape and it represents an 

experimental relationship between the concentration of the pollutant in the gas 
flow exiting the column, and time. In particular, at the beginning the pollutant is 
completely adsorbed, then its concentration at the outlet increases up to the inlet 
level when the solid is completely saturated. The value of time at which the 
concentration of the pollutant in the outlet gas is, say, 5% of the value at the inlet, 
is called breakpoint time (tb in Fig. 1.2). It is a clue of the beginning of saturation 
for the solid adsorbent and, in the industrial practice, it usually represents a 
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limiting working condition corresponding to regulation emission limit (McCabe 
et al., 2005).  

It can be demonstrated that the area above the breakthrough curve is 
proportional to the total amount of pollutant captured by the adsorbent; as a matter 
of fact, in order to evaluate the solid adsorption capacity, a mass balance on i 
(pollutant) species over the adsorption column is required as reported in Eq. (1.7): 

 
XY
Y6ZY[W;XY

?\](W)ZY[W

^Y
= _d!          (1.7) 

 

where Qi [L s–1] is the volumetric flow rate of the i species, ab [mg L–1] is the 
pollutant density at the operative temperature and pressure, Mi its molecular 

weight, m [g] is the adsorbent mass and d! [mmol g–1] the differential solid 
adsorption capacity. By rearranging Eq. (1.7) and integrating between zero and 
time t* for which the out/in ratio of the volumetric flow rate of the i species is 
practically unitary (complete solid saturation), it is possible to evaluate the solid 

total adsorption capacity !"#, as reported in Eq. (1.8):  

 

!"# 	= 	
XY
Y6ZY
	R^Y

∫ d1 −
XY
?\](W)

XY
Y6 g dh

W∗

Q          (1.8) 

 

1.1.3 Common adsorbents 

The realisation of an efficient adsorption system starts from the choice of 
an appropriate solid adsorbent, whose properties should be tuned on the particular 
compound(s) to be removed. It is important to highlight that sorbents can be also 
functionalised with active phases. If the latter have a high affinity towards the 
chemical to remove, the adsorption capacity of the whole system can grow 
considerably.  

The main solid substrates used for adsorption processes are presented in the 
following. 
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Alumina 

Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) is one of the most important ceramic materials 
widely used as electrical insulator, with exceptional high resistance to chemical 
agents, excellent performance as catalyst or as catalytic support for several 
dispersed active phases. It is widely used for structural, microelectronic, 
membrane applications and water and wastewater treatment (Rahmani et al., 
2010). The most common form of crystalline Al2O3 is known as corundum or α-
alumina. Alumina also exists in other phases, including the cubic γ and η phases, 
the monoclinic θ phase, the hexagonal χ phase, the orthorhombic κ phase and the 
δ phase, that can be tetragonal or orthorhombic (Levin and Brandon, 1998; Paglia, 
2004). In particular, γ-Al2O3 has important technical applications, such as good 
porosity and average surface area (0.45 cm3/g and 238.9 m2/g, respectively, 
according to Fuhrman et al., 2007) which make γ-Al2O3 appealing as a solid 
support. Alumina cannot compete in terms of capacity or selectivity with other 
sorbents such as molecular sieves, although its superior mechanical strength is 
important in moving-bed applications (Coulson and Richardson, 2005). 

 
Zeolites 

Zeolites are microporous, alumino-silicate minerals that have been 
considered for separation and purification of gases thanks to their characteristic 
ability for polar compounds adsorption. Zeolites are built of a periodic array of 
SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedra-based groups (Ruthven, 1984). Zeolites used to capture 
molecules are known as molecular sieves (Ozekmekci et al., 2015). Molecular 
sieves are highly porous and have lattice structures composed of tetrahedral of 
silica and alumina arranged in various ways. The capturing effect is given by the 
formation of a cage-like structure with windows which admit only molecules 
smaller than a certain size (Coulson and Richardson, 2005). By using various 
source materials and proper conditions of manufacture, it is possible to produce a 
range of molecular sieves with access dimensions of 0.3 nm–1. Zeolites are 
effective for the removal of specific compounds such as water and H2S. Natural 
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zeolites usually require previous activation and packaging steps which not always 
makes their use economical.  

 
Mesoporous silica 

Ordered mesoporous silicas (e.g., MCM-41, SBA-15, TUD-1, HMM-33 

and FSM-16) are a class of silica materials characterised by various cage 
structures (such as hexagonal, cubic and lamellar). Their narrow and uniform pore 
size, coupled with their high surface area, make them suitable for the development 
of novel solid catalysts (Pourzolfaghar and Ismail, 2013). For instance, 
mesostructured SBA-15 silica is a high-surface area (up to 1000 m2/g) material, 
with 6–7 nm-wide regular channels and thick (3–4 nm) pore walls. Especially due 
to its thick walls, SBA-15 provides thermal stability and this, together with its 
high surface area, makes it an ideal support for active phases (Sun et al., 2006). 

 
Activated carbons 

Activated carbons are carbonaceous materials with a common structure 
made up of an assembly of defective graphene layers that have high capture 
potentiality, thanks to a complex structure. The latter is characterised by 
micropores that determine high surface area for adsorption, but also meso and 
macropores which can facilitate the diffusion of the adsorbate to the inner porosity 

(Marsh and Rodríguez-Reinoso, 2006; Whaby et al., 2010; Sayari et al., 2011). 

Activated carbons are prepared in two steps: carbonisation and activation. 

• carbonisation- In this first step, naturally occurring carbonaceous 
materials such as coal, wood, coconut shells or bones are decomposed in an inert 
atmosphere at a temperature of about 800 K;  

• activation- The products of carbonisation are not porous enough, hence it 
is needed an additional treatment or activation to generate a system of fine pores. 
The carbon may be produced in the activated state by treating the raw material 
with chemicals, such as zinc chloride or phosphoric acid, before carbonising (i.e. 
chemical activation). The chemicals involved in chemical activation promote the 
formation of micropores (i.e. pores with diameters smaller than 2 nm) and 
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chemical activation generates carbons with a good porosity (Choi et al., 2008). 
Alternatively, the carbon from the carbonisation stage may be activated at 
temperatures higher than 1000 K in atmospheres of various gases, such as steam 
or carbon dioxide (i.e. physical activation, Balsamo et al., 2012, 2013).  

Activated carbon has a typical surface area of 500-2000 m2/g, mostly 
associated with a set of pores of variable dimensions, commonly classified as 
micropores (i.e. pores with diameters smaller than 2 nm), mesopores (i.e. pores 
with diameters between 2 and 50 nm) and macropores (i.e. pores with diameters 
larger than 50 nm). 

 
Metal oxides  

An oxide is a chemical compound that contains at least one oxygen atom 
and one other element in its chemical formula. Metal oxides typically contain an 
anion of oxygen in the oxidation state of −2. In the present context, an ideal metal 
oxide sorbent should have the following characteristics: 

• potential of regenerating the metal complex formed upon adsorption into 
the parent metal oxide; 

• extremely reactive toward the compound to be removed; 

• appropriate morphology and porosity of the pellet to increase the 
diffusion capability and reactivity; 

• minimised undesired reactions in adsorption and regeneration conditions. 
Much of the research concerns metal based materials as sorbent, that are 

presumed to remove e.g. H2S at low temperatures according to the general 
reaction: H2S+MeO→MeS+H2O, where MeO is the parent metal oxide sorbent 
and MeS is the metal sulphide after the reaction. 
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1.2 H2S adsorption 

1.2.1 General information 

 Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) is a colourless gas with a characteristic odor of 
rotten eggs. In Table 1.1, some physical and chemical properties are listed. 

 
 
 

Table 1.1. Some physical and chemical properties of H2S. 

 
 

H2S is extremely toxic, corrosive and flammable in nature. It causes 
irritation to nose, throat and eyes at a concentration less than 5 ppm, and at 1000 
ppm it causes instant death (United States Department of Labor, 2018). H2S is 
perceived by humans at concentrations as small as 0.5–2 ppbv (Gabriel and 
Deshusses, 2003). H2S occurs naturally, at various concentration, in different 
hydrocarbon sources such as crude petroleum, natural gas, liquefied petroleum 
gas (LPG), off-gases of industrial catalytic hydrodesulphurisation (HDS) 
upgrading heavy petroleum (bitumen) and biogas. In Table 1.2 it is listed the 
concentration range of H2S in various gaseous streams (Samokhvalov and 
Tatarchuk, 2011). It is also formed by the hydrolysis reaction of metal sulphides 
present in volcanic rocks. Landfills, rotten vegetation, and composting sites can 
also contribute to H2S generation due to anaerobic respiration of sulphate-
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reducing bacteria: these organisms breathe sulphate to derive energy and release 
sulphide as waste. 

 
 
Table 1.2. Concentration of H2S in some gaseous streams (Samokhvalov and 
Tatarchuk, 2011). 

 
 

The international environmental regulations for gas emission by industries 
have become more and more stringent with respect to the release of gas containing 
sulphur. Hydrogen sulphide is known to be a major source of acid rain when 
oxidised in the atmosphere to SO2. The acceptable H2S levels can be quite 
different depending on the end use; for example, 5−15 ppm H2S is acceptable in 
natural gas depending on the Country of use, but <1 ppm H2S is required for fuel 
cell applications.  

 

1.2.2 State of the art 

The first adsorbents used for removing H2S from syngas, coal gas, etc. at 
high temperature (T>100°C) were bulk metal oxides.  Westmoreland and Harrison 
(1976) studied, at high temperature (400−1200°C), the desulphurisation potential 
of oxides of 28 elements with computational free energy minimisations using 
temperature-dependent free energies from the literature. Fe, Zn, Mo, Mn, V, Ca, 
Sr, Ba, Co, Cu, and W, showed thermodynamic feasibility (at least 95% 
desulphurisation and solid stability) for high-temperature desulphurisation. 
Elseviers and Verelst (1999) observed, with a computational work, that Zn, Mo, 
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Mn, W, Sn, Co, Cu, Ni, and Fe oxide should be successful in reducing the residual 
H2S content to 0.03, 0.6, 2.5, 3.4, 19, 24, 39, 41, and 91 ppm, respectively, with a 
feed gas containing 12.5% CO2, 42.5% CO, 32.175% H2, 12.5% H2O, and 3250 
ppm H2S at 400°C.  

Among these bulk metals oxides, CuO and ZnO are the most studied 
(Novochinskii et al., 2004; Dhage et al., 2010; Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010).  
According to Yang et Tatarchuk (2010), the main advantage of the Cu-based 
sorbents is the highly favoured sulphidisation thermodynamics for copper in the 
oxidation states of +2 and +1. However, copper compounds (oxides and sulphides) 
have relatively low melting points and are prone to thermally induced sintering 
that rapidly lowers the efficiency of the sorbent. Furthermore, CuO sorbents suffer 
from other limitations such as oxide reduction, loss in surface area and porosity 
(Erzos et al., 2006; Dhage et al., 2010; Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010). For these 
reasons, CuO is more likely dispersed onto a suitable support. 

 Baird et al. (1992) observed stoichiometric adsorption of H2S on ZnO at 
350°C, but it falls off rapidly as the temperature is reduced. Additionally, 
Novochinskii et al. (2004) and Dhage et al. (2010) tested pure ZnO for H2S 
adsorption. Dhage et al. (2010) comparatively examined two types of pure ZnO 
absorbents (i.e. 3 mm-extrudates and a wash-coated monolith). Despite the higher 
space velocity for the test with the wash-coated monolith, the outlet H2S 
concentration was lower than that with the extruded material. Therefore, the use 
of a ZnO wash-coated monolith led to a better performance. These tests were 
conducted at 300–400°C. In this temperature range, ZnO has been widely used to 
remove H2S because of its high equilibrium constant (for ZnS formation). In 
particular, it is important to underline that recent studies carried out by Neveux et 
al. (2012) showed that the ZnO sulphidation model is characterised by an outward 
rather than inward growth mechanism for the formation of ZnS (Fig. 1.3). 
Decreasing the reaction temperature to 200–300°C brings a severe decrease of the 
sulphidation rate of pure ZnO and this, consequently, reduces its efficiency 
(Balichard et al., 2014). In fact, the reactions between sulphur species and metal 
oxide sorbents at low temperatures are confined only in the outer layer of the 
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sorbent particles. Hence, due to increase of the molar volume in ZnO–ZnS 
transformation, a ZnS layer is formed, which hinders the further reaction of ZnO 
and determines a decrease in the overall reactivity and transformation rate 
(Balichard et al., 2014). Moreover, the transport through the layer is considerably 
slower at low than at high temperatures, and so it is the sulphur capacity (Yan et 
al., 2002). 

 

 
Fig. 1.3. Schematic representation of an outward (a) and an inward (b) growth of 

ZnS phase during the ZnO sulphidation reaction (Neveux et al., 2012). 
 
A possible way to overcome this difficulty is to use another zinc compound 

such as ZnCO3, which has a density higher than the corresponding sulphur 
reaction products (Balichard et al., 2014), or varying the ZnO morphology that 
involves doping with other metallic species. For example, Skrzypski et al. (2011) 
studied mixed Cu−Zn oxides and found a 6-fold increase in capacity at 200°C by 
doping with 6 mol% Cu. Jiang et al. (2010) studied Cu−Zn and Cu−Zn−Al mixed 
metal oxides prepared via co-precipitation (cp) or multi-precipitation (mp) 
methods at 80°C. Better dispersion by aluminum results in smaller mean 
crystalline sizes and higher specific surface area of Al-containing sorbents; 
breakthrough sulphur capacities also improve as a result of reducing the thickness 
of sulphide shell so reducing as well the diffusion path length.  

As already mentioned, using the metal oxide or mixed metal oxide at 
relative low T (<200°C) is limited due to kinetic restrictions, which can lead to 
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rather low utilisation factors. Therefore, current research efforts are devoted to 
develop high performance sorbents capable to work at low temperature (down to 
room temperature): a promising approach is to disperse nano-sized metal oxides 
onto highly porous supports, such as zeolites, mesoporous silicas and activated 
carbons, or in composites with graphite oxides  So far, also unfunctionalised 
activated carbons have been found to have good removal properties of H2S when 
the concentration of pollutant is in the range of ppm or less (Bagreev and Bandosz, 
2005). This is the result of unique surface properties of carbonaceous adsorbents 
such as high surface area and pore volume, along with surface chemistry, which 
promotes the catalytic oxidation of H2S in the presence of even small amounts of 
oxygen and high moisture contents. Both physical adsorption and chemisorption 
play an important role in the H2S capture mechanisms on activated carbons. 
Chemisorption is rapid and mostly occurs at the carbon surface, whereas physical 
adsorption is relatively slow and mostly takes place at the inner pores of carbon 
(Yan et al., 2002). 

 The mechanisms of H2S adsorption on activated carbon are influenced by 
the presence of other species such as CO2 (Bagreev and Bandosz, 2005) and H2O 
(Huang et al., 2006). In dry conditions (i.e. absence of humidity in the feed gas 
stream), H2S is captured by physical adsorption and it is supposed to occur 
following the mechanism called micropore filling (Adib et al., 1999, 2000; Feng 
et al., 2005). When other species besides H2S are involved in adsorption, both 
chemical and physical mechanisms can occur. As an example, O2, adsorbed on 
the surface of the adsorbent, oxidises H2S to sulphur or SO2. It is likely that atoms 
present in the small pores act as a catalyst for oxygen activation causing hydrogen 
sulphide oxidation (Nguyen-Thanh and Bandosz, 2005). Moreover, if humidity is 
present in the gas stream, sulphuric acid might be formed (Nguyen-Thanh and 
Bandosz, 2005). 

The mechanism of H2S removal in the presence of humidity can be very 
complex and it depends on many parameters. Huang et al. (2006) humidified 
activated carbons under various relative humidity (RH) conditions (RH=40–50% 
or 70–80%) at 323 K for 24 h. After cooling down to room temperature, the 
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absorbed water vapour condensed to a water film in the pores of the activated 
carbon. They affirmed that, in such conditions, the H2S dissolved and dissociated 
to produce H+ and HS− ions into the water film. This is followed by a dissociative 
adsorption (Adib et al., 1999, 2000) and in some cases by oxidation that brings to 
the formation of sulphur, SO2 or sulphur polymeric structures (Bagreev et al., 
2004). Therefore, the absorption of H2S into the water film increased the 
adsorption capability of the pre-moistened activated carbon (Huang et al., 2006). 
Choi et al. (2008) found that the adsorption capacity was not highly dependent on 
relative humidity in absence of oxygen. However, the adsorption capacity of 
hydrogen sulphide at constant oxygen concentration (2% vol) was considerably 
increased by relative humidity. 

Another important parameter is the pH occurring in the carbon pores due to 
water adsorption. If pH<pKa(H2S), the oxidation brings to the formation of 
sulphur. Contrarily, if pH>pKa(H2S), SO2 and sulphuric acid are preferentially 
formed (Adib et al., 1999, 2000; Yan et al., 2002). 

Previously mentioned, the functionalisation treatment, with metal oxide or 
other active phases, leads to an increase of adsorption of hydrogen sulphide. The 
impregnation of basic groups such as KOH (Tsai et al., 2001; Yan et al., 2002), 
KI (Choi et al., 2008), urea and melamine (Bagreev et al., 2004) determines 
appreciable results. However, the use of impregnation with these compounds is 
limited by their low ignition temperature, which could cause undesired 
autoignition in the bed. Tsai et al. (2001) explored the adsorption of H2S on 
alkaline impregnated activated carbons. Generally, the length of unused bed 
(LUB) of the impregnated alkaline activated carbon was less than in the case of 
activated carbon, because the alkaline reacted with H2S and enhanced the 
adsorption rate. NaOH was selected as the most effective alkaline additive. 
Moreover, finer adsorbent particle sizes enhanced the adsorption rate. The 
reaction between H2S and NaOH can be proposed as follows: H2S is a diproton 
acid that reacts with a hydroxide (i.e. H2S+AOH→AHS+H2O) of basic chemicals. 

Furthermore, Bagreev et al. (2004) revealed that carbons modified with 
nitrogen-containing species and heat-treated at 850°C have a hydrogen sulphide 
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removal capacity exceeding more then 10 times the capacity of unmodified 
samples. In fact, nitrogen within the carbon matrix can cause an increase in the 
number of basic groups and changes the charge distribution within carbon layers. 
Another interesting application of activated carbon functionalisation is the use of 
metal oxides and hydroxides, such as those based on Cu (Huang et al., 2006) and 
Zn (Hernandez et al., 2011a,b). Recent studies (Lau et al., 2015) also report cerium 
oxide as an efficient active phase. Among metal oxides, zinc oxide is the most 
employed for H2S adsorption. Rosso et al. (2003) found that ZnO has the highest 
equilibrium constant for sulphidation, yielding H2S removal down to even 

fractions of 1 ppm. The Gibbs free energy of sulphidation of ZnO is ∆G =–
91607.18+15.16T (J mol–1). Therefore, conversion of ZnO to ZnS can easily take 
place at low temperatures, including room temperature (Samokhvalov and 
Tatarchuk, 2011). For these applications, the functionalised materials are mainly 
prepared by means of the precipitation method (Hernandez et al., 2011a,b), that is 
one of the most easy and economic method to functionalise a support. For 
instance, biogas desulphurisation tests have pointed out that an activated carbon 
functionalised with 10% ZnO has a higher H2S adsorption capacity (≈47%) than 
the commercial raw activated carbon material, due to the presence of well 
dispersed ZnO nanoparticles on the surface of the activated carbon (Hernandez et 
al., 2011a,b). Also in the case of using nanodispersed active phase onto a support 

at T≈250°C, the reaction between ZnO and H2S leads to the formation of ZnS 
(Rosso et al., 2003). However, the reaction between ZnO and H2S is affected by 
the presence of other compounds. For instance, some studies observed that CO2 
can accelerate the reaction between ZnO and H2S, while H2O inhibits the reaction 

due to the desulphurisation reaction (i.e. ZnO+H2S⇌ZnS+H2O) that brings to the 
production of water. Hence the presence of H2O promotes the equilibrium towards 
the reagent direction (Elseviers and Verels, 1999). Additionally, H2 accelerates 
the reaction of H2S in the presence of H2O, whereas CO inhibits the reaction 
(Sasaoka et al., 1994). 

Hernandez et al. (2011a,b) explored various ZnO percentage loading on 
activated carbons ranging from 10 to 30% wt. As a general trend, the H2S 
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adsorption capacity increases with the percentage of loading. This tendency 
reaches a maximum at which the trend is then opposite. In fact, the higher 
dimension of the dispersed phase (ZnO) due to the increase in the loading 
percentage determines a reduction in the exposed area so decreasing the dispersion 
of the active phase on the support. In addition, the functionalised carbon has to be 
frequently substituted because at high loading percentage it is only partially 
regenerable (Bagreev et al., 2002). 

There are few studies regarding the use of inorganic support as adsorbent 
without a functionalisation treatment, most of the applications found in the 
literature make use of these solids as support for the dispersion of an active phase. 
In a similar way observed for AC, ZnO active phase may be dispersed onto a 
suitable, high surface area support such as inorganic porous sorbents. Among the 
latter, amorphous silicates or mesoporous silica are the most studied (Yang et al., 
2002;; Hussain et al., 2012; Mureddu et al., 2012; Montes et al., 2013). 

For instance, Wang et al. (2008b) studied the H2S removing capacity of 
mesoporous silica SBA-15 with adding zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles through 
incipient wetness impregnation and ultrasonic method. ZnO functionalised 
mesoporous materials have shown better adsorption capacities than activated 
carbon-based adsorbents (Wang et al., 2008b; Hussain et al., 2012). As an 
alternative, Kang et al. (2008) use alumina as a support. The latter is quite 
effective for H2S removal thanks to the presence on its surface of hydroxyl groups. 
In contrast with pure ZnO, pure Al2O3 has a high surface area and total pore 
volume, hence combining Al2O3 support and ZnO sorbent; the surface area and 
total pore volume of composite sorbent can sharply increase in comparison to pure 
ZnO. This result suggests that, using the ZnO–Al2O3, composite sorbents can 
show a better performance than pure ZnO for H2S adsorption due to the higher 
surface area and pore volume (Tajizadegan et al., 2013). 

Ozekmekci et al. (2015) tested zeolites for the removal of hydrogen 
sulphide. The adsorption capacity of H2S by zeolites, without any 
functionalisation treatment, is low compared to other sorbents such as activated 
carbons, because the AC can promote an adsorption–catalytic oxidation 
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mechanism for H2S (leading to elemental S, SO2, sulphates, sulphuric acid, apart 
from metal sulphides) in the presence of even small amounts of oxygen and high 
moisture content. However, advantages of zeolite adsorption involve low cost, 
long-term chemical and thermal stability of adsorbents, (partial) regeneration via 
thermal (oxidative) treatments and, most importantly, high selectivity for H2S 
separation (Yaşyerli et al., 2002). This is crucial because, as mentioned in Chapter 
2, biogas is made up of several compounds. Cosoli et al. (2008) tested a 
hydrophilic (i.e. LTA) and an hydrophobic (i.e. MFI) zeolite for H2S adsorption. 
The main results of this work indicate that hydrophilic zeolites are more suitable 
for H2S adsorption. In fact, electrostatic interactions between the H2S polar 
molecule and the framework are more favourable in hydrophilic zeolites. 

Moreover, selectivity factors are generally very high in hydrophilic zeolites 
while MFI shows much lower selectivity for H2S (Cosoli et al., 2008). Zeolites 
can be also modified in order to increase their adsorption capacity (Ozekmekci et 
al., 2015). For instance, Liu et al. (2015) used a hybrid TiO2/zeolite composite 
which exploits at the same time the features of zeolite adsorption and TiO2 
photocatalysis action. The performance of TiO2/zeolite was slightly affected by 
the high level of CO2 and favoured by the presence of moisture in the feed gas, 
especially in the photocatalytic stages. 

Before studying other types of adsorbents (with various active phases on a 
support), some studies focused on the regeneration of the sorbent. Bagreev et al. 
(2002) tested the regeneration of spent activated carbons by washing with cold 
water or by means of a thermal treatment (for example by heating the samples at 
300°C for 120 min in air). After applying both the regeneration methods, the 
samples, previously completely exhausted, revealed some capacity to remove 
hydrogen sulphide. However, the measured capacity was much lower than that for 
the initial sample, which indicates low efficiency of regeneration, in both the 
cases. This occurs because some species such as sulphur or sulphuric acid bond 
irreversibly on the active sites (Huang et al., 2006).  

Regeneration efficiencies typically vary in a wide range of 50–80% (Aslam 
et al., 2015). Differently, Lew et al. (1989) studied regeneration of pure ZnO 
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sorbents with 10% of air and 90% of N2 (molar compositions), at 700°C. The 
regenerability of ZnO is affected by a loss of surface area (due to sintering 
phenomena) at high regeneration temperatures and by the formation of stable zinc 
sulphate at low regeneration temperatures. However, since a low oxygen 
concentration (≈2%) was used in regeneration of the spent sorbent, zinc sulphate 
formation was not observed. On the other hand, after many sulphidation 
regeneration cycles, sintering (starting at temperatures of ≈250°C, Samokhvalov 
and Tatarchuk, 2011) and loss of volatile zinc by reduction of the zinc oxide 
sorbent will cause a noticeable decrease in the conversion of the sorbent to ZnS, 
based on the original amount of ZnO. In fact, the non-supported sorbents based 
on Zn oxides are known to work efficiently for only a small number of 
sulphidisation regeneration cycles (Dhage et al., 2010). 

Further studies reveal that ZnO impregnated alumina shows low 
efficiencies of regeneration (Yang et al., 2007). In fact, during regeneration of 
ZnO–Al2O3 composite sorbents, the active phase and the support interact and 
produce zinc products that can decrease the adsorption of H2S because is inactive 
species for H2S adsorption, especially at high regeneration temperature. The 
incomplete regeneration is the real disadvantage of sorbents such as activated 
carbons and alumina. In fact, the chemical H2S removal processes are expensive 
(3.85 €/kgH2S) due to chemical requirements, energy and disposal costs if 
confronted for instance to biological desulphurisation (0.1–0.25 €/kgH2S) (Sun et 
al., 2015). This is the reason why an effective regeneration is crucial for economic 
sustainability of the process. The choice of regenerable sorbents has been often 
directed toward other sorbents such as zeolites, SiO2 particles, mesoporous silica 
and copper oxides. For instance, according to Yang and Tatarchuk (2010), CuO 
sorbents are favoured as regenerable sorbents. However, according to Ozekmekci 
et al. (2015), the regeneration of zeolites is much easier, efficient, and also low-
cost. In fact, zeolite adsorption involves the reversibility of the adsorption-
desorption processes. Moreover, Liu et al. (2015) report that the regenerated 
hybrid TiO2/zeolite composite showed a good adsorption and photocatalysis 
capacity as the fresh one. Finally, with the appropriate support, metal oxide 
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impregnated sorbents can also achieve high regeneration efficiencies. For 
instance, Wang et al. (2008a) affirm that ZnO functionalised mesoporous silica 
sorbents can be easily regenerated at mild conditions (temperature range of 75–
100°C) and have excellent stability. Moreover, Yang and Tatarchuk (2010) found 
that the SiO2 inert sorbent support is very efficient for regenerable 
desulphurisation applications at moderately low temperatures (300–500°C). 
Hence, SiO2 is developing as support for both ZnO and CuO active phases. 

Another way to improve H2S adsorption is to functionalise sorbents by 
using mixed metal oxides. In fact, it is well known that the presence of a second 
metal in a metal oxide matrix can improve the activity and catalytic properties of 
the single metal oxides. This synergistic effect can be the result of particular 
metal–metal or metal–oxygen–metal interactions when the “right” combination of 
metals is chosen. Mabayoje et al. (2013) studied combinations of mixed 
zinc/cobalt hydroxides. Furthermore, many studies of CuO and ZnO combinations 
have been made in literature using various supports such as mesoporous SiO2 and 
alumina (Kang et al., 2008; Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010; Montes et al., 2013; 
Elyassi et al., 2014). Montes et al. (2013) use CuO and ZnO supported on 
mesoporous silica. The maximum efficiency in H2S removal was observed at zinc 
loading of 10% wt and copper loading of 20% wt. Higher loadings of ZnO and 
CuO implicate a decrease in H2S removal. This is ascribed to the formation of a 
comparatively less reactive aggregate form of copper or zinc, which decreases 
both the uniform dispersion of these metal oxides on the support and the specific 
area and pore volume, caused by many factors (Liu et al., 2012): pore blockage, 
damage and possible collapse of the pores, as well as the formation of large 
agglomerates at high loadings of ZnO or CuO. Another factor to be considered is 
that in coarse metal oxide nanoparticles only the external surface is available to 
react with H2S, leaving the inner part of the nanoparticle intact so lowering 
efficiency and adsorption capacity. The reaction mechanism can be explained 
based on acid–base reaction. Both Cu2+ and Zn2+ are moderate acids while sulphur 
is a soft base, therefore the formation of CuS and ZnS is very favoured (Montes 
et al., 2013). Due to the use of highly porous supports, ZnO supported on SiO2 
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(ZnO/SiO2) demonstrated a high sulphur capacity and almost complete ZnO 
utilisation indicating minimised intraparticle mass transfer resistance. However, 
the practice of using mixed sorbents has not been optimised yet and very few are 
the studies regarding their interaction with other species present in fuel gas 
streams and biogas such as H2O, CO2 and CH4.  

 

1.3 Formaldehyde adsorption 

1.3.1 General information 

Formaldehyde, HCHO, is one of the most common toxic pollutants found 
in indoor air. HCHO is produced on a large scale by the oxidation of methane or 
methanol in the presence of a catalyst (Reuss et al., 2002). At ambient conditions, 
it is a flammable and colourless gas of a pungent distinct odour. Its boiling point 
is –19°C. The HCHO molecule is polar with a dipole moment of 1.85 D and pKa 
of 13.27. The compound is soluble in water, ethanol, diethyl ether, and acetone. 
Formaldehyde is commonly purchased as a 37% solution in water, known as 
formalin, with 10% methanol as a stabiliser. The annual production of 37% 
formaldehyde is about 20 million tons worldwide (Hauptmann et al., 2006). Even 
though small amounts of formaldehyde are produced naturally by plants, animal, 
and humans, its main source is anthropogenic. It is introduced to the atmosphere 
through a combustion process, industrial production or as a component of the 
resins used in furniture and building materials. Furthermore, its most common 
sources are pressed woods and particle boards (USA Consumer Products Safety 
Commission). Based on its toxicity, formaldehyde is classified as a known human 

carcinogen (Formaldehyde and Cancer Risk NIH, 2018). For example, only in the 

USA up to 2 million workers are exposed every day to it (Zhang et al., 2009). 
HCHO is considered as one of the most dangerous gases for the respiratory system 
(Medinsky and Bond, 2001). In indoor air, formaldehyde is found in carpet 
cleaners, medicines, cosmetics, adhesives, paper and plastics. Moreover, pressed 
wood products containing formaldehyde resins are often a significant source of 
formaldehyde. Exposure to only 4 ppm HCHO causes irritation to nose, throat, 
and eyes. The high solubility of formaldehyde in water causes rapid absorption in 
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the respiratory and gastrointestinal tract. Here, it can be oxidised to form formate 
and exhaled as carbon dioxide or incorporated in biological matrices. According 
to a report published by “Health Canada”, which is based on human clinical 
studies and animal experiments, the primary effects of acute exposure to 
formaldehyde are irritation of the mucosa of the upper respiratory tract and the 
eyes (Health Canada, 2005). Fig. 1.4 shows the common health effects related to 
HCHO inhalation. As a consequence, the World Health Organization (WHO) has 
established its exposure limit at 0.08 ppm for 30 min. Furthermore, US Consumer 
Products Safety Report of 1997 lists its either indoor or outdoor concentration 
limit at the level of 0.03 ppm. 

  

1.3.2 State of the art 

There are only few reports addressing adsorption of formaldehyde on 
activated carbons. Through their studies on AC without functionalisation, 
Kumagai et al. (2008) evaluated the adsorption capacity of AC derived from rice 
husks (RH) and, for comparison, the experiments were carried out on commercial 
coconut shell AC. The experimental apparatus was a closed bag of 5 L containing 
AC in the presence of 1 ppm of HCHO vapour at room temperature. The results 
showed that an increase in the carbonising temperature of RH AC, from 250°C to 
800°C, led to an increase in the HCHO adsorption rate. 
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Fig. 1.4. Health effects of formaldehyde exposure (Suresh and Bandosz, 2018). 

 
In the case of samples treated at lower temperature (250°C), it required 

more than 100 min to reduce the HCHO concentration to 0.5 ppm while the 
sample treated at 800°C decreased the HCHO concentration to 0.5 ppm after 10 
min. The rice husks have a better adsorption of HCHO compared with coconut 
AC. The authors suggested that RH AC show better adsorption for a high surface 
basicity that enhances the adsorption of HCHO. The basicity was connected to the 
presence of inorganic K and Ca compounds. Wen et al. (2011) evaluated the 
adsorption performance of three commercial AC, derived from coconut shells, 
wood and coal. The measured formaldehyde adsorption capacities were between 
7 to 8 mg g–1 at a HCHO concentration of 0.41 mg m–3. Carter et al. (2011) studied 
the HCHO adsorption isotherm of three carbon based sorbents, ACF cloth and two 
granular activated carbons, GAC, derived from bituminous coal. The maximum 
adsorption capacity at 20 ppm of HCHO was obtained for ACF carbon cloth. The 
comparison of the HCHO adsorption isotherms on the investigated samples 
indicated that the affinity of HCHO to the adsorbents surface depended on the 
surface chemistry. It is important to underline that water adsorption isotherm 
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obtained by the same AC sorbents are similar compared to HCHO isotherm (Fig. 
1.5). 

 

 
Fig. 1.5. HCHO adsorption isotherms for ACF (⋄), GAC1 (□), and GACF (△). 

Solid lines are fitted adsorption isotherms using Q-L model. (a) HCHO, (b) 
Water (Carter et al., 2011). 

 
The authors also investigated the density of acid and basic groups on the 

surface of the sorbent, to find a correlation with the amount of adsorbed HCHO 
as formaldehyde can behave as either Lewis acid or Lewis base. It was concluded 
that, at low HCHO concentration, the amount of formaldehyde adsorbed depended 
on the density of both acidic and basic groups, although the effect of the latter 
seemed to be stronger. 

Rong and coworkers (2002, 2003) investigated the dynamic adsorption of 
HCHO vapour using rayon-based activated carbon fibers (ACF). The feed gas was 
generated by HCHO solution in water, and the total flow rate was 0.5 cm3/s. The 
sorbents were treated in air oxidised in a temperature range between 350 and 
450°C for various periods of time (1–3 h). The sample oxidised at 420°C for 1 h 
was found to be the one with the highest surface area among all the samples tested, 
and the adsorption capacity was equal to 583.4 mL g–1. The authors highlighted 
the competitive adsorption of HCHO and water vapour, because in the same 
experimental conditions it was found that the sorbents adsorbed a high amount of 
water. Rong and coworkers also studied the effect of various heat treatment 
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conditions on the same samples. The temperature range was between 350 and 
850°C. The best sample was obtained at 450°C for 0.5 h. In particular, they 
noticed that this heat treatment increases the selectivity toward HCHO. Finally, 
they established some relevant aspects to increase the adsorption of HCHO on 
heat treated rayon activated carbon fiber: 1) presence of acidic carboxylic groups, 
2) cooperative interaction of dipole–dipole interaction and hydrogen bonding.  

Tanada et al. (1999) measured formaldehyde adsorption isotherms from its 
water solutions onto untreated and treated AC. The carbon was oxidised with 
concentrated nitric acid and/or sulphuric acid for 24 h (mass ratio 1:1), and then 
reduced with iron powder and washed with HCl for 30 min and 60 min. They 
observed that the adsorption capacity increased from 0.4 mg g–1 for the initial 
sample to 0.8 mg g–1 for the modified samples, during adsorption tests at 15°C 
and 35 mg/L as initial HCHO concentration. At 25°C, it was observed a two-fold 
increase in the capacity of the sorbent. It was concluded that this was due to the 
specific interactions between formaldehyde and the surface of AC, by introducing 
amino groups on the surface of treated samples.  

As seen above, in order to increase the adsorption of HCHO, modification 
by incorporation of basic groups, in particular nitrogen compounds, was the most 
explored technique. Boonamnuayvitaya et al. (2005) investigated the removal of 
HCHO vapours using carbons obtained by coffee residues activated with ZnCl2, 
CO2 and steam. The best sample was the carbon activated with ZnCl2 under a 
nitrogen flow (CZn-N2). On the basis of the collected results, it was concluded 
that, for HCHO adsorption on activated carbon, surface chemistry is more 
important than textual features. The kinetics of formaldehyde adsorption (2.3 
ppm) at 45% relative humidity and at 30°C on microporous ACs prepared from 
poly (ethylene terephthalate) and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) was investigated by 
László (2005). The oxygen content was less than 10% and PAN-derived carbon 
had 5.3% nitrogen on the surface. The latter sample was found as having the 
highest formaldehyde uptake per unit surface area. It was concluded that the high 
oxygen content yielded a greater affinity towards water, as did the presence of 
nitrogen functionalities in the PAN-derived samples. An et al. (2005) studied 
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mesoporous AC treated with sulphuric acid and ammonia for removing indoor 
HCHO (1 ppmv). The adsorption capacity of the samples modified by acid was 
comparable to that relative to the parent one, despite its smaller specific surface 
area. Ammonia modified sorbents showed the highest HCHO adsorption capacity, 
attributed to the presence of nitrogen groups and an increase of surface area. 
Furthermore, Song et al. (2007) investigated adsorption of low concentration 
formaldehyde on various ACFs, such as pitch-based, rayon-based, and PAN-
based. The initial formaldehyde concentration was 20 ppm. The samples markedly 
differed in surface areas and pore volumes. The measured adsorption capacities 
were between 0.01 mmol g–1 and 0.478 mmol g–1. Since all PAN-based ACFs 
showed higher formaldehyde adsorption capacity and longer breakthrough time 
than did pitch-based or rayon-based ACFs, it was concluded, by XPS analysis, 
that abundant nitrogen-containing groups in the PAN-derived fibers, and 
especially pyrrolic, pyridonic, pyridinic, and quaternary groups, promoted the 
adsorption of formaldehyde. It is important to underline that the authors concluded 
that the surface area is not a main factor governing HCHO adsorption, but that 
abundant nitrogen-containing groups in the PAN-derived fibers promote the 
HCHO retention. In humid condition, however, the HCHO adsorption capability 
of the PAN-based ACFs drastically dropped because of the competitive 
adsorption of HCHO and water. Similarly, Lee and coworkers (2010) studied 
pitch-based ACF (referred as ACNF) and PAN-based ACF (referred as FE series) 
at 11 ppm of formaldehyde initial concentration in dry and moist conditions (90% 
RH). They observed (Fig. 1.6) that in dry conditions the amount of HCHO 
adsorbed is two times more comparing to the amount adsorbed in dry condition 
for ACNF sorbents. 

Another way to increase the HCHO removal performance of AC is 
modifying the surface with inorganic compounds. Shin and Song (2011) 
investigated the combined effect of adsorption and catalytic oxidation of HCHO 
on granular AC modified by introducing silver nanoparticles (batch and dynamic 
conditions). The dynamic experiments were carried out at 10 ppm formaldehyde 
in air flow. Results suggested that the catalytic oxidation played a significant role 
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in increasing the amount of HCHO adsorbed, even though the silver nanoparticles 
coverage decreases the porosity of AC.   

 
Fig. 1.6 Comparison of formaldehyde adsorption amount at the breakthrough 
time in dry or humid condition between FE100 and ACNF, Lee et al. (2010). 

 
Rengga et al. (2013, 2017) studied the removal of formaldehyde using AC 

modified by silver or copper nanoparticles (AC-Ag and AC-Cu, respectively) at 
initial HCHO concentration equal to 8 ppmv. The incorporation of silver and 
copper nanoparticles lead to a decrease of initial BET area of 9 and 29%, 
respectively (BET area of virgin AC was 753 m2/g). AC-Ag was the best sorbent 
with HCHO removal of 0.425 mg/g, while the original activated carbon adsorbed 
0.264 mg/g. They also prepared another HCHO adsorbent functionalising with 
silver nanoparticles the surface of bamboo-based activated carbon. The authors 
investigated the effects of flow rate (350, 400, 450 and 500 mL/min) and HCHO 
concentration in the feed gas (100, 200, 300, 500, 750 and 1000 ppm). At 1000 
ppm, the sorbent exhaustion time (for which the outlet HCHO concentration was 
as high as 95% the inlet value) was 305 min, and at 100 ppm it extended to 540 
min. Under the latter conditions, for comparison, the parent carbon reached the 
exhaustion at 320 min. The authors indicated that an increase in the inlet 
concentration of HCHO caused the acceleration of the physical adsorption 
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through an increase in the diffusion of the adsorbate into the pores, which resulted 
in a decrease of the time needed to reach equilibrium. Moreover, with an increase 
in the mass transfer flux from bulk gas to the nanoparticles surface, the driving 
force (concentration gradient) also increased resulting in a fast equilibrium 
approach [Suresh and Bandosz, 2018]. 
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The following chapter describes the samples used for the experimental runs, 
along with the experimental protocol that was adopted for their functionalisation, 
and the techniques for the characterisation of the samples.  The description of the 
lab scale plants used in the execution of the adsorption/desorption tests and their 
corresponding experimental procedures can be found here as well.  

 

2.1 H2S adsorption tests 

2.1.1 Materials  
Two commercial solid sorbents were selected for the experimental tests of 

H2S adsorption from a gas stream simulating a combustion flue gas, namely: 

• Alumina: γ-Al2O3 spheres (abbreviated Als); 

• Activated carbon: Darco Norit (abbreviated AC). 
Table 2.1 summarises the main properties of these two sorbents, with AC 

being characterised by finer dimension, far larger BET area, and smaller pores. 
 
Table 2.1. Particle diameter, BET specific surface area and mean pore 

dimensions for the two sorbents under investigation. 

Adsorbent Producer Particle diameter 

(mm) 

BET 

specific 

surface 

area (m
2
/g) 

Mean pore 

dimensions (Å) 

Als   SASOL 1.0 spheres 174 80 (monomodal) 

AC NORIT 0.42–0.85 granular 641 15; 35 
micro; meso 
pores 

 
The sorbents were tested as raw and after functionalisation processes, 

performed with the aim of dispersing on the solid surface: ZnO or CuO or a mix 
of ZnO/CuO particles adopting the combination of a wet impregnation technique 
followed by Zn- and Cu-precursors calcination. In particular, in order to analyse 
the possible synergic effect due to the simultaneous presence of two metals and 
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optimise the composition of the active phase, several sorbents were prepared. The 
sorbents are distinguished by various Cu:Zn molar ratios: 0:100, 5:95, 10:90, 
25:75, 50:50 and 100:0. For all the functionalised sorbents, the nominal loading 
of the active phase is 10% wt. of the functionalised sorbent, assuming that all 
copper and zinc are in their oxide forms. 

The impregnation was carried out starting from aqueous solutions of 

nitrates of Zn (Zn(NO3)2×6H2O, 99.3%, provided by Sigma Aldrich) and Cu 

(Cu(NO3)2×5/2H2O, 98.6%, provided by Sigma Aldrich). The amount of solution 

per gram of substrate to be used within functionalisation runs was calculated 
through preliminary wettability tests (i.e. evaluation of the amount of water 
required for the appearance of a liquid film within the particles) of the substrate 
itself. The pH of the impregnating solutions is 3.5. Table 2.2 summarises the 
experimental conditions adopted for the sorbents preparation. 

The alumina-based sorbents were later on calcined in air in a heating 
furnace for 2 h at 240°C, to obtain the decomposition of nitrate precursors and the 
formation of zinc and copper oxides. 

Differently, for activated carbon supported solids, the calcination was 
carried out in a quartz tubular reactor (ID 20 mm) with N2 flux. The reactor was 
placed in a cylindrical oven with PID control, that increases the temperature from 
approximately 100°C to 250°C at 10°C/min heating rate and then keeps the system 
at 250°C for 2 h. The temperature of the sorbent packed bed (supported by a 
Feralloy lather disc placed in the quartz tube) was measured by means of a K-type 
thermocouple (d=1 mm) placed in the middle of the bed. The gas produced during 
the thermal treatment was continuously sampled (after water removal by a CaCl2 
trap) using a specific analyser for CO2, CO, NO, CH4 (IR sensor) and O2 
(electrochemical sensor). More in detail, measurements during these tests were 
carried out by a continuous GAS 3000 Flue Gas Analyser by GEIT Europe, 
equipped with an electro-chemical selective sensor for O2 and operating in the 
concentration range of 0–25% vol. This analyser also comes with an infrared 
sensor to measure the CO2 (0–10% vol.), CO (0–9999 ppm), NO (0–1000 ppm), 
and CH4 (0–9999 ppm) concentration. 
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Table 2.2. Quantities of precursor used to prepare the sorbents, and solid 

denomination. Percentages for Zn and Cu are on molar basis, and are expressed 
with respect to the sum Zn+Cu.  

Support 

Zn 

% 

Cu 

% 

Zn nitrate 

g mL
–1

 

Cu nitrate g 

mL
–1

 

Solid 

denomination 

Als  100 0 0.51094 0 Zn/Als 
Als  95 5 0.48593 0.02014 Cu0.05Zn0.95/Als 
Als  90 10 0.46088 0.04032 Cu0.10Zn0.90/Als 
Als  75 25 0.38537 0.10115 Cu0.25Zn0.75/Als 
Als  50 50 0.25837 0.20344 Cu0.50Zn0.50/Als 

AC 100 0 0.51130 0 Zn/AC 
AC 95 5 0.48628 0.02015 Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 
AC 90 10 0.46120 0.04035 Cu0.10Zn0.90/AC 
AC 75 25 0.38564 0.10122 Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC 
AC 50 50 0.25856 0.20358 Cu0.50Zn0.50/AC 
AC 0 100 0 0.40000 Cu/AC 

 

2.1.2 Solids characterisation techniques 

In order to verify the possible residual presence of nitrates after calcination 
at 250°C on alumina- and activated carbon-based sorbents, Temperature 
Programmed Desorption tests of nitrogen oxides (named TPD-NOx tests) were 
carried out  

The actual content of metals in the sorbents was determined by Inductively 
Coupled Plasma (ICP) spectrometry using an Agilent 7500 ICP-MS instrument, 
after microwave-assisted digestion of samples in nitric/hydrochloric acid solution. 

The textural properties of the sorbents were determined by N2 adsorption 
tests at 77 K with a Quantachrome Autosorb 1-C instrument, after degassing the 
samples for 2 h at 150°C. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method was 
adopted for the calculation of the specific surface area. Furthermore, the 
micropore volume (VM) and the total pore volume (VTOT) were respectively 
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computed by means of the Dubinin–Astakov and Gurvitsch’s rule (Leofanti et al., 
1998) applied to the N2 amount adsorbed at P/P0=0.99. Finally, the Pore Size 
Distribution (PSD) was evaluated via the Quenched Solid Density Functional 
Theory (QSDFT) or by means of the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) desorption 
method for mesopores and the Dubinin–Astakov (DA) method for micropores. 

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) tests were performed on powder samples with a 
Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer (operated at diffraction angles ranging between 

10 and 80°2q with a scan velocity equal to 0.02°2q s−1). This technique allows 

identifying the mineralogical phases of the prepared solid sorbents.  
Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFT) 

experiments were performed on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX spectrometer 
equipped with a liquid-N2 cooled MCT detector with a spectral resolution of 4 
cm–1, averaging each spectrum over 50 scans. The sorbent samples were diluted 
in KBr (2%) and about 0.1 g of finely grounded powder was placed in the DRIFT 
cell equipped with a ZnSe window and connected to gas lines. Spectra were 
collected at 40°C, following a pre-treatment at 120°C for 40 min under flowing 
Ar. 

The total sulphur content in spent sorbents was determined with a LECO 
SC 144-DR analyser. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis was carried out with a FEI 
Inspect microscope equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) probe. This 
analysis allowed determining the distribution of the active phases on the support.  

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out on a XPS 
PHI 5000 Versa probe apparatus, using a band-pass energy of 187.85 eV, a 45° 
take off angle and a 100.0 μm diameter X-ray spot size for survey spectra. High-
resolution spectra were recorded in the following conditions: pass energy of 20 
eV, resolution of 1.1 eV, and step of 0.2 eV. Sample charging effects were 
eliminated by correcting the line shift of the C 1s signal from its binding energy 
value of 284.6 eV. The spectra were analysed by means of a commercial software 
(CasaXPS, version 2.3.16), by applying mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian (70–30%) 
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profiles. The assignation of XPS signals was based on the NIST compilation of 
spectral data (Wagner et al., 2003), unless otherwise stated.  

The amount of sulphur released from spent materials in aqueous phase as 
sulphate ions (ωaq) was evaluated by contacting 0.05 g of each sorbent, previously 
saturated with H2S at 3000 ppm, with 0.1 L of distilled water at 60°C. The 
supernatant solution was analysed for times ranging from 3 to 480 h by means of 
a 883 Basic IC Plus ionic chromatograph (Metrohm). 

 

 

2.1.3 Adsorption test rig  

H2S adsorption tests were carried out in two lab scale plants, one for tests 
at high concentration of pollutant (more than 200 ppm of H2S in the feed gas), the 
second one at low concentration of pollutant (less than 200 ppm of H2S in the feed 
gas). In particular, the adsorption tests at low concentration were carried out for 
AC sorbents. 

Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic representation of the experimental apparatus for 
adsorption tests at high concentration. 
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Fig. 2.1. Layout of the experimental apparatus – tests at high H2S 

concentration. 
 
The feed gas composition (N2+H2S) was determined via mass flow 

controllers (series El Flow Bronkhorst 201-CV), which allow to generate gas 
streams simulating typical biogas compositions (i.e. 500–3000 ppm H2S). H2S 
adsorption tests on the investigated sorbents were carried out in a fixed bed 
column (length=13 cm; inner diameter=2 cm) made up of Pyrex glass, equipped 
with a 45 µm porous septum and composed of two units for adsorbent 
charging/discharging operations. The fixed bed temperature was controlled by 
means of an appropriate heating system, arranged coaxially with the adsorber unit. 
It consists of three 500 W cylindrical shell Watlow band heaters, enveloped in a 
thermal insulating layer of ceramic fibers, and connected to EZ PM PID 
controllers (Watlow). 

The performances of the investigated sorbents for H2S capture have been 
explored under the following experimental conditions: 

• Sorbent dose: 5 g for raw activated carbon and Al2O3 (both raw and 
impregnated), and 2.5 g for impregnated activated carbon. 
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• Total gas flow rate: 90 L h–1 (from now on, gas volumes are expressed as 
evaluated at T=20°C and P=1 bar); 

• H2S inlet concentration: 500–3000 ppm, balance N2; 

• Temperature: 30°C and total gas pressure: 1 bar. 
Hydrogen sulphide concentration measurements during adsorption tests 

were carried out by a continuous GAS 3240 R BIOGAS gas analyser (GEIT 
Europe), equipped with an electrochemical selective sensor for H2S and operating 
in the concentration range of 0–10000 ppm. Data acquisition and elaboration were 
performed by interfacing the analyser with a PC unit by means of SCADA 
monitoring software. 

H2S adsorption capacity at saturation, ws [mmol g–1], was determined 

through a material balance on H2S over the adsorption column, leading to the 
following expression: 

 

!V 	= 	
X]opqr

Y6 Zpqr

	^pqrR
∫ d1 −

opqr
?\] (W)

opqr
Y6 g dh

W∗

Q 	                                                                   (2.1) 

 

where Qt [L s–1] is the total gas flow rate, s2qt
b8  [–] is the H2S volumetric 

fraction in the gas feed, s2qt
uvW [–] is the H2S volumetric fraction at the bed outlet, 

a2qt is H2S density (1370 mg L–1 at 30°C and 1 bar) while w2qt [mg mmol–1] is 

its molecular weight; m [g] is the sorbent dose and t* [s] represents the time 
required to reach 99% recovery of the initial inlet concentration of H2S. The 
resolution of Eq. (2.1) allowed determining the adsorption isotherm, under the 
verified assumption of constant total flow during the test. 

Some adsorption tests, for AC sorbents, were run under identical conditions 
but substituting part of N2 flow with either CO2 or CH4 with inlet concentration of 
40% vol. 

Fig. 2.2 schematically shows the lab scale plant with the corresponding 
analytic equipment used for adsorption tests at low concentration. 
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Fig. 2.2. Layout of the experimental apparatus – tests at low H2S 

concentration. 
A weighted amount of sorbent (20 mg for functionalised materials, if not 

otherwise reported; 80 mg for raw AC) with a particle size range of 125–200 μm 
was mixed with quartz to obtain a total bed mass of 200 mg. The sorbent was 
loaded in a cylindrical quartz reactor with an annular section (OD 10 mm, ID 
6mm), supported by a layer of quartz. The temperature of the sorbent was 
measured by means of a K thermocouple placed in the centre of the fixed bed. The 
feed gas composition was determined by means of two independent mass flow 

controllers.	The inlet concentration of H2S (s2qt
b8 ) was varied in the range 100–

193 ppm (100 ppm as base-case). On the line of auxiliary N2 and before the reactor 
inlet, a water vapour saturator made of a gurgler and immersed in a thermostatic 
bath is placed. This system allows to feed a water-saturated gas stream to the 
reactor, at atmospheric pressure. The total flow rate of gas during adsorption 
varied in a range of 20–40 L h–1, corresponding to contact times of 3.4–6.8 ms as 
referred to the volume of functionalised sorbent. In the case of wet adsorption 
tests, the H2S concentration was fixed at 100 ppm, the gas flow rate was 20 L h–1 
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and the relative humidity was 48%. The adsorption tests, in this case, were stopped 

at s2qt
uvW(h)/s2qt

b8 =0.9. 

Some adsorption tests were stopped at different times before saturation 
(corresponding to different levels of H2S capture) in order to investigate the nature 
of sulphur species progressively formed during the process. 

 

2.1.4 TPD and TPO tests 

Temperature Programmed Desorption and Temperature Programmed 
Oxidation (TPD/TPO) tests were carried out in the same lab scale plant described 
in Fig. 2.2. TPD tests were carried out in order to analyse the residual presence of 
nitrates on the fresh calcined sorbents (TPD-NOx) and to shed light on the species 
formed upon the sulphidation process, while evaluating the thermal regenerability 
of the spent sorbents. TPO tests were also performed on spent sorbents in order to 
further explore their thermal regenerability. A known sorbent amount (20–150 
mg) was heated at 10°C min–1 up to 800°C for alumina sorbents, while up to 620°C 
for AC sorbents, under N2 flow (20 L h–1). For both kind of samples, the maximum 
temperature during TPD-NOx was 620°C. TPO tests were performed under a flow 
of air, only in the case of alumina based sorbents, or O2 (5000 ppm) in N2. The 
gas analysis was performed by means of two continuous analysers with cross 
sensitivity corrections: i) ABB Optima Advance Limas 11 UV for NO and NO2; 
ii) ABB Optima Advance Limas 11 UV for the simultaneous measurement of H2S 
(0–300 ppm) and SO2 (0–100 ppm) concentrations. 

 

2.2 HCHO adsorption tests  

2.2.1 Materials  
This part specifically refers to the activity carried out during an internship 

spent at City College of New York (see Introduction for details). Granular 
activated carbons and carbon cloths were selected for HCHO adsorption tests. The 
choice for these two adsorbent materials was suggested from the most interesting 
results reported in the literature (Tanada et al., 1999; Rong et al., 2002; Rong et 
al., 2003; Boonamnuayvitaya et al., 2005; Laszlo, 2005; Song et al., 2007; Lee et 
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al., 2010; Carter et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2011; An et al., 2012). As concerning the 
used of carbon textile, it was received from the U.S. Army Natick Soldier 
Research, Development & Engineering Center. It is composed of an inner porous 
carbon layer and outer nylon layer. In order to eliminate the outer nylon layer, the 
textile was placed in boiling water for 30 min and then the nylon is manually 
removed. The remaining inert carbon layer is referred to as CC. The functionalised 
CC was obtained by immersing the CC swatches in 40 mL of an aqueous solution 
containing 1 g of four precursors: dicyandiamide (D), penicillin G (P), thiourea 
(T), or urea (U) with mass ratio of CC:precursor (1:2) for 72 h. Then the textile 
swatches were dried overnight at 80°C and heated in a horizontal furnace at 800°C 
(20°C min–1) for 40 min in N2 flow (180 mL min–1). The obtained samples are 
referred to as: CC-D, CC-P, CC-T and CC-U, where the last letter represents the 
modifier. A CC swatch, without functionalisation process, was thermally treated 
at 800°C in the same operation conditions as the modified samples. It is referred 
to as CC-HT. This sample is used as a heat treated standard to evaluate the extent 
of changes in surface chemistry caused by the chemical modifications.  

As concerning the granular activated carbons, two commercial granular 
carbons were used: S208 (coconut shell-based carbon-Waterlink Barnabey and 
Sutcliffe, indicated as S208) and BAX-1500 (wood-based carbon-Westvaco, 
indicated as BAX). BAX was dispersed in a melamine suspension, mass 
ratio=1.5:1, in 25 mL of ethanol for 5 h under stirring at room temperature. Then, 
the mixture was boiled until complete evaporation of ethanol and then oven dried 
at 100°C. The next step was a thermal treatment of the sample at 950°C in an inert 
atmosphere (nitrogen) for 30 min. The heating rate was set to 10°C min–1. Then 
the sample was washed in a Soxhlet apparatus to remove all the water-soluble 
compounds and dried in oven at 100°C. This carbon is referred to as BAX-M. To 
be modified with thiourea, BAX was dispersed in a thiourea solution obtained by 
dissolving thiourea in 25 mL of water; mass ratio=1:1. After stirring overnight at 
room temperature, the same steps were carried out as for the preparation of BAX-
M. The obtained carbon is referred to as BAX-T. 
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Finally, it was used a polymer derived carbon, referred to as PSC, that was 
obtained from poly(sodium 4-styrenesulphonate) carbonised at 800°C, heating 
rate 10°C min–1, for 40 min under nitrogen flow (300 mL min–1) in a horizontal 
furnace. The carbon was extensively washed after synthesis to remove the excess 
of sodium. The spent samples exposed to HCHO under dry conditions are referred 
to with the letter "s". 

 

2.2.2 Solid characterisation techniques 

The surface area and the porosity of the adsorbents were determined from 
N2 adsorption isotherms measured on an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics). All the 
samples were degassed at 120°C to a constant vacuum (10–4 Torr, around 10–2 Pa). 
The specific surface area was determined by the BET method. The total pore 
volume, VTOT, was calculated from the last point of the isotherms based on the 
volume of adsorbed nitrogen. The micropore volume, VM, and the pore size 
distribution were calculated using the nonlinear density functional theory, 2D-
NLDFT, which assumes the heterogeneity of the pore sizes (Jagiello, 2012; 
Jagiello and Olivier, 2013a, 2013b). 

ThermoGravimetric (TG) and Differential TG (DTG) curves were 
measured on a Q600 thermal analyser (TA Instruments). The samples were heated 
up to 1000°C at a rate of 10°C min–1 in He flow (100 mL min–1). The m/z thermal 
profiles of the exhausted gases/vapours, for m/z 17 (NH3), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 29 
(HCO), 30 (HCHO/NO), 44 (CO2) and 48 (SO) were collected using a mass 
spectrometer (MS, Omnistar GSD 320, Pfeiffer Vacuum).  

Potentiometric titration of samples was performed on an 888 Titrando 
automatic titrator (Metrohm). A mass of 0.1 g of carbon textiles was placed in a 
vessel and dispersed in NaNO3 0.1 M solution. The solution was maintained at a 
constant stirring overnight. The pH was recorded and adjusted to about 3.2 by 
adding HCl 0.1 M and the suspension was titrated with NaOH (0.1 M) up to 
pH≈10. The proton binding curves, Q (Bandosz et al., 1993), were derived from 
the titration data. The pKa distributions (Jagiello, 1994), f(pKa), of the surface 
acidic groups were calculated by finding a stable solution of the Fredholm integral 
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equation that relates Q to f(pKa). For this, the SAIEUS procedure was used 
(Jagiello et al., 1994). 

XPS analyses were performed on virgin carbon cloths by means of a Multi-
Chamber Analytical System (PREVAC) with monochromatic 450 W Al Kα X-
ray radiation source (1486.6 eV) (Gammadata Scienta). The vacuum in the 
analysis chamber was 8×10−9 Pa. The Binding Energy (BE) scale was referenced 
against C 1s=284.7 eV line. Deconvolutions of the spectra were done using 
MultiPak software. XPS analyses on virgin granular activated carbons were 
carried out by Physical Electronics PHI 5000 VersaProbe II spectrometer with a 
monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) radiation operating at 15 kV and 50 W. Prior 
to analysis, all the samples were outgassed until 10–8 Torr (around 10–6 Pa) at room 
temperature. High-resolution spectra of powdered samples were detected with the 
constant pass energy values of 29.35 eV, and a 200 μm diameter analysis area 
with a take-off angle of 45°, 117.4 eV pass energy, was used for the survey spectra. 
The detailed amounts of each element were calculated from the individual spectra. 
The spectrometer energy scale was calibrated using Cu 2p3/2, Ag 3d5/2, and Au 
4f7/2 photoelectron lines at 932.7, 368.3, and 84.0 eV, respectively. The SmartSoft-
VP2.6.3.4 software package was used for acquisition and data analysis, and 
MultiPak software was used to fit photoelectron spectra. A Shirley-type 
background was subtracted from the signals, and recorded spectra were fitted 
using Gauss–Lorentz curves in order to determine the binding energy of the 
different element core levels. 

2.2.3 Adsorption test ring and tests 

Adsorption of HCHO under dynamic conditions was carried out at ambient 
pressure and T=25°C. Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic representation of the 
experimental apparatus. 
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic representation of the HCHO adsorption plant. 

 
A glass column of ID=9 mm was filled with 130 mg of carbon textiles cut 

in little pieces, or the same amount of PSC (1–2 mm in size). The adsorbent mass 
was instead 300 mg for the activated carbons (functionalised and not). 

Formaldehyde was generated by a calibrated formaldehyde permeation tube 
(Metronics, Inc.) using a Dynacalibrator (Model 150, Metronics, Inc.) operated at 
8°C with 100 mL min–1 nitrogen as carrier gas. The outlet flow from the generator, 
before reaching the testing column, was mixed with 400 mL min–1 of air, dry 
(passing through CaSO4 to totally remove any humidity) or moist of 70% humidity 
(passing through a water bed). The inlet flow rate of gas was equal to 500 mL 

min–1, the inlet concentration of formaldehyde (s2o2yb8 ) was set to 1 ppm. Before 

running experiments in the moist conditions, the adsorbent bed was prehumidified 
for 1 h with moist air (500 mL min–1). The samples after exposure to moist air 
were weighted and the weight difference represents the amount of adsorbed water. 

 The gas analysis was performed with a continuous analyser equipped with 
an electrochemical sensor (RM 16 Interscan Corporation) with accuracy of 2% of 
the reading value (working range of analyser: 0–2 ppm of formaldehyde).  
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The specific adsorption capacity of HCHO at saturation, termed !SzV [mg 

g–1], was determined through the integration of the area above the breakthrough 
curve. All the adsorption tests, in the case of granular AC, were stopped at 

s2o2y
y{| (h)/s2o2y

}~ =0.8, where s2o2y
y{| (h) is the outlet concentration of 

formaldehyde. In the case of the carbon textiles, the adsorption tests were stopped 

at s2o2yy{| (h)/s2o2y
}~ =0.95. These values were arbitrarily chosen for the simulation 

of near-to-saturation conditions, since the saturation was not reached for some 
carbons even after very long experimental time. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Adsorption of H2S on Zn-Cu modified materials: results 

and discussion 

 
 
 
 
A portion of this chapter has appeared in print: 
1) M. Balsamo, S. Cimino, G. de Falco, A. Erto, L. Lisi. ZnO-CuO supported 
on activated carbon for H2S removal at room temperature. Chemical Engineering 
Journal 2016, 304, 399–407. (copyright permission obtained) 
2) S. Cimino, L. Lisi, G. de Falco, F. Montagnaro, M. Balsamo, A. Erto. 
Highlighting the effect of the support during H2S adsorption at low temperature 
over composite Zn-Cu sorbents. Fuel 2018, 221, 374–379. (copyright permission 
obtained) 
3) G. de Falco, F. Montagnaro, M. Balsamo, A. Erto, F.A. Deorsola, L. Lisi, 
S. Cimino. Synergic effect of Zn and Cu oxides dispersed on activated carbon 
during reactive adsorption of H2S at room temperature. Microporous and 
Mesoporous Materials 2018, 257, 135–146. (copyright permission obtained) 
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3.1 Results and discussion for alumina sorbents 

Table 3.1 shows the BET surface area, total porosity and average pore size 
for raw and functionalised alumina sorbents.  

 
Table 3.1. BET surface area, total porosity and average pore size for raw 

Als and CuxZn1–x/Als. 

Sorbent 

BET surface 

area 

[m
2
 g

–1
] 

Specific pore 

volume 

[cm
3
 g

–1
] 

Average 

pore size  

[Å] 

Als 174 0.45 80 

Cu0Zn1.0/Als 156 0.37 80 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/Als 156 0.36 80 

Cu0.1Zn0.9/Als 157 – – 

Cu0.25Zn0.75/Als 157 – – 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als 157 0.37 80 

 
For sorbents supported on mesoporous alumina, the deposition of active 

phases determines a slight reduction of the BET surface area with respect to the 
raw sample. This is in line with the weight increase due to the insertion of 10% 
wt. of active phase, which causes a decrease in the surface area. Furthermore, the 
compositions of active phase in terms of Cu/Zn ratio have no effect on the sorbent 
final properties. 

Fig. 3.1 shows the PSD for both raw alumina and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbents. 
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Fig. 3.1. BJH pore size distribution for the raw alumina spheres (Als) and 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent. 
 
 The results underline that the functionalisation treatment does not 

determine great variations in the pore size distribution and only induces a minor 
reduction of pore volume, thus confirming a homogenous dispersion of the active 
phases onto the mesoporous alumina.  

ICP analysis was carried out to confirm the insertion of the desired 
percentage of Cu/Zn active phase. The results showed that the overall weight 
content of Zn+Cu in the active phase is constantly in the range of 8-1–8.4%, in 
fair agreement with the nominal value of the loaded active phase (10% wt. of 
ZnO+CuO, corresponding to approximately 8% wt. of metals). 

Fig. 3.2 shows the results of SEM-EDX analysis carried out onto 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als. 

 
Fig. 3.2. SEM-EDX maps in false colours showing the distribution of the 

elements (Al, Zn and Cu) across the section of a spherical particle of 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent. 
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Evidently, the distribution of both elements of the active phase (Zn and Cu) 
is extremely homogeneous. This confirms that the adopted method of 
impregnation allows a good penetration of metals in the mesoporous alumina 
particle. 

XRD spectra of virgin raw and functionalised alumina samples, together 
with the diffraction spectrum of the Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sample after saturation with 
H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30°C, are shown in Fig. 3.3. The spectrum of the raw 
sample is typical of γ-alumina. The XRD patterns for Cu0Zn1.0/Als and 
Cu0.05Zn0.95/Als are equivalent to the one of the parent substrate, probably due to 
the low content of the active phases flanked with a high dispersion and/or poor 
crystallinity. Increasing the copper content leads to the formation of two new 
peaks at 2θ=12.9° and 25.7°, ascribable to Cu2(OH)3NO3 (ICDD: 45-594) and to 
a minor contribution of Cu(OH)2 (ICDD: 42-746). Please note that the presence 
of Zn hydroxy-nitrate (ICDD: 70-1361) is also possible, being it characterised by 
a spectrum quite similar to the corresponding Cu phase. For the spent 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent, the Cu-related peaks disappear due to the reaction with H2S 
during adsorption though there is no clear evidence of the formation of new 
crystalline phases, such as ZnS, CuS, ZnSO4, CuSO4. 
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Fig. 3.3. XRD patterns for the raw alumina spheres (Als) and fresh 

CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents. Diffraction spectrum for Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent saturated 
with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30°C, and patterns of Cu(OH)2 and Cu hydroxide 

nitrate reference compounds, are also shown. 
 
A previous study of Małecka et al. (2015) on the thermal decomposition in 

air of d-metal nitrates supported on alumina, showed that supported copper nitrate 
started to decompose at ca. 60°C via a multi-step process that was completed for 
T≤225°C, whereas its bulk form was slightly more stable and required 250°C to 
decompose completely. These results contrast ours as it was observed, after the 
calcination step, the residual presence of copper hydroxy-nitrates on the alumina 
surface, a feature possibly related to the stabilisation of those solid intermediate 
species during the drying of sorbents at 120°C. Therefore, tests of TPD of nitrogen 
oxides (TPD-NOx) were carried out to verify the residual presence of 
(hydroxy)nitrates on the functionalised alumina sorbents after calcination. Fig. 3.4 
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shows the NO2 and NO concentration profiles for selected alumina-based sorbents 
under N2 flux during TPD-NOx tests. 

 

 
Fig. 3.4. a) NO2 patterns and b) NO patterns during TPD-NOx tests for 

CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents after calcination in N2 at 250°C. 
 
 Cu0Zn1.0/Als is characterised by a lower peak centered at 270°C and a 

second main peak with a maximum at approximately 450°C in the case of the NO2 
desorption pattern. A minor production of NO is also detected (peak at 510°C). 
The presence of copper in the active phase determines a clear shift of TPD-NOx 
profiles towards lower temperatures together with a broadening of the main NO2 
peak, likely ascribable to the overlapping of signals associated with the 
decomposition of Zn and Cu (hydroxy)nitrates. The experimental observations 
indicate incomplete decomposition of copper and zinc nitrate precursors under the 
adopted calcination conditions, and display a significantly higher materials 
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stability than previously reported, requiring temperatures in excess of 350°C and 
450°C, respectively, for them to be fully decomposed.  

Fig. 3.5 reports the adsorption breakthrough curves at 3000 ppmv of H2S 
and 30°C obtained for CuxZn1–x/Als and Als raw sorbents. Values of breakpoint 

time tbr (for which s2qt
uvW/s2qt

b8 ≈0.05) and saturation adsorption capacity ωs 

determined from dynamic concentration profiles are summarised in Table 3.2. 
 

 
Fig. 3.5. H2S breakthrough curves for CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents and raw 

alumina. Inlet conditions: s2qt
b8

 =3000 ppmv, T=30°C, P=1 bar. 

 
The results clearly show that the functionalised sorbents are characterised 

by a significantly higher breakpoint time than the raw alumina, and that the 
performance improvement is monotonic with the Cu content in the active phase 
under the investigated compositional range: in fact, the higher the Cu content from 
Cu0Zn1.0/Als to Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als, the lower the position of the breakthrough curves, 
to indicate a better adsorption performance (vide etiam Table 3.2). This result is 
consistent with similar works in the literature, in which the presence of a second 
metal in a metal oxide matrix was proved to improve the activity of the single 
metal oxides (Montes et al., 2013; Elyassi et al., 2014). More in detail, for 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent the adsorption capacity is 9 times greater than that 
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corresponding to raw alumina, while Cu0Zn1.0/Als exhibits a ωs value 7.5-folds 
the one retrieved for Als. The increase in the adsorption capacity along with the 
copper content, concerning the CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents, could be partially 
ascribable to the formation of Cu hydroxide and hydroxy-nitrate species which 
are able to determine, with respect a material where only Zn was present (namely, 
without any Cu), a better reactivity, though these species could be in general less 
reactive than copper oxides-based species. The occurrence of Cu hydroxide and 
hydroxy-nitrate species is testified by a comparison of XRD patterns of the 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent before and after adsorption (cf. Fig. 3.3). The effect of the 
functionalisation can be observed also in terms of breakpoint time, which 
increases from 65 s for raw alumina to 293 and 362 s, respectively, for the 
Cu0Zn1.0/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbents. Finally, it should be observed that raw 
alumina shows a significantly steeper slope of the breakthrough curves with 
respect to the functionalised sorbents. Hence, it can be hypothesised that the 
chemical reaction of the pollutant with the active phases and the diffusion of the 
former in the shell of product (e.g. sulphides) cause a considerable reduction of 
the rate of the capture process. 

TPD tests were carried out in order to study the type of products formed 
during the capture process and the thermal regenerability of functionalised 
sorbents. All CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents released non-negligible amounts of H2S, but 
the total quantity of sulphur desorbed as H2S compared to SO2 was much lower 
(at least one order of magnitude). Consequently, it is confirmed that the capture 
process involved a minor contribution of physical adsorption (release of H2S) 
coupled with reactive adsorption (release of SO2). 
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Table 3.2. Adsorption (ads)/desorption (des) performances of the tested 
samples. 

Sorbent 
tbr 
[s] 

ωs,ads 

[mmol g
–1

] 

�Ä,ÇÉÄ
ÑÖÖ°á 

[mmol g
–1

] 

�Ä,ÇÉÄ
àÖÖ°á 

[mmol 

g
–1

] 

�Ä,ÇÉÄ
âäã

 

[mmol g
–1

] 

Als 65 0.09 0.09 0.09 – 

Cu0Zn1.0/Als 293 0.68 0.24 0.58 – 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/Als 296 0.69 0.28 0.58 – 

Cu0.1Zn0.9/Als 293 0.73 0.25 0.58 – 

Cu0.25Zn0.75/Als 326 0.74 0.25 0.62 – 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als 362 0.82 0.38 0.74 0.33a 

aTPO test performed adopting 5000 ppmv of O2 in N2. 
 
The SO2 TPD profile obtained for Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als is characterised by various 

decomposition peaks starting from 80°C and occurring in the whole temperature 
range investigated. The main signal of SO2 pattern is in the temperature range of 
500‒800°C, and it can be related to the partial decomposition of copper and zinc 
sulphates, as suggested by the comparison of reference bulk materials (Fig. 3.6).  

The formation of oxidised products of H2S (e.g. SO2, copper and zinc 
sulphates) can be related by the presence of various oxygen sources present in the 
sorbent, including Cu/Zn (hydro)oxides, metal (hydroxy)nitrates and surface 
hydroxyl groups of the alumina substrate, and it can occur in absence of molecular 
oxygen during the reactive capture process and/or the thermal treatment stage. The 
TPD signal at temperature lower that 500°C can be attributed to the desorption of 
SO2 formed in the capture stage or produced during the thermal treatment by 
oxidation of more reduced S species (such as sulphides or elemental sulphur). 
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Fig. 3.6. SO2 release from spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als previously saturated with 

H2S (3000 ppmv in N2, T=30°C, P=1 bar) during TPD tests under N2 flow. SO2 
TPD profiles for reference samples of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 in bulk are also 

included for comparison purposes. 
 
As an example, Wang et al. (2017) observed the formation of CuSO4 by 

XPS analyses for spent CuO dispersed onto 3DOM sorbents. Table 3.2 reports the 
sulphur released during TPD analysis under N2 flow (ωs,des) obtained by the 
integration of the corresponding TPD profiles. All the materials released about 

80–90% of the adsorbed H2S after the thermal treatment at 800°C, and !V,z"VåQQ°ç 

generally increases along with the copper content, in good agreement with the 
easier thermal decomposition of bulk CuSO4 with respect to ZnSO4. It is important 
to underline that, in order to prevent a significant formation of metal aluminates, 
the thermal treatment should be limited at 600°C but, in this way, only half of the 
sulphur content can be removed from the best performing Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent, 

and even less from Zn-richer materials (!V,z"VéQQ°ç), once again due to the stability of 

the corresponding metal sulphates. 
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Fig. 3.7 shows the results of TPO tests in presence of 5000 ppmv of O2 in 
N2 or in air, and the results of the TPD test carried out on the spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als 
sample.   

 
Fig. 3.7. SO2 release from H2S-saturated Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als during TPD and 
TPO tests (run under 5000 ppmv of O2 in N2 or under air flow). 

 
The results clearly show that the presence of O2 in the desorbing gas causes 

a decrease of SO2 released from the samples and the effect is more pronounced 
for an increase in the oxygen concentration. The significant differences among the 
three thermal treatments are evident on the high temperature band (500<T<800°C) 
due to the presence of oxygen that thermally delays the decomposition of 
sulphates (with an onset temperature shifted towards 700°C), being themselves 
among the decomposition products (Małecka et al., 2015). Additionally, the 
formation of more thermally stable products due to the reaction of sulphates with 
the alumina substrate under oxidising conditions cannot be ruled out. The results 

are confirmed by the comparison between the values of !V,z"V|*y  and !V,z"VåQQ°ç: the 

amount of sulphur released is more than halved in the case of TPO tests (Table 
3.2). The formation of sulphates and the stabilisation of the active phases is 
confirmed by DRIFT analysis. In Fig. 3.8, DRIFT spectra of fresh and spent 
Cu0Zn1.0/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbents, ZnSO4 and CuSO4 are reported. 
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Fig. 3.8. DRIFT spectra of fresh and spent CuxZn1–x/Als sorbents and of 

bulk CuSO4 and ZnSO4 reference compounds. 
 

For the fresh sorbents, it is possible to observe a large band at 3500‒3600 
cm–1, typical of hydroxyls of hydrated alumina (Al-Abadleh and Grassian, 2003), 
and a sharp band at 1385 cm–1, assigned to nitrate species (Miller and Wilkins, 
1952) and confirming that the calcination temperature (250°C) was not high 
enough to completely decompose nitrates from precursors salts, in agreement with 
XRD and TPD-NOx results. Nevertheless, the nitrate band is also ascribable to 
aluminium nitrate (Myronyuk et al., 2016) and well matches with the good 
stability of this compound which turns into aluminium oxide only at T>350°C. In 
the case of spent sorbents, the nitrate band appears almost unchanged, whereas 
new signals appear in the 1050‒1200 cm–1 region, quite strong for the sorbent with 
50% Zn substitution for Cu but weak for Cu0Zn1.0/Als, that can be reasonably 
attributed to the formation of sulphate groups on metals (Miller and Wilkins, 
1952) but also on the alumina support (Saur et al. 1986, Kloprogge et al., 2001). 
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This band is typical of both sulphate reference compounds, and its low intensity 
in the spectrum of spent Cu0Zn1.0/Als sorbent suggests that the formation of 
copper sulphate prevails. Nevertheless, some sulphation of alumina surface cannot 
be ruled out (Kloprogge et al., 2001). For both the spent sorbents, a new band is 
superimposed to that corresponding to alumina hydroxyls in the region 3000‒
3700 cm–1, being centred at 3065 cm–1 for Cu0Zn1.0/Als and at 3110 cm–1 for 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als, respectively. Reference CuSO4 and ZnSO4 show bands in the same 
region: basic copper sulphate monohydrate provides signals at 3300‒3400 cm–1 
(Uzunov et al., 1995), whilst a band centered at 3072 cm–1 is attributed to the 

symmetric stretching mode of water molecule for ZnSO4×7H2O (Saha and Podde, 

2011), thus confirming that some zinc sulphate is also formed upon H2S 
adsorption. These results generally demonstrate that the copper and zinc sulphate 
formation occurs directly by oxidation of H2S during the capture process when 
alumina is used as support for mixed Cu–Zn active phases. 
 

3.2 Results and discussion for activated carbon sorbents 
Table 3.3 lists the main textural properties for virgin and spent raw activated 

carbon and functionalised sorbents, while in Fig. 3.9 it is shown the PSD of four 
functionalised sorbents before and after H2S adsorption tests performed at 

s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv and T=30 °C and in the case of adsorption stopped at 90% of 

saturation at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv, T=30°C, relative humidity RH=48% and syq

b8=2500 

ppmv. Textural features of the pristine activated carbon are also included for 
comparison. 

The raw AC shows a BET surface area of 641 m2 g–1 and it is characterised 
by the presence of both micro- and mesoporosity. The functionalised samples 
show a decrease in the surface area down to an average of 550 m2 g–1. This value 
could be ascribed to the negligible contribution to the total surface area of the 
active phase (accounting for ca. 12.7% of the sorbent weight), and the results 
confirm that the preparation technique allowed obtaining a high dispersion of the 
metal oxides onto the carbonaceous support. From the analyses of the PSD (Fig 
3.9, data collected from 6 Å on), it is possible to observe a different effect of the 
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active phase composition on the pore texture of the carbonaceous support. In 
particular, for the sorbents Zn-rich (Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC), it is observed a 
loss of porosity compared to the raw AC in the region of ultramicropores (<10 Å). 
Differently, in the case of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, a micropore size distribution comparable 
with that for raw AC is observed, whereas a negligible reduction of mesoporosity 
in the range 26–33 Å was detected. Cu/AC shows a similar PSD in the range of 
micropores with respect to raw AC, while the deposition of CuO resulted in an 
evident reduction in the mesopores size range. Consequently, it is possible to 
suggest that the ZnO and CuO active phases are characterised by a different 
tendency to be preferentially dispersed onto the surface of micro- and mesopores, 
respectively.  
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Table 3.3. Microstructural parameters of fresh and spent samples. 

Sorbent Specific surface 

area SBET [m
2
 g

–

1
] 

Total pore 

volume 

VTOT [cm
3
 g

–1
] 

Micropore 

volume 

VM [cm
3
 g

–1
] 

Fresh sorbents 

AC raw 641 0.81 0.23 
Zn/AC 558 0.80 0.19 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 520 0.72 0.18 
Cu0.1Zn0.90/AC 549 0.76 0.19 
Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC 555 0.76 0.19 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 570 0.76 0.20 

Cu/AC 559 0.67 0.22 
Spent sorbents 

AC raw 

Zn/AC 

604 
330 

0.76 
0.54 

0.23 
0.13 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 327 0.53 0.12 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 348 0.55 0.13 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC

a
 555 0.76 0.20 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
b
 441 0.66 0.15 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
c
 254 0.47 0.10 

Cu/AC 426 0.58 0.16 
Cu/AC

c
 361 0.55 0.14 

aAfter saturation at s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv, T=30°C. 

bAfter adsorption run stopped at !≈0.3 mmol g–1 (inlet conditions 
s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv, T=30°C). 

cAfter adsorption run stopped at 90% of saturation at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv, 

T=30°C, RH=48% and syq
b8=2500 ppmv. 
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Fig. 3.9. Pore size distributions (PSD) of functionalised sorbents before 

and after saturation with s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv in N2, and after adsorption stopped at 

90% of saturation in s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv, RH=48% and syq

b8=2500 ppmv in N2, 

T=30°C: a) Zn/AC, b) Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC, c) Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, d) Cu/AC. PSD of 
virgin AC also included for comparison. 

 
In the case of spent samples after adsorption of H2S at 3000 ppmv in inert 

flux, all sorbents show a significant reduction of surface area and porosity due to 
the formation and accumulation of various S-bearing substances. The Zn-rich 
sorbents display an evident and similar loss of surface area (–40%) due to an 
occlusion of micropores and a partial occlusion of their smallest mesopores. On 
the other hand, the spent Cu/AC material retained higher values of SBET (426 m2 
g–1) and VM due to a larger residual microporosity and to an almost unaffected 
network of mesopores (Fig. 3.9d). After adsorption of H2S at 100 ppmv in humid 

condition (RH=48% and syq
b8=2500 ppmv), Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and Cu/AC show a 

higher reduction of surface area with respect to the other saturated sorbents. More 
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specifically, the BET surface area decreases of 65 and 35% for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and 
Cu/AC, respectively, when compared with the BET surface area of the virgin 
sample. This loss of surface area is mainly due to the occlusion of micropores (cf. 
VM in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.9c-d). Finally, it is obtained the restoring of the textural 
parameters of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC after spent sample water washing for 5 h. This result 
indicates that the water-soluble species (sulphates) are the main responsible for 
the partial occlusion of sample porosity upon the reactive adsorption of H2S. This 
is consistent with the much larger ratio of molar volumes for zinc and copper 
sulphates with respect to their corresponding oxides (average value=3.3), which 
largely exceeds the corresponding one for zinc and copper sulphides/zinc and 
copper oxides (average value=1.7) (Green and Perry, 2008). 

ICP-MS analysis of metals on the functionalised sorbents confirms the 
content of Cu+Zn in the range 10.0±0.5% wt., in good agreement with the target 
loading. Slight variations can be ascribed to the effect of the thermal treatment of 
the impregnated sorbent as shown in Fig. 3.10, that presents the temporal profiles 
of evolved gas species CO2, CO and NO during the initial phase of the calcination 
step for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sample. The temperature of the oven was initially set at ca. 
100°C before ramping up to 250°C and holding for 3 h. NO emission deriving 
from decomposition of nitrate species started at temperatures ≥120°C and rapidly 
increased, and at the same time a significant production of CO2 (accompanied by 
some CO) was observed, with a rather sharp peak followed by a long tail. 
Correspondingly, the temperature inside the reactor showed a rapid increase up to 
a peak level of ca. 320°C, thus exceeding the preheating level imposed by the 
external oven (≤250°C). These results clearly indicate that there was a partial 
combustion of some of the carbon from the support, probably by means of 
exothermic reactions with the nitrate groups of the precursor salts. This is also 
testified by the strong transient reduction in the emissions of NO in 
correspondence to the peak of CO2.  
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Fig. 3.10. Temporal profiles of CO2, CO and NO evolved during the 

initial phase of the heat treatment under N2 flow used to decompose the metal 
nitrate precursors impregnated on Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC. The blue dashed line represents 

the temperature in the fixed bed reactor. 
 
 TPD-NOx tests produced flat NO2 and NO profiles for all the functionalised 

sorbents after treatment at 250°C under inert atmosphere. Therefore, the 
decomposition of both Zn and Cu nitrates had been completed at that temperature 
level, being also favoured by the reaction with the activated carbon support, as 
previously mentioned. Moreover, ICP-MS analysis shows the presence of 
impurities due to the content of ashes in the activated carbon, mainly consisting 
of Si=0.8% wt., Al=0.7% wt., Na=0.6% wt. and Ca=0.5% wt.  

Fig. 3.11 shows a typical SEM image of a sectioned granule of 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent together with the corresponding distribution map of Zn and 
Cu as obtained by EDX analysis. It is possible to observe that the distribution of 
zinc is homogeneous throughout the sorbent particle, while the distribution of 
copper is less homogeneous and presents a moderate tendency to accumulate on 
its outer shell. This result can be related to a lower decomposition temperature of 
copper nitrate, starting simultaneously to dehydration at around 100°C, with a 
possible associated transport of copper towards the particle external surface. In 
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contrast, the decomposition of Zn nitrate occurs at appreciable rates only above 
175°C, i.e. when dehydration is over (Małecka et al., 2015).  

 

 
Fig. 3.11. SEM image of a sectioned particle of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent and 

corresponding EDX maps in false colours showing the distribution of elements 
(Zn and Cu) of the active phase. 

  
Fig. 3.12 shows the SEM images of a sectioned granule of saturated 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent, together with the corresponding distribution map of Zn, Cu 
and S determined by EDX analysis. Sulphur-containing species were 
homogeneously distributed throughout the sorbent particles along the radial 
coordinate. Noteworthy, the capture process did not affect the distribution of 
active elements (Zn, Cu) with respect to the virgin samples (cf. Fig. 3.11). It is 
important to underline that the high dispersion of the active phases in nano-size 
form allows the accessibility of H2S molecules to the entire pore network.  
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Fig. 3.12. SEM and EDX micrographs for particles (cross-section) of 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC spent sorbent (Zn, Cu and S distribution). Adsorption stage 

performed at s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv in N2, T=30°C. 

 
Fig. 3.13 displays the DRIFT spectra for fresh Zn/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 

sorbents as well as for the same samples after saturation with H2S in N2 at 30°C; 
the spectrum corresponding to the raw activated carbon support is also shown for 
comparison. Spectra of fresh and spent samples are very similar, all displaying a 
weak carbonate band in the 1580–1460 cm–1 region. The band in the 1450–1250 
cm–1 region, present in the spectrum of raw activated carbon, disappeared in the 
spectra of all the functionalised samples. This band can be assigned to overlapping 
signals of carboxyl-carbonates and C-H symmetric and asymmetric vibration 
(Biniak et al., 1997; Tongpoothorn et al., 2011). 
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Fig. 3.13. DRIFT spectra for fresh and saturated Zn/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 

sorbents compared with that of raw AC (the last showing noise due to its 
inherent structure). 

 
Its disappearance suggests that those surface functional groups were likely 

involved in the metal oxides grafting and/or were removed during the thermal 
treatment performed to decompose the nitrate precursors. In fact, no nitrate bands 
were found in the spectra of functionalised sorbents, suggesting a complete 
decomposition of the precursor salts, in agreement with XRD results (vide infra). 
The possible presence of sulphate groups on metals, expected in the 1050–1200 
cm–1 region (Miller and Wilkins, 1952), was not well detectable due to the 
occurrence of spectral vibration of activated carbon in the same range of 
frequency.  

Fig. 3.14 show the XRD patterns for the raw Darco AC and the CuxZn1–

x/AC sorbents, restricted to the 2θ range of 30–60°. All sorbents showed 
characteristic peaks due to crystalline quartz (Powder Diffraction File, PDF 5-
490), a typical impurity in activated carbons deriving from lignite. After the 
functionalisation, the main peaks of quartz became sharper, indicating an increase 
in the dimension of the crystallites due to the thermal treatment at 250°C.  
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Fig. 3.14. XRD patterns for raw Darco AC (showing noise due to its 

inherent structure) and fresh CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents. The spectrum of 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent saturated with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30°C is also shown. 
Reference patterns for CuO (PDF 45-937), ZnO (PDF 36-1451) and quartz (PDF 

5-490) are included for comparison. 
 
A closer inspection of XRD patterns of CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents revealed low 

intensity peaks corresponding to the main reflections of zinc oxide at 2θ=31.8, 
34.4 and 36.2° (PDF 36-1451). The intensity of these peaks progressively 
decreased according to the reduction in the Zn content of the sorbents. In parallel, 
two small peaks at 2θ=35.5 and 38.8° appeared by increasing the copper content 
in the active phase above 25%, likely ascribable to the reflection of copper oxide 
(PDF 45-937). These peaks were slightly more evident in the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 
sorbent. The rather small and broad peaks of ZnO and CuO suggest that the typical 
dimensions of the crystallites are in the order of few nanometers, which is a highly 
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desirable feature for an effective exploitation of the active phase in the H2S capture 
process.  

Fig. 3.14 also reports the XRD pattern for the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent after 
saturation with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30°C: the peaks of ZnO completely 
disappeared (particularly the one at 2θ=31.8°), while there was a low residual 
signal in the main zone of CuO (at 2θ=35.5°). Moreover, there was no clear 
evidence of the formation of new crystalline phases, such as ZnS and CuS or the 
corresponding metal sulphates. This was confirmed by the DRIFT spectra of spent 
sorbents (Fig. 3.13), which did not show any new bands compared to those of 
fresh samples.  

Functionalised sorbents and their parent support are firstly tested at a high 
concentration of H2S (i.e. 3000 ppmv), and their breakthrough curves are reported 
in Fig. 3.15. From the breakthrough curves, the dynamic data and the 
corresponding adsorption capacities were determined according to Eq. (2.1). The 
results are summarised in Table 3.4. The ωs,ads values determined by Eq. (2.1) 
were further checked by elemental analysis of S-content in the spent sorbents 
(Table 3.4), and the results corresponded to within ±10%.  

CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents showed a significantly longer breakpoint time tbr than 
their AC support, despite the experimental tests were run with only half of the 
sorbent mass. In particular, the breakpoint time increased monotonically with the 
Cu content in the series of mixed oxide sorbents. The outlet H2S concentration 
pattern for Darco AC after tbr showed a steep slope and a rather short tail, 
corresponding to a rapid saturation of the sorbent. On the other hand, all the 
functionalised sorbents showed a slower saturation, testified by less steep profiles 
and significantly longer tails, which could be ascribed to the arising of many 
phenomena during H2S capture (vide infra). Zn/AC and Cu/AC samples showed 
comparable breakpoint times, significantly shorter with respect to figures obtained 
for sorbents composed by mixed oxides. These results demonstrate that the 
adsorption capacity did not monotonically increase with copper content and 
indicate a synergic effect between CuO and ZnO, hence determining a more 
efficient exploitation of the active phases in the H2S capture process. In particular, 
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an equimolar mixture of the oxides represented the optimal composition among 
those investigated.  

 
Fig. 3.15. H2S breakthrough curves for CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents (mass: 2.5 

g) and the raw Darco AC support (mass: 5 g). Inlet conditions: s2qt
b8 =3000 

ppmv, T=30°C, P=1 bar. 
 

Noteworthy, literature studies focusing on Cu-doped ZnO sorbents for H2S 
reactive adsorption commonly ascribe the positive role of copper in enhancing the 
conversion degree of zinc oxide to reduced diffusional limitations in the ZnS 
product layer with a transition from an outward (for pure ZnO) to inward (for Cu-
doped ZnO) growth mechanism (Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010; Bezverkhyy et al., 
2012; Elyassi et al., 2014). 
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Table 3.4. Adsorption performances for AC raw and CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents, 
and S content in spent samples. Sorbent mass: 2.5 g. Inlet conditions: [H2S]=3000 
ppmv in N2, T=30°C, P=1 bar. For Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, H2S adsorption tests were also 
repeated with 40% vol. of either CO2 or CH4 in the feed. 

Sorbent tbr 

[s] 

ωs,ads 

[mmol g
-1

] 

S 

content 

[% wt.] 

η
b
 

nH2S/n(Cu+Zn) 

[–] 

ωs,des 

[mmol g
-1

] 

AC raw 198a 0.20 0.46 – 0.2 

Zn/AC 444 0.97 3.40 0.51 0.41 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 559 1.28 3.66 0.67 0.58 

Cu0.1Zn0.9/AC 597 1.31 4.00 0.69 0.61 

Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC 655 1.36 4.03 0.71 0.55 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 674 1.46 4.69 0.76 0.59 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
c
 684 1.42 – 0.74 – 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
d
 503 1.50 – 0.79 – 

Cu/AC 429 1.36 – 0.71 0.43 

aDetermined with 5 g sorbent mass. 
bCalculated subtracting the contribution of the AC support. 
cFeed containing 40% vol. CH4. 
dFeed containing 40% vol. CO2. 
 
In order to better understand and compare the capture performance, we 

estimated the active phase utilisation factor, η=nH2S/n(Cu+Zn), for functionalised 
sorbents, corresponding to the molar ratio between the sulphur adsorbed as H2S 
and the Cu+Zn content in the sorbent (calculated from ICP elemental analysis). 
The values of η reported in Table 3.4 were calculated by subtracting the adsorption 
capacity of the raw support (considering that the weight fraction of the activated 
carbon in the supported sorbent was ≈0.87, i.e. the complementary to the active 
phase fraction). The assumption of additive contributions from the substrate and 
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from the metal oxides to the overall H2S capture capacity was verified by TPD 
results (vide infra).  

The utilisation factor was already above 51% for the sorbent containing 
only ZnO (i.e. Zn/AC); moreover, even a small amount (5%) of Cu in the active 
phase formulation enhanced η above 65%. Since the H2S capture capacity (ωs,ads) 
progressively increased along with the Cu content, a maximum overall utilisation 
factor of ca. 76% was estimated for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC.  

The significant impact of Cu addition, even at rather low contents, 
suggested that copper may contrast/reduce the diffusional limitations in the solid 
state, which are responsible for the low utilisation factors commonly observed in 
the case of ZnO sorbents (Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010). This is generally attributed 
to the formation of a compact and thin overlayer (of ZnS) leaving unreacted the 
underlying core of ZnO (Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010). In fact, it was previously 
reported that Cu-containing ZnS particles are characterised by a higher mobility 
of sulphur anions leading to a more rapid exchange with O2- anions due to the 
presence of sulphur vacancies formed after the charge compensation of Cu+ 
replacing Zn2+, which favours a more rapid growth of ZnS crystallites 
(Bezverkhyy et al., 2012). Moreover, in our tests we also found evidence for the 
formation of metal sulphates apart from metal sulphides (vide infra), underlying a 
higher complexity of the surface reactions and of the Cu-doping effect. Finally, 
the Cu addition could effectively reduce the characteristic dimensions of ZnO 
crystallites (Baird et al., 1992), thus enhancing their reactivity and utilisation 
through a higher exposed surface area.  

In order to verify the potential competitive adsorption phenomena of CO2 
and CH4, dedicated H2S removal tests were performed on Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent 
with a feed gas also containing 40% vol. of either CO2 or CH4 (balance N2). The 
corresponding H2S dynamic adsorption patterns are reported in Fig. 3.16, and 
compared to the reference case of H2S in N2. The characteristic adsorption 
parameters are collected again in Table 3.4. The presence of CH4 did not 
appreciably affected the H2S adsorption process, as testified by almost overlapped 
breakthrough profiles and quite similar values of the H2S saturation adsorption 
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capacities. On the other hand, the presence of CO2 determined a shift of the 
breakthrough profile towards shorter times followed by a longer tail. However, 
the measured H2S adsorption capacity at saturation was not significantly altered. 
These results point to a partial kinetic inhibition effect of the H2S capture process 
in the ternary N2/CO2/H2S system, possibly related to the competitive CO2 
adsorption onto active sites present on the carbonaceous surface of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC.  

Spent CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents, saturated during H2S capture tests at 3000 
ppmv and 30°C, were further subjected to Temperature Programmed Desorption 
(TPD) tests under N2 flux up to 620°C, by simultaneously monitoring the 
evolution of H2S and SO2. Interestingly, none of the functionalised sorbents (nor 
the raw AC) desorbed measurable quantities of H2S, suggesting a negligible 
contribution of physical adsorption mechanism under the adopted operating 
conditions. On the other hand, all the sorbents desorbed significant amounts of 
SO2 (Fig. 3.17), confirming that the H2S reactive capture was coupled with 
oxidation phenomena. 

 
Fig. 3.16. H2S breakthrough curves for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent in H2S/N2, 

H2S/CO2/N2 and H2S/CH4/N2 flux. Inlet conditions: s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv, 

soyq
b8 =40% vol., so2è

b8 =40% vol., T=30°C, P=1 bar. 

 
In particular, the spent AC showed a single SO2 peak starting at ca. 170°C 

and centred at 280°C: this was previously ascribed to the release of SO2 formed 
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by oxidation reactions with chemisorbed oxygen or oxygen containing surface 
groups onto active sites located in small pores of the activated carbon (Bagreev 
and Bandosz, 2005). The TPD profile for the saturated Zn/AC sorbent showed 
two main and broad SO2 emission peaks, respectively centred at ca. 290°C and 
500°C. The first, low temperature peak, closely resembled the one observed in the 
TPD profile of the spent Darco AC. By comparison with the TPD profile of a 
reference sample prepared by impregnating ZnSO4 on the same activated carbon 
(reported at the bottom of Fig. 3.17), it was possible to assign the high temperature 
signal to the decomposition of zinc sulphate. Note that bulk, unsupported ZnSO4 
started to decompose releasing SO2 only at T>700°C (Fig. 3.18), thus revealing a 
strong interaction effect with the carbon based support that reduced the stability 
of the sulphate. 
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Fig. 3.17. SO2 release during TPD tests from H2S-saturated CuxZn1–x/AC 

sorbents and corresponding Darco AC support, as well as from two reference 
samples of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 impregnated on Darco AC. 

 
The presence of Cu in the active phase determined a new contribution in 

the TPD profiles of saturated CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents, initially as a shoulder centred 
at ca. 330°C, which progressively became the main signal in the low temperature 
zone along with increasing Cu content. Also in this case, a close comparison with 
the TPD profile of a reference sample containing CuSO4 impregnated on the same 
activated carbon (Fig. 3.18) revealed that the peak at 330°C can be ascribed to the 
thermal decomposition of copper sulphate in close contact with carbon support, 
starting at ca. 250°C. 
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Fig. 3.18. SO2 signal measured during the TPD experiments performed on 

bulk and AC supported ZnSO4 and CuSO4 under N2 flow at a heating rate of 
10°C/min.   

 
Note that bulk CuSO4 decomposed releasing SO2 only at T>550°C (Fig. 

3.18). Coherently, along with the reduction of the Zn content in CuxZn1–x/AC 
sorbents, the peak at 500°C, assigned to the decomposition of ZnSO4, was 
progressively reduced. Qualitative measurements (by ICP-MS and ionic 
chromatography) confirmed the presence of Zn and Cu sulphates dissolved in 
solution after contacting spent sorbents with distilled water (vide infra). 

Noteworthy, most of the literature studies assumed that the reaction of 
metal oxides (supported or not) with H2S led to the formation of the corresponding 
metal sulphides. However, some authors reported experimental evidence for the 
partial formation of metal sulphates during the H2S capture process on metal 
oxides/hydroxides (Florent and Bandosz, 2014). TPD profiles of CuxZn1–x/AC 
sorbents were integrated in order to calculate the total amount of sulphur desorbed 
as SO2, and the results are reported in Table 3.4. The (small) amount of H2S 
adsorbed on the raw activated carbon was entirely desorbed as SO2 at T<400°C. 
On the other hand, spent CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents released 40–46% of their initial 
sulphur content at the end of the TPD test (620°C). The remaining sulphur was 
likely stored as Zn and Cu sulphides, which are stable species at the investigated 
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temperature in N2 atmosphere (Nguyen-Thanh and Bandosz, 2005). However, no 
direct conclusion could be drawn on the possible presence of elemental sulphur 
on spent sorbents. All the copper containing sorbents released almost the same 
amount of SO2 at T≤620°C (0.58±0.03 mmol g–1), which was larger than what 
retrieved for the sample containing only zinc (0.41 mmol g–1). It can be argued 
that Cu-doping favoured the oxidation of the captured H2S to form sulphates, 
whose final quantity was limited by the oxygen availability on the sorbent, since 
adsorption and desorption tests were conducted under inert atmosphere. It is worth 
observing that spent sorbents were exposed to air in between adsorption and 
desorption tests, and therefore the molecular oxygen could have been re-adsorbed 
on their surface. On the other hand, TPD-NOx and DRIFT analysis (Fig. 3.13 and 
3.14) excluded the residual presence of nitrates (from the corresponding 
precursors), hence they could not be considered as potential oxygen sources. The 
progressive substitution of Zn by Cu and the strong interaction with the activated 
carbon support increased the amount of SO2 released at relatively low 
temperatures (i.e. up to 400°C), which is highly desirable in the light of the 
regenerability of CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents by thermal treatments. However, the 
release of the captured sulphur under inert atmosphere and the restoration of the 
original active phase appears to be upper limited by the oxygen availability. 
Therefore, it is foreseen that a more effective regeneration could be achieved by 
thermally treating spent sorbents in presence of steam and/or under slightly 
oxidising conditions, in order to enhance the removal of sulphur in metal sulphides 
or stored as elemental sulphur. 

Fig. 3.19 presents the results of XPS analysis conducted on spent 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent in order to identify the main surface species at the end of 
the reactive process of H2S adsorption (at 3000 ppmv) and after recovery in air 
under ambient conditions. It can be observed (Fig. 3.19a) that surface Zn mainly 
occurred as sulphate with a high intensity 2p3/2 peak centered at 1022.83 eV, while 
the Zn 2p3/2 spectral line with BE=1021.7 eV can be ascribed to a minor surface 
contribution of ZnS species. Moreover, the Zn 2p3/2 band peaked at 1025.1 eV is 
possibly related to compounds formed by reaction of zinc with organic 
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functionalities of the carbonaceous substrate (such as carboxylates groups) 
(Wagner et al., 2003). Noteworthy, residual ZnO was not detected from XPS 
analysis, as expected according to the high degree of conversion of active phase 
determined from H2S adsorption tests on Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC. 

In analogy to Zn, also Cu mainly retained the +2 oxidation state upon 
reaction with H2S as demonstrated by the presence of “shake-up” satellite peaks 
between 940 eV and 945 eV, which are characteristic of CuO and CuSO4 (Fig. 
3.19b). The predominant formation of CuSO4 is testified by a main Cu 2p3/2 line 
at BE=935.52 eV, in good agreement with the known position for the CuSO4 peak 
at 935.4 eV. In the BE range between 932.2 eV and 933.6 eV, the spectrum 
appears to result from the superimposition of the contribution from CuO (933.70 
eV) and (at least) a second peak which is difficult to identify since it can be 
ascribed to several copper species (Krylova and Andrulevičius, 2009; Duan et al., 
2016) including CuS (932.2 eV), Cu2S and Cu2O (932.5 eV), Cu-Cu (932.63 eV). 
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Fig. 3.19. XPS analysis on the saturated Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent 

(s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv in N2, T=30°C) recovered in air, showing the 2p spectral 

regions of (a) Zn, (b) Cu, (c) S, and the 1s spectral region of O (d). 
 
Noteworthy, according to the recent results by Duan et al. (2016), 

superficial Cu sulphides possibly formed on CuO/multiwalled carbon nanotubes 
sensors by reactive adsorption process of H2S can be effectively re-oxidised 
during the recovery of spent material in air at room temperature. The 
deconvolution analysis of peaks in the range 160‒172 eV allowed the 
identification of sulphur-containing compounds (Fig. 3.19c). The predominant 
form of surface S-species was copper and zinc sulphates with their characteristic 
S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 lines respectively centered at 168.83 eV and 170.01 eV. A minor 
presence of Zn sulphide was also identified with S 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 lines at 162.11 
eV and 163.29 eV, respectively. Interestingly, the S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 peaks 

observed at BE=164.02 eV and 165.20 eV are representative of sulphur directly 
adsorbed on activated carbon as they can be ascribed to the occurrence of some 
elemental sulphur as well as to organic sulphur compounds, such as thioether (C-
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S-C), thiol (C-S-H), thiophene (C4H4S) and disulphide groups (Beamson and 
Briggs, 1992; Wagner et al., 2003). Once formed, these S-species are rather stable 
upon exposure to air at room temperature (Duan et al., 2016). Eventually, the O 
1s signal at 532.15 eV (Fig. 3.19d) confirmed the formation of a considerable 
amount of metal sulphates from the original metal oxides. Further significant 
contributions in this spectral region derived from the quartz impurity (533.10 eV) 
contained in the raw activated carbon and from adsorbed water (533.93 eV). 
Furthermore, the presence of a minor quantity of lattice oxygen, related to the 
CuO component, was also identified at BE=530.12 eV (Wagner et al., 2003). 

The formation of sulphate species upon H2S reactive adsorption, detected 
from XPS analysis, was also confirmed by washing saturated sorbents in water at 
60°C. Fig. 3.20 reports the temporal evolution of the amount of sulphate ions 

released in water after normalisation with respect to the mass of sorbent (!S#). A 

sharp increase of dissolved sulphates was observed at the very beginning of the 
test with each sorbent (up to ca. 0.3 mmol g–1), followed by a slower rise. For 

Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC, a similar value of !S#≈0.5 mmol g–1 was recorded 

after about 250 h; in the case of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, the final value of !S# increased up 

to 0.8 mmol g–1, thus mirroring the greater H2S capture capacity and conversion 
degree of metal oxides to sulphates (promoted by copper, vide infra). The spent 
Cu/AC sorbent showed faster dynamics of SO4

2– release in the early process 

stages, and a final value of !S# as large as 0.9 mmol g–1 (still slightly increasing 

after 300 h). 
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Fig. 3.20. Kinetics of release of sulphate ions in water at 60°C for spent 

functionalised sorbents (s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv in N2, T=30°C). 

 
In this context, the trend of SO4

2– concentration recorded under identical 
conditions for a mechanical mixture of AC with CuS (results not displayed) 
suggested the occurrence of a partial oxidation of sulphides (mainly those with 
copper) to sulphates in aqueous medium. This could explain the slow rise in 
sulphate release in the case of the exhaust Cu/AC sample. These results pave the 
way to the development of processes for the recovery of active metal dissolved in 
water, or the (partial) regeneration of the spent sorbents under operating 
conditions less energetically intensive with respect to high temperature treatments 
usually investigated in the pertinent literature (Bagreev et al., 2001). 

Dynamic adsorption tests for the various sorbents were repeated employing 
finer particles in a narrow size range, relatively low concentration of H2S in the 
gas feed and very short contact times in an attempt to gain further insights into the 
kinetics of the capture process and modifications induced by the composition of 
active phase. Furthermore, other experiments were carried out in order to 
investigate the effect of O2, humidity, and the combinate effect of oxygen and 
humidity for H2S adsorption. Fig. 3.21 reports breakthrough curves and values for 

the instantaneous adsorption rate (r defined as the time-derivative of !, and 
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plotted against !), and Table 3.5 the adsorption values for tests carried out at 

various conditions and T=30°C. For dry condition and in absence of molecular 

oxygen, raw AC is characterised by low H2S adsorption capacity (!V,SzV=0.08 

mmol g–1). On the other hand, the functionalisation treatment by single, and 
particularly by composite Zn and Cu oxides, resulted into a significant increase in 

the adsorption capacity (!V,SzV=0.7–1 mmol g–1), confirming the existence of an 

optimum of performance for the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent. As previously suggested, 
the mechanism of H2S capture involves chemical reactions with metal oxides in a 
wide range of compositions of interest for practical applications; thus, all of the 

functionalised sorbents showed only a moderate decrease of !V,SzV at an inlet H2S 

concentration of 100 ppmv with respect to tests performed at 3000 ppmv. The 
corresponding lower utilisation factor of active phase was probably due to some 
kind of kinetic/diffusional limitation. The presence of oxygen in the feed gas 

involved an increase of !V,SzV and of adsorption rate, especially for the Cu 

sorbents; in particular, !V,SzV increases from 1.00 to 1.28 mmol g–1 for 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC. The positive role of oxygen may be due to the formation of an 
oxidising environment on the solid surface, which would orient the sulphur 
capture toward the formation of more oxidised (e.g., sulphates, sulphur dioxide) 
rather than more reduced (e.g., sulphides) species. This generally entails larger 
adsorption capacities.  
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Fig. 3.21. H2S breakthrough curves (left) and adsorption rates (right) for 

selected cases: a) s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2; b) s2qt

b8 =100 ppmv and syq
b8=2500 

ppmv in N2; c) s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv and RH=48%, d) s2qt

b8 =100 ppmv,	syq
b8=2500 

ppmv and RH=48%. Sorbent mass: 20 mg and 80 mg for functionalised and AC 
raw sorbents, respectively. T=30°C. 
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In the case of the only presence of humidity, a water film is thus formed on 
the internal surface of AC. It was proposed that the molecules of H2S were 
transported and dissolved to produce H+ and HS– ions into the water film. 
Therefore, presence of water has a beneficial effect on the adsorption performance 
of H2S on AC and functionalised sorbents (Xiao et al., 2008). Also in this case, 
the best material is Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC that shows an adsorption capacity equal to 1.67 
mmol g–1.  

In the case of co-presence of humidity and oxygen in the feed gas, the H2S 
adsorption capacity is the highest compared with the previous results. This is 
related to a combined effect of adsorption of oxygen on the surface of AC and 
formation of the water film on the internal pores of the substrate. It is important 
to underline that, in this case, Cu/AC is the best adsorbent: it shows an adsorption 
capacity equal to 4.96 mmol g–1. The presence of copper allows to increase the 
formation of elemental sulphur and, in the case of co-presence of humidity and 
oxygen, the main product of reactive adsorption, already underlined in the related 
literature even if with reference to different adsorbents, is elemental sulphur 
(Bagreev et al., 2001; Fang et al., 2013; Sitthikhankaew et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 
2016).   

To complete the analysis, Fig. 3.21 reports the values of the instantaneous 

adsorption rate r vs. !	which, as expected, progressively decreased after the 

breakpoint along with the increasing amount of H2S captured by each sorbent and 
up to its saturation level. Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC sorbents displayed similar 
trends, in the case of dry and oxygen conditions, mainly in the early stages of the 
process, whereas even 5% of Zn substitution by Cu determined higher values for 

r in particular for !>0.3 mmol g–1; this eventually enhanced the adsorption 

capacity and utilisation factor of active phase at saturation. 
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Table 3.5. Adsorption/desorption performances of AC raw and 
functionalised sorbents under various operating conditions. Sorbent mass=20 mg 
and T=30°C. 

Sorbent êëíì
îï

 

[ppmv] 

êãí
îï

  

[ppmv] 
ñë  
[%] 

�Ä,óÇÄ  
[mmol g

–1
] 

�Ä,ÇÉÄ
âäò  

[mmol g
–1

] 

AC raw 100 
100 
100 
100 

– 
2500 

– 
2500 

– 
– 
48 
48 

0.08 
0.09 
0.15 
0.34 

0.08 
0.09 
0.15 
0.34 

Zn/AC 100 
100 
100 
100 

– 
2500 

– 
2500 

– 
– 
48 
48 

0.73 
0.74 
0.87 

 0.91a 

0.29 
0.33 
0.30 
0.40 

Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 100 
100 
100 
100 

– 
2500 

– 
2500 

– 
– 
48 
48 

0.88 
0.93 
0.93 

 2.20a 

0.34 
0.39 
0.30 
0.59 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 100 
100 
100 
100 
165 
193 

– 
2500 

– 
2500 

– 
– 

– 
– 
48 
48 
– 
– 

1.00 
1.28 
1.67 

 3.85a 
1.02 
1.04 

0.39 
0.50 
0.41 
0.66 
0.41 
0.40 

Cu/AC 100 
100 
100 
100 

– 
2500 

– 
2500 

– 
– 
48 
48 

0.88 
1.21 
1.40 

 4.96a 

0.33 
0.51 
0.28 
0.64 

aSpecific adsorption capacity @ s2qt
uvW=0.9s2qt

b8 . 

 
The different behaviour of Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC samples was likely 

related to a chemical promoting effect of Cu, enhancing the ZnO reactivity with 
H2S (Yang and Tatarchuk, 2010; Bezverkhyy et al., 2012; Elyassi et al., 2014). 
Indeed, it is recalled that both sorbents showed almost identical textural properties 
due to the low amount of copper substitution, thus intraparticle mass transfer 
phenomena equally affected the adsorption process. The Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent 
has the best adsorption rate except in the case of co-presence of humidity and 
oxygen. Two factors seem to contribute to the performance enhancement with 
respect to Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC samples: i) the already invoked promoting 
chemical role of copper on the reactivity of ZnO and ii) the reduced limitations to 
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intraparticle diffusion linked to a minor alteration of porosity (i.e. occlusion of 
micropores). This latter effect can be related to the concomitant lower loading of 
ZnO and to the tendency of zinc and copper to be preferentially located in 
micropores and mesopores, respectively. The Cu/AC sorbent showed a kinetic 
pattern in between those for Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC in all the studied 
cases, except for the case of co-presence of humidity and oxygen where Cu/AC is 
the best sorbent in terms of adsorption capacity and adsorption rate.  

Considering the material showing the best performance in dry condition 

(Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC), the investigation was deepened by analysing the effect of s2qt
b8  

(100–193 ppmv) and total flow rate Q of gas stream (20-40 SL h–1). As reported 

in Table 3.5, the saturation capacity of the sorbent ws,ads was not significantly 

affected by variation of these two operating parameters in the explored ranges.  

In order to better evaluate the influence of both s2qt
b8  and gas flow rate on 

the H2S capture dynamics of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, breakthrough data were processed 
adopting the Bohart and Adams model (also termed “BA” in the following) for 
adsorption process in a fixed bed (Bohart and Adams, 1920; Gutiérrez Ortiz et al., 
2014), whose integral form is: 

 

ln d
opqr
Y6

opqr
?\] (W)

− 1g =
ôöõ$ú,&ùúZûü(.;†)

.QQQv†
− °¢Fs2qt

b8 h                                       (3.1) 

 

where £ [m] is the length of fixed bed (0.0034 m), e [-] its void fraction 

(0.39), u [m s–1] the superficial gas velocity, rb [g L–1] the sorbent bulk density 

(820 g L–1), °¢F [L mol–1 s–1] the kinetic parameter of the BA model. It is 

highlighted that s2qt
b8  and s2qt

uvW(h) are here expressed, obviously, in mol L–1 and 

not ppmv. Eq. (3.1) implies that, if °¢F is constant and if the BA model is suitable 

to fit experimental data, the plot of the LHS of Eq. (1) vs. time is represented by 
a substantially straight line whose intercept and slope allow the determination of 

!V,SzV and °¢F, respectively. The original BA model assumes that the adsorption 

rate is governed by a linear driving force and controlled by surface reaction, °¢F 
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being the surface reaction constant. In the present work we keep the original 

mathematical formulation of the BA model, but the °¢F parameter was considered 
as a global kinetic coefficient embedding the various kinetic resistances. In fact, 
the complex phenomenology for the investigated gas–solid reactive system should 
include numerous dynamic steps such as fluid film diffusion, intraparticle 
diffusion (i.e. H2S transport within the substrate pore network), solid state 
diffusion towards the products layers (e.g. sulphates and sulphides) and surface 

chemical reactions. Additionally, °¢F might also vary during the adsorption 
process due to time-dependent properties of the reacting system including: i) pore 
volume reduction of the substrate due to the formation of products characterised 
by molar volumes greater than those of the parent copper and zinc oxides (cf. e.g. 
Sadegh-Vaziri and Babler, 2017); ii) occurrence of multiple chemical reactions in 
various steps of the reactive process (vide infra); iii) modification of the product 
layer microstructure. 

In order to elucidate the dynamic mechanism governing the adsorption rate 
in the early process stages (just after the breakpoint), Fig. 3.22a depicts, as an 
example, the BA plot for H2S adsorption onto Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC at two H2S inlet 
concentrations and two total gas flow rates, together with the corresponding fitting 
according to Eq. (3.1). Please note that the three BA plots are in colour with the 
legend indicated in Fig. 3.22b, and that the linearised fittings are reported in black. 
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Fig. 3.22. Bohart and Adams plots for H2S adsorption in a fixed bed of 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC (20 mg) at 30°C with different inlet concentrations and total gas 
flow rates: a) plots for short adsorption times according to Eq. (3.1) and b) plots 

for the entire time range of the tests. 
 

The value of °¢F was substantially independent from the inlet H2S 

concentration, with an average estimated value of 4250±150 L mol–1 s–1 at 20 SL 

h–1. On the other hand, °¢F increased with the flow rate up to 6140 L mol–1 s–1 at 

40 SL h–1 and s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv. Therefore, the capture process in the initial phase 

(until breakpoint and just after it) seems to proceed under a prevalent external 

mass transfer control. Indeed, the increase of °¢F corresponded to the expected 
increase in the external mass transfer coefficient kext due to the higher superficial 

gas velocity u, as kext∼u0.6 (according to the correlation proposed by Wakao and 

Funazkri, 1978). 
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 This is a clear indication that the surface chemical reaction (mainly 
producing ZnSO4 for short process times) was rather fast and that a reacting front 
initially advanced along the radial particle coordinate in a manner resembling the 
shrinking core dynamic pattern (Levenspiel, 1999). To confirm this hypothesis, a 
SEM-EDX analysis was performed on cross-sections of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC particles 

tested at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv and 20 SL h–1 with the run stopped at !=0.3 mmol g–1 

(i.e. approximately at the breakpoint time): results in Fig. 3.23 indicate that 
sulphur species were predominantly confined in the outer shell of the adsorbent 

particle (thickness of ca. 10 µm).  

The progressive reduction of the adsorption rate after the breakpoint time 
was mirrored by the decrease of the slope in the BA plot for longer times (vide 
Fig. 3.22b), indicating a strong reduction of the global kinetic parameter (kBA) 
which could be related to alterations of the support microstructure and to the 
switch to dominating dynamic mechanisms (e.g. product layer diffusion) other 
than external fluid film diffusion. The intraparticle diffusion mechanism is 
obviously ruled, after the breakpoint time, by a partial pore blockage determined 
by formation in the particle outer shell of large product species (sulphates). In fact, 
the surface area of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC dropped to ca. 440 m2 g–1 after H2S reactive 
adsorption up to tbr, a value approximatively 25% lower than the one shown by 
the pristine functionalised sample (cf. also Table 3.3). 
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Fig. 3.23. SEM (left) and EDX micrograph of S distribution (right) for 

multiparticle (cross-section) Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent sample after adsorption test 

stopped at !=0.3 mmol g–1. Adsorption stage performed at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in 

N2, Q=20 SL h–1, T=30°C. 
 
The observed loss in surface area is significantly greater than the one 

expected on the basis of the weight gain of the sample due to retention of sulphur 
species (ca. 0.9% wt. at tbr). This confirms a reduction of the accessibility to the 
smallest pores which could, in turn, inhibit the active phase utilisation or 
remarkably slow down the capture rate.  

Fig. 3.24 shows the results of TPD tests carried out on various spent 

sorbents previously saturated under base conditions (s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2) and 

after adsorption of H2S in presence of humid condition and molecular oxygen (but 
not re-exposed to ambient air). TPD profiles for materials consisting of CuSO4 
and ZnSO4 separately impregnated on AC are reported for reference. The results 
are expressed as SO2 signal as a function of desorption temperature; in fact H2S 
desorption was negligible, and therefore is not reported. 

S
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Fig. 3.24. SO2 release during TPD tests after adsorption a) up to saturation 

at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2, Q=20 SL h–1, T=30°C and b) up to 90% of saturation 

at s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv, RH=48% and syq

b8=2500 ppmv in N2, Q=20 SL h–1, T=30°C. 

TPD profiles for CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately impregnated on AC are reported 
for reference. 

 
In the same way as observed for TPD profiles of sorbents saturated at high 

concentration of H2S in dry conditions (cf. Fig. 3.18), spent AC raw sample 
showed a single peak of SO2 desorption starting at ca. 170°C and centered at 
280°C due to desorption of SO2. For spent Zn/AC, two broad emission peaks were 
revealed: the first (centered at ca. 290°C) closely resembled the one observed for 
spent AC; the second (centered at ca. 500°C) can be ascribed to the decomposition 
of ZnSO4, as evident from the comparison with the TPD profile obtained for the 
reference ZnSO4/AC material. The progressive substitution of copper for zinc in 
the mixed active phase of sorbents caused the increase in intensity of the peak 
centered around 320°C, desorption of CuSO4 (cf. the TPD profile obtained for the 
reference CuSO4/AC material), and a corresponding reduction of the high 
temperature peak (i.e., the one related to ZnSO4 decomposition) for mixed 
functionalised sorbent, which coherently disappeared from the TPD profile of 
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Cu/AC spent material. For spent samples under wet conditions, spent AC raw and 
Zn/AC show almost the same emission peak, in terms of emission temperature, 
with respect to the previous studied case. By increasing the content of copper in 
the mixed oxide functionalised sorbents, it can be observed that the intensity of 
the peak at low temperature, sum of the emission of SO2 and CuSO4, increased. 
Finally, Cu/AC shows two emissions peaks, one at 280°C, related to SO2, the 
second one at 320°C, related to the emission of CuSO4.  

The amount of S desorbed from spent materials as SO2 during TPD tests 

(!V,z"V|*• ) is reported in Table 3.6. While 100% of the adsorbed sulphur on AC raw 

was desorbed (!V,z"V|*• =	!V,SzV) in both cases, for functionalised materials it was 

calculated that !V,z"V|*•  accounted for ca. 40% of !V,SzV in the case of dry condition, 

whereas the desorbed quantities are 43, 27, 17 and 13% for Zn/AC, 
Cu0.05Zn0.5/AC, Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and Cu/AC in wet conditions, respectively. The 
remaining fraction of sulphur can be imputed to both Cu and Zn sulphides (known 
to decompose at temperatures higher than 1000°C in inert environments, Nguyen-
Thanh and Bandosz, 2005), and to species not detectable by our TPD procedure 
(“ghost” species) such as elemental S, which could condense on internal walls of 
cold pipelines.  

TPD investigation was extended to materials previously undergoing 

adsorption only up to s2qt
uvW=0.02s2qt

b8 , in dry conditions (Fig. 3.25), in order to 

obtain deeper insights into the type of S-based species early formed during the 
H2S capture process, and into the role of copper. The deconvolution of TPD 
signals was also included for reference. 
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Fig. 3.25. SO2 release during TPD tests from functionalised sorbents after 

adsorption up to s2qt
uvW/s2qt

b8 =0.02 with s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2, and Q=20 SL h–1, 

T=30°C. Dashed lines represent deconvolution peaks. 
 

Table 3.6. Adsorption/desorption performances for AC raw and for CuxZn1–

x/AC sorbents at s2qt
uvW=0.02s2qt

b8 . Sorbent mass: 60 mg. Inlet conditions: s2qt
b8 =100 

ppmv in N2, T=30°C. 

 
 For Zn/AC, the pattern of SO2 emission was analogous to what obtained 

for the saturated sample (cf. Fig. 3.25a), with a main peak at ca. 510°C related to 
the decomposition of ZnSO4 preceded by a broad peak (of minor intensity) 
ascribable to the SO2 contribution deriving from the oxidation of H2S adsorbed by 
the parent substrate. The TPD pattern obtained for Cu/AC was rather complex and 
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it was deconvoluted into four main peaks, differing substantially from what was 
recorded for the saturated sample (again, cf. Fig. 3.25a). In fact, the lower 
temperature bands (peaked at around 310°C and 400°C) were assigned to the 
small contribution of the support and to CuSO4 decomposition. The peaks 
occurring at higher temperatures (with maximum intensity at 510°C and 590°C) 
could be imputed to SO2 deriving from oxidation of S in CuS via direct reaction 
of the latter compound with both CuSO4 and oxygen released from thermal 
decomposition of CuSO4 (Dunn and Muzenda, 2001; Nafees et al., 2015). 
Regarding the sorbents with mixed oxides, Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC showed the same 
qualitative features of the Zn/AC sample whereas for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC a third peak 
became evident (around 400°C), associated with the decomposition of copper 
sulphate. Further, the deconvolution analysis also provided quantitative 

indications on the degree of conversion of ZnO to ZnSO4 up to s2qt
uvW=0.02s2qt

b8 . 

For Zn/AC, Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, conversion values of 10.1%, 
10.7% and 21.0% were retrieved, respectively. Therefore, the copper substitution 
promoted the ZnO conversion to ZnSO4 mainly in the first stages of the capture 
process (vide infra). In this regard, two main factors could be invoked to explain 
the described pattern: i) a sacrificial role of copper as oxygen donor to accelerate 
the formation of zinc sulphate; ii) a structural role of copper enabling the 
formation of smaller-sized ZnO crystallites (phenomenon highlighted e.g. in Baird 
et al., 1992), with an associated enhanced reactivity. However, an additional 
contribution of atmospheric humidity and/or oxygen pre-adsorbed onto the 
sorbent surface to the sulphates formation cannot be ruled out. 

Quantitative data concerning adsorbed and desorbed S (ws,ads and !V,z"V|*• , 

respectively) for the four sorbents at s2qt
uvW=0.02s2qt

b8  are correspondingly reported 

in Table 3.6, from which the following observations can be drawn: 

• for Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC (Zn-rich sorbents), 

!V,z"V
|*• =!V,SzV. The peaks observed during TPD tests account for 

the release of all H2S previously adsorbed, which is mainly 
oxidised to ZnSO4;  
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• for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and Cu/AC (“low-Zn sorbents”), 

!V,z"V
|*• =0.7!V,SzV. The peaks observed during TPD tests only 

partly account for the release of S previously adsorbed. Apart 
from Zn and Cu sulphates, “ghost species” such as copper 
sulphides, elemental S and thiols were formed at significant rates, 
determining a more effective exploitation of active phases in the 
case of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sample. 

Moreover, TPD tests performed for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC after various adsorption 
times (cf. Fig. 3.26) suggest that ZnSO4 formed at a faster rate with respect to 
CuSO4. In fact, while the main peak associated with ZnSO4 decomposition does 
not experience substantial modification in the adsorption time range of 8–16 min, 
the intensity of the CuSO4-deriving peak of SO2 emission increased. From a 
quantitative standpoint, the deconvolution analysis (not reported for the sake of 

brevity) revealed that 8 min capture process (!V,SzV=0.2 mmol g–1) were enough 

to attain a ZnO conversion to the corresponding sulphate as high as 20%, very 
close to the asymptotic value retrieved from TPD on saturated sorbent (21%). 

 
Fig. 3.26. SO2 release during TPD tests from Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC after 

adsorption carried out at different sulphur loadings (corresponding to different 

process times) and s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2, Q=20 SL h–1, T=30°C. 
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On the contrary, the values of CuO conversion to CuSO4 were 8%, 12% 
and 21% for capture times of 8 min, 16 min and at saturation, respectively. 
Altogether the results indicate that, for the equimolar Cu:Zn sorbent, ZnSO4 
formed at a faster rate with respect to CuSO4 with copper likely acting as oxygen 
donor/structural promoter enabling a faster conversion rate and a higher utilisation 
factor of the ZnO phase. On the other hand, the final degree of conversion for both 
Zn and Cu oxides to form their sulphates was equivalent and most probably 
limited by oxygen availability on the sorbent.  

Fig. 3.27 shows the results of TPO tests carried out on spent sorbents 
previously saturated under base conditions. TPO profiles for materials consisting 
of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately impregnated on AC are reported for reference, as 
well as those for mechanical mixtures of AC with elemental sulphur (S+AC), CuS 
(CuS+AC) and ZnS (ZnS+AC). 
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Fig. 3.27. SO2 release during TPO tests from selected sorbents after 

adsorption up to saturation with s2qt
b8 =100 ppmv in N2, Q=20 SL h–1, T=30°C. 

TPO profiles for CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately impregnated on AC are reported 
for reference, as well as those for mechanical mixtures of AC with elemental 

sulphur, CuS and ZnS. 
 
From a quantitative point of view, the amount of SO2 evolved during TPO 

tests corresponded to the amount of H2S that was previously captured during the 

adsorption phase (!V,z"V|*y = !V,SzV). Therefore, it was confirmed that the only 

partial recovery of sulphur observed in TPD experiments under inert atmosphere 
was mainly due to the stability of metal sulphides which, on the other hand, could 
be oxidised and decomposed during TPO tests. The TPO profile for the saturated 
Zn/AC sample showed three main SO2 peaks: the first one, centered at ca. 250°C, 
could be tentatively assigned to the presence of ZnS by comparison with the 
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profile retrieved for ZnS+AC mixture; the second peak, at ca. 520°C, was related 
to the presence of ZnSO4 (see ZnSO4/AC TPO profile). While the formation of 
ZnSO4 was already commented, TPO tests allowed individuating a TPD ghost 
species, viz. ZnS. For Zn/AC sample, the presence of a third (intermediate and 
unresolved) peak was observed at around 400°C. For Cu/AC sample, there were 
only two main contributions with similar areas: the low temperature peak (at 
200°C) could be assigned to the oxidation of some elemental S and CuS, while 
the high temperature peak (around 410°C) was due to decomposition of CuSO4. 
The TPO patterns for composite CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents were more complex, 
deriving from the superimposition of peaks related to the presence of copper and 
zinc sulphates (already observed in TPD) and copper and zinc sulphides (not 
detectable by TPD), apart from the peak deriving from S and/or SO2 bound to AC. 
Nonetheless, it was observed that the prevailing contributions were related to CuS 
(rather than ZnS) and ZnSO4 (rather than CuSO4). This confirms that, for mixed 
oxides, Zn prevailingly reacts with H2S to form ZnSO4, while Cu also forms 
sulphides and elemental S. 

 

3.3 Comparison between alumina and activated carbon series results 

Fig. 3.28 reports a comparison of adsorption capacity of AC and Als both 
raw and functionalised containing an equimolar Cu–Zn mixture. The figure 
clearly shows that raw Darco AC has higher adsorption capacities than raw 
alumina, for any tested H2S concentration. However, the differences tend to 
decrease at low H2S concentrations (i.e. 500–1000 ppmv) and vary in a range of 
30–55%. The adsorption capacity at the highest concentration of H2S (i.e. 3000 
ppmv) is approximately 55% higher for Darco AC if compared to alumina. 
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Fig. 3.28. Adsorption isotherm of H2S on raw alumina and AC, 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC. Inlet conditions: s2qt
b8 =3000 ppmv, T=30°C, 

P=1 bar. 
 

Regarding the comparison of the sorbents containing an equimolar Cu–Zn 
mixture, Fig. 3.28 witnesses a significantly higher H2S capture performance in the 
case of the carbonaceous support, with ωs,ads≈1.8 times larger for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 
with respect to Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als. The difference of adsorption capacity between the 
two sorbents is likely linked to: i) the remarkably higher surface area of the 
carbonaceous support, allowing a greater dispersion of the active phase 
nanoparticles, also ending up in reduced H2S diffusion limitations in the capture 
process (cf. Table 3.1 and Table 3.3); ii) the exhaustive formation of ZnO and 
CuO on the carbonaceous support which, in contrast, is hindered on the alumina 
support due to the stabilisation of metal hydroxy-nitrates species as witnessed by 
the comparison of XRD, DRIFT analyses and TPD-NO2 tests for the two kind of 
sorbents.  

Comparing the total amount of sulphur released as SO2 from the sorbent 
during TPD for the two kind of samples, it is observed that all the alumina sorbents 
released most of the adsorbed sulphur (between 80–90%) after thermal treatment 
at 800°C. However, limiting the thermal treatment up to 600°C to prevent a 
significant formation of metal aluminates, only half of the sulphur content can be 
removed from the best performing Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent, and even less from Zn-
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richer materials (!V,z"VéQQ°o), once again due to the stability of the corresponding 

metal sulphates.  
For the same regeneration temperature (600°C), the carbon-based 

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent released a significantly higher amount of sulphur. This is 
due to a strong interaction of the activated carbon support with the metal sulphates 
formed during the reactive adsorption of H2S, that reduces the stability of both 
CuSO4 and ZnSO4 thus lowering their decomposition temperatures by as much as 
300°C (Fig. 3.29).  

 
Fig. 3.29. SO2 release from spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 

sorbents previously saturated with H2S (3000 ppmv in N2, T=30°C, P=1 bar) 
during TPD tests under N2 flow. SO2 TPD profiles for reference samples of 

CuSO4 and ZnSO4 in bulk or supported on activated carbon are also included for 
comparison purposes (dashed lines). 

 
Finally, in the case of TPO, as expected, it is highlighted that in the case of 

CuxZn1–x/AC sorbents the presence of oxygen during the desorption test produces 
a complete release of sulphur with an associated combustion of the substrate, 
whereas in the case of alumina sorbents it is observed a lower amount of sulphur 
released compared to the value retrieved from the TPD test (cf. Table 3.2).  
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Chapter 4 

 

Adsorption of HCHO on functionalised materials: results 

and discussion 
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surface active carbon textiles as reactive adsorbents of indoor formaldehyde. 
ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces 2018, 10, 8066–8076. 

• G. de Falco, W. Li, S. Cimino, T.J. Bandosz. Role of sulfur and nitrogen 
surface groups in adsorption of formaldehyde on nanoporous carbons. Carbon 
2018, 138, 283–291 (copyright permission obtained) 
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4.1 Results and discussion for carbon cloths sorbents 

The formaldehyde (HCHO) breakthrough curves measured in the dry 
conditions on the carbon textiles are collected in Fig. 4.1A. From the breakthrough 
curves, the dynamic data and corresponding adsorption capacities at saturation 
were determined and the results are summarised in Table 4.1, in which tbr [min] is 
the breakthrough point time (assumed as the time for which the ratio of the HCHO 
concentration at the bed outlet relative to that in the feed is 0.05), ωs,ads [mg g–1] 

is the HCHO breakthrough capacity and s2o2yb8  [ppmv] is the inlet concentration 

of HCHO in the fixed bed reactor. Since in some cases, even after a very long 
experimental time, the bed saturation was not reached, the HCHO capacity at 
o?\]

oY6
= 0.95 was arbitrarily chosen for the performance comparison.  

CC and CC-HT revealed similar dynamic behaviours, even though the 
breakpoint time for CC-HT was longer than that for CC. They both show relatively 
fast kinetics of the adsorption process and similar saturation capacity (ωs,ads=0.56 
and 0.53 mg g–1 for CC and CC-HT, respectively). The heat treatment, expected 
to remove even traces of the residual nylon and/or modify fibers (Florent et al., 
2017), did not affect the adsorption capacity. All the chemically modified carbon 
textiles exhibit better performance as HCHO adsorbents than their unmodified 
counterparts (CC and CC-HT). Interestingly, the breakthrough curve for CC-P 
markedly differs from those of the other textiles, which suggests different 
mechanisms of HCHO adsorption. The saturation capacities ωs,ads of CC-T, CC-
U, CC-P and CC-D are 20, 30, 44 and 170% greater, respectively, than that for 
CC. The best adsorbent is CC-D, whose tbr value equals to 109 min, and the 
saturation capacity reaches 1.56 mg g–1. CC-P is characterised by the shortest 
breakpoint time with respect to the others functionalised samples (12 min), but its 
saturation adsorption capacity is larger than those for CC-U and CC-T. 
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Fig. 4.1. HCHO breakthrough curves measured in dry (A) and moist (B) 

conditions (the last designed with the symbol “Hu”). Reproduced from de Falco 
et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American 

Chemical society obtained. 
 

 
Table 4.1. Parameters of HCHO adsorption performance of the studied 

carbon textiles. Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the 
Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
 

 
Fig. 4.1B shows the HCHO breakthrough curves measured in the moist 

conditions (samples are denoted with "Hu") for the modified carbon textiles; the 
corresponding adsorption capacities and tbr values are again listed in Table 1. The 
presence of moisture on the surface and in the challenge gas markedly decreased 
the performance of the materials tested as HCHO adsorbents. The effect of water 
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vapour is visualised in Fig. 4.2. Even though its presence worsens the 
performance, the extent of the decrease differs. The most pronounced effect was 
found for the best performing sample CC-D, and the least- for CC-HT. It is likely 
caused by 1) occupation of HCHO adsorption centres by water vapour molecules 
during the prehumidification and/or 2) competition between water vapour and 
HCHO for these centres (Lee et al, 2013). All the functionalised sorbents adsorbed 
considerable amounts of water (Table 4.1) that can block the micropores which 
would be otherwise accessible to HCHO, limit the diffusion of the pollutant gas 
inside the pore structure, in this way decreasing the adsorption capacity. This 
decrease occurs even though some amount of HCHO is expected to be dissolved 
in the adsorbed water film. Nevertheless, no direct dependence between the 
amount of water adsorbed and the decrease in the saturation capacity was found. 
 

 
Fig. 4.2. Comparison of HCHO saturation capacity on the tested textiles. 

Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, 
copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 

 
 

To understand the adsorption behaviour of the tested materials, their surface 
features need to be extensively characterised. The measurement of the weight of 
the textile swatches before and after modification indicates weight losses of 23%, 
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25%, 29%, 34% and 27% for CC-HT, CC-U, CC-T, CC-P and CC-D, 
respectively. This highlights the high reactivity of the carbon fibers with the 
modifiers, especially in the case of CC-P, and since this reactivity might affect the 
porosity, the parameters of porous structure of the carbon textiles, raw and spent 
after HCHO adsorption under dry conditions, are collected in Fig. 4.3–4.5. CC is 

a predominantly microporous material (@™	
@]?]

=88%) of high surface area, 921 m2 g–

1. Heating it at 800°C only slightly decreased the porosity. The surface 
chemical/thermal treatment had a marked effect on the porosity. After this 
process, surface and pore volume decreased (Fig. 4.5), likely as a result of the 
deposition of the active phase/pore blocking. For CC-U, CC-T and CC-D a slight 
loss of porosity in the micropore region in the range 4–8 Å and 14–20 Å and in 
the mesopore region of 20–24 Å (Fig. 4.4) are found.  

 
Fig. 4.3. A) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for CC, CC-HT, CC-U fresh 

and spent (s) samples; B) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for CC-T, CC-P, CC-D 
fresh and spent (s) samples (spent samples are those under dry conditions). 
Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, 

copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
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Fig. 4.4 Pore size distributions for the raw and spent (s) textiles under dry 

conditions: CC-U (A), CC-T (B), CC-P (C) and CC-P (D). In each figure, pore 
size distributions of CC and CC-HT are also included for comparison (in Fig. A, 
distributions for spent CC and CC-HT are included as well). Reproduced from 

de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American 
Chemical society obtained. 

 
 

After HCHO adsorption, all the spent adsorbents, except CC-D, show a 
decrease in surface area and porosity (Fig. 4.5). Interestingly the porosity of CC-
D did not change, in spite of its high adsorption capacity. In analysing this data, 
we have to take into account that owing to high vacuum and anticipated weak 
physical adsorption of HCHO in its unchanged form, HCHO is expected to be 
removed from the pore system before the porosity analysis. Therefore, the 
observed changes are likely caused by HCHO chemisorption/polymerisation and 
thus retention on the heteroatom-rich phase on the surface. 
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Fig. 4.5. Comparison of the structural parameters for the parent and spent 

samples in the dry conditions. A- BET surface area; B- micropore volume; C- 
volume in pores smaller than 0.7 nm. Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see 

article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical society 
obtained. 

 
This indicates a high dispersion of the active phase. For CC-P, on the other 

hand, a significant loss of the pore volume in the whole region of pore sizes (Fig. 
4.4) is found. This suggests that the large molecule of penicillin G (C16H18N2O4S) 
blocks the micropores during the impregnation and its 
decomposition/carbonisation products remain at their entrances. While trends in 
the volume of micropores almost exactly follow the trend in the surface area, the 
most marked differences are seen in the volume of ultramicropores smaller than 
0.7 nm. The volume of these pores decreases for CC-D, too. The biggest 
changes/decrease in porosity was found for CC-P (Fig. 4.4C and 4.5C), which 
suggests its strong chemical reactivity with HCHO. The high reactivity of the CC-
P surface is reflected in the shape of the breakthrough curve, where a very increase 
in the measured HCHO concentration was recorded (Fig. 4.1). Although no 
relationship between the extent of the decrease in the volume of ultramicropores 
and the breakthrough capacity was established, these findings indicate the 
importance of the pores <0.7 nm for HCHO reactive adsorption. 

Based on the above discussion, the surface chemistry is expected to have a 
marked effect on the amount of HCHO adsorbed on our materials. First, the 
acid/base character of the samples tested was investigated by potentiometric 
titration. The proton binding curves and pKa distributions are presented in Fig. 
4.6.  
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Fig. 4.6. A) Proton binding curves for CC, CC-HT, CC-U, CC-T, CC-P 

and CC-D; B) comparison of pKa distributions of the groups present on the 
surface of CC-P and CC-D. Spent sorbents after adsorption of HCHO at dry 

conditions are designated with the letter "s". Reproduced from de Falco et al., 
2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical 

society obtained. 
 

 
Table 4.2 summarises the results and lists the relevance of groups in each 

category of strength: strongly acidic (3<pKa<5), close to neutral (5<pKa<8), and 
weakly acidic (8<pKa<11). The treatment of CC, either by heating or 
impregnation with various precursors followed by heating, led to an increase in 
the surface pH value from 7.7 to 9.7 for CC-P. Moreover, the total relevance of 
dissociating groups in our experimental window decreased for all textiles but CC-
HT. These results suggest the change in the speciation of the groups and their 
chemical nature due to the introduction of heteroatom (N and/or S) coming from 
the modifiers. Indeed, the proton binding curves clearly show a strongly basic 
character of CC-P and CC-D surfaces (only proton uptake), while the other 
modified textiles are amphiprotic. The parent CC is rather acidic (proton release) 
and the heat treatment increases its basic character. Interestingly, some 
acidification of spent CC-D and CC-P is found after HCHO adsorption. Those are 
in fact samples on which a gradual increase in the slope of the breakthrough curves 
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was recorded under dry conditions (Fig. 4.1). This shape suggests some surface 
reactivity. 

 
Table 4.2. Amount of functional groups in various acidity ranges (in mmol 

g–1) on the surface of carbons cloths before and after exposure to HCHO. 
Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 
2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
 

Sorbent pH
a
 Strongly 

acidic 

3<pKa<5 

Neutral 

5<pKa<8 

Weakly 

acidic 

8<pKa<11 

All 

CC 7.7 0.08 0.04 0.30 0.42 
CC-HT 8.3 0.04 0.08 0.36 0.48 
CC-U 8.6 0.04 0.1 0.24 0.35 
CC-T 8.6 0.03 0.05 0.19 0.27 
CC-P 9.7 0.04 0.13 0.25 0.41 
CC-D 8.2 0.07 0.04 0.23 0.34 
CC-D s 7.8 0.05 0.10 0.35 0.50 
CC-P s 9.3 0.07 0.10 0.42 0.59 

aIn electrolyte solution (NaNO3). 
 

The surfaces of our samples were investigated by thermogravimetric 
analysis, as well. The TG and DTG curves for the raw and spent adsorbents, 
measured in helium, are collected in Fig. 4.7. For all the raw samples, the total 
weight loss ranged between 6–22% (Fig. 4.7A). A 12% weight loss for CC at 
about 400°C is linked to the removal of a not-peel-off after boiling nylon (Florent 
et al., 2017). In fact, it could be considered as an intrinsic modifier of CC-HT. The 
first peak on the DTG curves (Fig. 4.7B) centred at about 80°C likely represents 
the removal of physically adsorbed water and/or formaldehyde in the case of the 
spent samples. 
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Fig. 4.7. A-B) TG-DTG curves for CC, CC-HT and CC-U fresh and after 

adsorption of formaldehyde. C-D) TG-DTG curves for CC-T, CC-P and CC-D 
fresh and spent after adsorption of formaldehyde. Spent samples at dry 

conditions are designated with the letter "s". Reproduced from de Falco et al., 
2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical 

society obtained. 
 

 
The results show that all the raw or spent samples, but CC-P, are rather 

thermally stable up to 800°C (synthesis temperature). In the case of CC-P, a 
gradual weight loss is observed between 100 and 750°C. The gradual weight loss 
for raw CC-P implies the highest reactivity of the penicillin-derived phase among 
all the samples, and this reactivity can affect the mechanism of HCHO retention 
on this sample. Among all the raw samples, only CC-T shows the groups 
decomposing between 300 and 400°C and this must be the fingerprint of its 
modifier, likely related to the sulphur environment. Sulphones formed on the 
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surface during stabilisation/cooling are expected to decompose in this temperature 
range (Zhao et al., 2012).  

After HCHO adsorption, a new peak between 300 and 400°C appears in the 
DTG curves for CC-P and CC-D. Moreover, the weight loss pattern at 
temperatures >800°C is also altered indicating some surface reactivity/deposition 
of new compounds resulting from the samples' exposure to HCHO. The weight 
loss between 300 and 400°C might be due to the decomposition of species formed 
as a result of the surface reactivity of this carbon with HCHO. As discussed above, 
only for these two samples the surface acidity increased after HCHO exposure. 
The intensity of these peaks is low but the amounts adsorbed on our samples are 
generally in the range of a fraction of mg g–1 (CC-D is an exception). An unaltered 
peak representing removal of nylon from CC suggests its chemical inertness in 
the process of HCHO reactive adsorption.  

The MS analysis of the species released from the surface during thermal 
analysis further confirms the observations based on the weight loss discussed 
above.  In the analysis, we focus on the features of m/z 18, 28, 29, 30, 44 and 48 
thermal profiles. Since they represent H2O, CO, HCO, HCO/NO, CO2 and SO, 
respectively, they were chosen as the most relevant to depict the changes in 
chemistry upon HCHO adsorption. The detailed results are presented in Fig. 4.8 
and 4.9. 

Comparison of the trends in m/z profiles for the parent and exposed samples 
leads to the following general observations on the effects of HCHO exposure: 1) 
for m/z 44, a new peak and an increase in the relative intensity of the signal appears 
at temperatures less than 200°C, which supports the view of a change in surface 
chemistry upon HCHO exposure. The most drastic changes in m/z 44 thermal 
profiles are seen for CC-P, CC-T and CC-HT; 2) no conclusion on physically 
adsorbed HCHO can be drawn since m/z 28 (CO) and m/z 29 (HCO) have similar 
patterns. This indicates that these species are released during the low temperature 
heating of the raw carbons, too, and could also be desorbed from the surface in 
the time between the breakthrough tests and thermal analysis experiments; 3) 
sulphur species are involved in HCHO reactive adsorption since their thermal 
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stability changed as indicated by an increase in the intensity of m/z 48 for CC-HT 
and CC-T at T>700°C. The effect is the strongest for CC-T, which in fact shows 
the highest amount of sulphur on the surface (cf. infra in Table 4.3); 4) for CC-D, 
there is a visible change in the shape of the thermal profile for m/z 30 suggesting 
the marked alteration in the nitrogen environment upon exposure to HCHO. The 
m/z 44 (CO2) pattern for CC-P and its change after HCHO exposure deserves 
further attention. As discussed above, the change in porosity for this sample after 
formaldehyde adsorption was the most marked. The explanation is in the high 
reactivity of this sample's carbon phase with HCHO, which is retained as 
chemically bound to the surface or in the polymerised form blocking the small 
pores. Indeed, the comparison of m/z 44 for all the samples shows the low thermal 
stability/high reactivity of CC-P (CO2 is released from various surface 
environments in the whole temperature range). Exposing this sample to HCHO 
changes this pattern and less CO2 is released at low temperature from the most 
reactive/unstable surface environment characterising CC-P. To further analyse the 
effects of surface chemistry on the HCHO adsorption on the textiles, XPS analysis 
was carried out. The surface elemental composition is listed in Table 4.3 and the 
deconvolution of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and S 2p core energy levels is in Table 4.4. Fig. 
4.10 presents examples of deconvolution. The results show that the surface of the 
textiles markedly changes upon the applied modifications, and all the treated 
textiles contain more carbon and less oxygen and nitrogen than the parent CC. 
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Fig. 4.8. Selected m/z thermal profiles for CC, CC-HT and CC-U, raw and 

spent under dry conditions. Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) 
in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
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Fig. 4.9. Selected m/z thermal profiles for CC-T, CC-P and CC-D, raw 

and spent (“s”) under dry conditions. Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see 
article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical society 

obtained. 
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Table 4.3. XPS elemental composition of the surface of the textiles (in % 
at.). Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, 
copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
 

Textile C O N S 
CC 78.4 14.1 5.6 1.9 
CC-HT 84.3 12.3 3.2 0.2 
CC-U 82.5 13.2 3.3 1.1 
CC-T 81.2 9.3 4.3 5.1 
CC-P 85.1 9.7 3.5 1.7 
CC-D 83.5  11.3 4.5 0.7 

 

 
Fig. 4.10. Deconvolution of N 1s and S 2p core energy levels for A-B) 

CC-P and C-D) CC-D. Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in 
the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
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Table 4.4. Results of the deconvolution of the XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 
1s and S 2p (in bold -atomic % of specific elements). Reproduced from de Falco 
et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American Chemical 
society obtained. 

 
 

Moreover, CC contains a significant amount of sulphur (1.9% at.), as well. 
Upon the treatments applied, its content decreases for all the samples but for CC-
T. To CC-T, sulphur was introduced in the thiourea modifier. The heat treatment 
of CC almost removes sulphur from its surface and the content of nitrogen 
significantly decreases.  

All the compounds used for the modification of the CC textiles contain 
nitrogen and, additionally, two of them (penicillin G and thiourea) contain also 
sulphur. Thus, these heteroatoms are expected to exist on the surface of our 
textiles in various configurations. The heat treatment decreases the S and N 
contents and further changes in chemistry should be analysed in comparison with 
the surface features of CC-HT. After the surface treatment, more nitrogen is 
incorporated to the carbon surface in the form of pyridines, whose contributions 
significantly increased (15.4–33.9%) compared to that for the CC or CC-HT 
samples (10.6% at. and 13.6% at., respectively). These pyridines, along with 
amines, can participate in coupling reactions (Mannich reaction, see Blicke, 2011) 
with formaldehyde forming amino-carbonyl compounds. The covalent bond 
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formation can explain a decrease in the volume of ultramicropores after HCHO 
adsorption. 

The sulphur on the parent CC textile is mainly in the form of sulphines 
(67.6%) and sulphonic acids (17.5%). Modification with dicyandiamide leads to 
total oxidation of sulphur to the latter species while, with urea, to sulphines 
(26.3%) and sulphonic acids/sulphonates (73.7%). The total sulphur content on 
CC-D and CC-U textiles is much lower than that on CC – so, most likely, sulphur 
originated from the parent CC textile is covered on the surface by the products of 
modification. On the other hand, the surface treatment with N- and S-containing 
penicillin G and thiourea results in either the same S-doping level as on CC (1.7% 
for CC-P), or its significant increase (5.1% for CC-T). Interestingly, sulphur in 
the case of CC-P and CC-T textiles is substantially present in the most reduced 
forms (36.3% for CC-P and 71.0% for CC-T), while in the case of samples treated 
with dicyandiamide and urea (i.e. reagents not containing sulphur) it is present 
mainly in the form of sulphines and sulphonic acids. 

While the lowest HCHO breakthrough capacities are found for the raw CC 
sample and for CC-H, the performance of the modified textiles significantly 
improved. As discussed above on the basis of porosity, the observed differences 
in the HCHO adsorption must be rather linked to the chemical composition of the 
textile surfaces. The results indicate that there is no direct relationship between C, 
O, S and particularly N content on the surface, and the formaldehyde adsorption 
capacity. The common interpretation of an increase in HCHO adsorption on 
carbon-based materials discussed in the literature is that the nitrogen content 
controls the formaldehyde adsorption capacity (Lee et al., 2013). This, however, 
does not seem to be true in our case. A close look at the particular surface species 
after deconvolution of N 1s and S 2p core energy level spectra leads to some 
interesting observation. The raw CC textile has the majority of its nitrogen in the 
form of pyrroles, amines and amides (56.6%) – considerable portion of them 
coming from unremoved nylon traces. This is confirmed by the higher content of 
oxygen, which nylon is also composed of (McIntyre, 2005). Thus, repulsive 
interactions between nylon and carbonyl groups of formaldehyde, and those of 
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nylon (which are always located next to the amide nitrogen), might be partially 
responsible for the lower HCHO uptake on this textile. Apparently, amides groups 
of nylon do not advance the HCHO adsorption. Apart from that, the content of 
pyridinic nitrogen on CC is the lowest among all the samples and this nitrogen, if 
present on the surface, can participate in the Mannich reaction. The surface pH 
values collected in Table 4.2 show that the CC cloth is the least basic (pH=7.7) 
among all textiles tested (pH=8.1–9.7). Some reports in the literature suggest that 
the HCHO adsorption capacity is strongly related to the density of basic surface 
functional groups (Carter et al., 2011). Thus, the lower density of those groups in 
the case of CC sample leads to the smaller HCHO uptake. Even though the 
basicity of CC-HT increases in comparison with that of CC, CC-HT has much less 
nitrogen and thus less species available for specific interactions with HCHO, 
which results in comparable capacities for these two samples. 

The CC-D textile exhibits the highest HCHO uptake (1.56 mg g–1). This is 
likely due to the presence of specific N and S surface species enhancing the 
interactions with formaldehyde. Indeed, in the case of this sample, the content of 
pyridinic nitrogen is three times higher than that on CC. These groups increase 
the basicity of the surface and contribute to the Mannich reaction. Nitrogen in 
these configurations was also indicated as promoting to the formation of 
superoxide ions O2

– (Strelko et al., 2000), which might contribute to the HCHO 
mineralisation when adsorbed in the ultramicropores. This, and the Mannich 
reaction, can oppositely affect the porosity evolvement resulting in the unchanged 
surface area. 

The uniqueness of our carbon materials compared to those previously 
studied is in the presence of S species incorporated to their surface. Thus, the 
sulphur exclusively as sulphonic acids in CC-D, despite its low content (only 
0.7%), can increase the HCHO adsorption by the reaction to form α-
hydroxymethanesulphonates (Möller, 2010). The condensation of aromatic 
sulphonates with formaldehyde is a possible pathway here (Papalos, 1982), too, 
and the formed product can bring about pore blocking and therefore lead to a 
decrease in the surface area. CC-T, on the other hand, shows the highest content 
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of sulphur (5.1%) but only a fraction of it (9.7%) is in the form of 
sulphonates/sulphonic acid. Thus, despite similar content and distribution of 
nitrogen as that in CC-D, HCHO adsorption capacity for CC-T is much lower than 
for CC-D. These two samples are characterised by similar porosity. Additionally, 
the less polar pyridine N-oxide species are present on the CC-T surface in a 
smaller quantity than on that of CC-D, and they might contribute to the enhanced 
adsorption of HCHO on the latter sample. CC-P, even though showing the least 
developed porous structure when compared to the other textiles, has a 
considerable amount of sulphur in the form of sulphites/sulphonic acid, which can 
enhance the HCHO adsorption. Its surface also shows the highest basicity 
(pH=9.7, Table 4.2) and basic amines can participate in the Mannich reaction. CC-
U shows a similar amount of sulphonic acids than that for CC-D, however the 
content of pyridines and pyridine N-oxides is lower than that for CC-D. This leads 
to the twice smaller HCHO uptake on CC-U than on CC-D. 

To look at the results in a more quantitative way, and as discussed above, 
CC-D performs better than do CC and CC-HT because of more pyridinic species 
on its surface. Even though CC-D shows the same absolute amount of pyridines 
as CC-T does (Table 4.5), it has much more sulphonic acids (0.7% at. on CC-D 
as oppose to 0.49% at. on CC-T). The HCHO uptake on CC-U is similar as that 
on CC-T and smaller than that on CC-D, because even though CC-U has a similar 
absolute content of sulphur as CC-D does (0.82 vs. 0.7%), its content of pyridinic 

nitrogen is in fact three times smaller (3.3´0.154=0.5%) than that for CC-D. 
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Table 4.5. Absolute contributions of pyridinic nitrogen and sulphonic 
sulphur on the surface, and the amount of adsorbed HCHO. Reproduced from de 
Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, copyright 2018 American 
Chemical society obtained. 

Sample Amount of 
pyridinic nitrogen 
[%] 

Amount of 
sulphonic 
sulphur [%] 

Amount of 
adsorbed HCHO 
[mg g–1] 

CC 0.59 0.33 0.56 
CC-HT 0.49 0.2 0.53 
CC-U 0.51 0.82 0.73 
CC-T 1.46 0.49 0.68 
CC-P 0.67 0.45 0.80 
CC-D 1.48 0.70 1.56 

 

 
Fig. 4.11. Relationship between the amount of HCHO adsorbed and the 

sum of the absolute contributions of pyridinic and sulphonic species. 
Reproduced from de Falco et al., 2018, see article 3) in the Introduction, 

copyright 2018 American Chemical society obtained. 
 
 

As seen in Fig. 4.11, the amount of adsorbed HCHO increases with an 
increase in the absolute amount of sulphonic and pyridinic groups on the surface. 
However, we do not expect the fully linear behaviour owing to the complexity of 
the textile surfaces' chemistry and porosity. 
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 The porosity, even though the differences between samples are not 
substantial, plays a role, as well. The pores close in size to the HCHO molecule 
attract it with the strongest forces. The order for volume of pores smaller than 0.7 
nm (Fig. 4.5C) (CC-P<CC&CC-U<CC-T and CC-D) resembles the one for the 
breakpoint time reported in Table 4.1 (CC-P<CC<CC-T&CC-U<CC-D). 
Nevertheless, functional groups that are important for specific 
interactions/reactive adsorption can only exist at the entrance of ultramicropores 
or in larger pores, which can accommodate their geometry. Therefore, chemical 
modifications applied to the textiles increase the utilisation of the carbon fiber 
surface towards retention of HCHO. 

Even though the polar character of the surface can be roughly estimated 
based on the adsorption of water vapour during prehumidification, and the order 
in the quantity of water vapour adsorbed indicates that CC-T, CC-D and CC-P are 
the least hydrophilic ones, this is rather owing to their low oxygen content. These 
results might be affected by water vapour adsorption kinetics. The most 
detrimental effect of water vapour preadsorption/competition for HCHO 
adsorption is found in fact for CC-D and CC-P. There is a high probability that, 
on the surface of these textiles, water is formed in condensation reactions with 
involvement of formaldehyde. In situ adsorption of this water on the most polar 
centres or in small pores, where it is formed, can further block the adsorption 
centres for HCHO. 

It should be mentioned here that the exact identification of the groups 
responsible for the uptake of formaldehyde is not easy as the surface of the textiles 
is complex and a broad range of O, N and S species is present. Additionally, the 
differences in the porous structure also affect the interactions of HCHO with the 
surface. However, it is clearly seen that the content of nitrogen itself cannot be 
considered as the only factor influencing the adsorption capacity. Its speciation is 
important. Besides, very polar sulphur groups (particularly sulphonic acids) also 
play an important role by providing highly active adsorption sites for HCHO 
adsorption. Since HCHO may behave as both a Lewis acid and a Lewis base, it 
can potentially interact with both basic (e.g., pyridine, amines pyridine N-oxide) 
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and acidic (e.g. carboxylic, sulphonic) surface groups. In literature, there is no 
study on the effect of sulphur on the adsorptive behaviour of carbon materials as 
formaldehyde removal media, so this is a very first report about the role of sulphur 
in enhancing the HCHO uptake. 

 

4.2 Results and discussion for activated carbon sorbents 

The HCHO breakthrough curves measured at room temperature in dry (A) 
and wet (B) conditions on the tested carbons are presented in Fig. 4.12. From 
them, the adsorption parameters were calculated and they are listed in Table 4.6, 
in which tbr,s [min g–1] is here the specific breakthrough time (assumed as the time 

for which s2o2yuvW (h)/s2o2y
b8 =0.05) divided by the mass of sample used. Table 4.6 

lists the specific amount of water adsorbed [g g–1] during the prehumidification 
step, too. 

The HCHO breakthrough curves, in dry condition on the parent BAX and 
S208, are steep, which indicates fast kinetics of the adsorption process (Fig. 
4.12A). Even though S208 is characterised by a shorter breakpoint time than BAX 
(almost 27% less), ca. 20% more HCHO is adsorbed on that carbon than on BAX. 
PSC and S208 have similar breakthrough capacities but tbr,s of the former is 3 
times longer compared to that of S208. The treatment of BAX with thiourea or 
melamine resulted in a significant increase in both quantitative parameters of 
HCHO adsorption, compared to those for raw BAX. Thus, the breakthrough point 
time increased from 44 min g–1 to 87 and 215 min g–1, respectively, and the HCHO 
breakthrough capacities reached values equal to 0.40 and 0.66 mg g–1 for BAX-T 
and BAX-M, respectively.  

The presence of moisture on the carbon and in the feed gas decreased tbr,s 
and the adsorption capacities for all samples (Fig. 4.12B, Table 4.6). This is likely 
caused by the adsorption of water vapour on the active sites of the adsorbents. It 
occurs as a competitive process during the reactive adsorption, and during the 
prehumidification process (Lee et al., 2013). Even though the carbons adsorb large 
quantities of water vapour (Table 4.6), this does not contribute to an increase in 
the adsorption capacity considering the possibility of HCHO dissolution in a water 
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film. On the other hand, water molecules likely block the pore entrances and/or 
occupy the polar centres on which HCHO would be otherwise adsorbed. In 
particular, the most marked decrease in the amount of adsorbed HCHO is found 

for S208 and PSC. For both carbons, !V,SzV  decreased of about 38%. tbr,s decreased 

of 28 and 54% for S208 and PSC, respectively. Interestingly, for BAX, BAX-T 

and BAX-M in the moist conditions, !V,SzV   decreased only of 8, 15 and 14%, and 

tbr,s of 20, 17 and 14%, respectively, which suggests differences in the adsorption 
mechanisms between the BAX series and the other two carbons tested. 

To understand the differences in the performance of the carbons and to 
identify the surface features relevant to the HCHO retention, the porosity and 
surface chemistry of our carbons were extensively studied. Nitrogen adsorption 
isotherms were measured and, from them, the parameters of the pore structure and 
pore size distributions, PSD, were calculated (Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.13). The 
porosity of the exhausted samples in dry conditions was evaluated, too. 

 

 
Fig. 4.12.  HCHO breakthrough curves measured in dry (A) and moist 

conditions (B). 
 
Table 4.6. HCHO adsorption parameters in dry and moist conditions. 
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BAX is a micro/mesoporous carbon ( @™	
@≠Æ≠

=55%), with the most developed 

surface area equal to 2175 m2 g–1. Its main pore sizes are 0.65, 1.1, 1.9 and 3.6 nm 
(Fig. 4.13 C-D). After modifications with thiourea and melamine, the porosity 
changes and the surface area decreased to 1288 and 1588 m2 g–1 for BAX-T and 
BAX-M AC, respectively. 

 
Fig. 4.13. Pore size distributions for raw and spent sorbents in the dry 

conditions (spent are designated with letter “s”): A) PSC, B) S208 C) BAX and 
BAX-T, D) BAX-M. 
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Table 4.7. Parameters of the porous structure calculated from nitrogen adsorption 
isotherms. 

Carbon SBET 
[m2 g–1] 

VTOT 
[cm3 g–1] 

VM 
[cm3 g–1] 

V<7Å  
[cm3 g–1] 

V<10Å  
[cm3 g–1] 

Raw carbons   
PSC 433 0.40 0.17 0.08 0.14 
S208 1042 0.50 0.47 0.24 0.34 
BAX  2175 1.32 0.73 0.10 0.26 
BAX-T  1288 0.72 0.50 0.17 0.29 
BAX-M  1558 0.90 0.58 0.19 0.32 
Spent carbons in dry conditions   
PSC 376 0.35 0.16 0.09 0.13 
S208  509 0.26 0.25 0.17 0.21 
BAX  1979 1.20 0.67 0.08 0.24 
BAX-T  1260 0.70 0.49 0.16 0.28 
BAX-M  1475 0.86 0.55 0.18 0.30 

 
Interestingly, the volume of ultramicropores <7 Å almost doubled, while 

those pores in BAX with mean size around 1.1 nm almost disappeared, which 
might be related to the incorporation of thiourea and melamine onto the carbon 
matrix and to an increase in the carbonisation level (BAX was synthesised at about 
600°C). Even though both modifications resulted in similar trends in the porosity 
changes, the thiourea treatment decreased the porosity to a slightly greater extent 
than the melamine’s. Among all the tested carbons, PSC has the smallest surface 
area (1/4 of that of BAX and about 1/2 of that of S208). Its volume of 
ultramicropores is similar to that of BAX but four times smaller than that of S208. 
From the point of view of physical adsorption via dispersive forces, these pores 
are expected to be the most active in HCHO retention. S208 is the most 

microporous ( @™	
@≠Æ≠

=94%) among all the tested carbons.  

After HCHO adsorption in dry conditions, the parameters of porous 
structure decreased. Since the samples were outgassed under high vacuum at 
120°C before the measurement, and all the physically adsorbed HCHO was 
expected to be removed under those conditions, the observed decrease in the 
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surface area and porosity might be related to either HCHO polymerisation or its 
reaction with the carbon functional group: as a result of each, some pore could be 
blocked to N2 molecules. More specifically, the BET surface area decreased of 9, 
51, 13, 2 and 5% for BAX, S208, PSC, BAX-T and BAX-M, respectively. This 
implies that, for S208 and PSC, the surface chemistry in micropores or at their 
entrance was most involved in the HCHO reactive adsorption process. 

Since the results obtained suggest that the porosity is not the only factor 
determining the performance of our carbons, their surface chemistry was analysed 
in detail. First of all, Fig. 4.14 collects the TG and DTG curves measured in helium 
for the parent and spent samples in dry conditions. 

 

 
Fig. 4.14. TG (A, C) and DTG curves (B, D) for the parent and spent 

carbons in dry conditions (spent designated with letter “s”): A-B) PSC and S208, 
C-D) BAX, BAX-T and BAX-M. 
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The DTG peaks represent the extent of the weight loss linked to the 
decomposition of distinct surface species. The total weight loss for all the parent 
samples was between 7–25% (Fig. 4.14A and C), which is related to the 
differences in the content of heteroatoms and their chemical environment. The 
weight loss below 150°C is related to the removal of physically adsorbed 
water/formaldehyde. The weight loss over 800°C, and for BAX after 600°C, 
should not be analysed since the samples were originally not exposed to these 
temperatures. S208 appears as the most thermally stable with weight loss about 
7%. Its groups decompose mainly over 500°C and, assuming that oxygen is mainly 
present on the surface of this commercial carbon, this weight loss represents the 
removal of phenols (Bandosz and Ania, 2006). BAX is richer in the surface groups 
than is S208, and its carboxylic acids decompose between 200 and 400°C. In the 
modification with melamine, these groups were apparently 
decomposed/consumed. As a result of this process, a marked amount of groups 
decomposing between 500 and 800°C was incorporated to the surface. The 
thiourea treatment introduced groups decomposing between 200 and 350°C and at 
about 800°C. Since they overlap with those on the DTG curves of PSC, which is 
expected to be rich in sulphur, we link these temperature weight losses mainly to 
the decomposition of oxidised sulphur species. Apparently, the amount of these 
species and also their chemical nature is more diverse on the surface of PSC than 
on that of BAX-T. After exposure to HCHO, no marked change in the weight loss 
pattern was found, likely owing to the fact that rather small amounts of HCHO 
were adsorbed and the changes, if any, were below the sensitivity of the method. 
Nevertheless, a decrease in the weight loss, especially for S and N containing 
carbons, suggests an improved thermal stability of the surface, likely due to their 
interactions/reactions with HCHO.  

To further study the chemistry of our adsorbents, the thermal 
decomposition products were analysed by mass spectrometry and relevant m/z 
thermal profiles are collected in Fig. 4.15. For the analysis, thermal profiles of m/z 
18, 28, 29, 30, 44 and 48, which represent H2O, CO, HCO, HCHO/NO, CO2 and 
SO, respectively, were chosen owing to their relevance to surface chemistry and 
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the changes in these features. For BAX-M, m/z 17 representing NH3 was selected, 
as well. The detection of m/z 48 and its thermal profile for PSC and BAX-T 
confirm the presence of S on their surface, and some similarities and differences 
in their chemical nature. Formaldehyde apparently interacted with those species, 
demonstrated by an increase in the peaks' intensity and changes in their patterns. 
For S208 after HCHO exposure, the profile for CO (m/z 28), representing the 
decomposition of OH groups at high temperature, changed so suggesting the 
involvement of these groups in HCHO adsorption and/or a release of CO as a 
result of HCHO retained on the surface. These m/z values also markedly changed 
after HCHO adsorption for the BAX series. For BAX-M and S208, also the 
thermal profiles of m/z 44, representing CO2, showed some alteration as a result 
of carbon surface interactions with HCHO. Generally, the changes are not 
dramatic owing to, as indicated above, the small amounts of HCHO adsorbed, 
from which a significant portion is expected to be adsorbed in pores through 
dispersive interactions. 

The surface chemistry of the studied carbons was investigated by 
potentiometric titration method, too. Fig. 4.16 shows the proton binding curves. 
The relevance of groups in the category strongly acidic (3<pKa<5), close to neutral 
(5<pKa<8), and weakly acidic (8<pKa<11) are listed in Table 4.8. An increase in 
the acidity of the sample modified with thiourea is found, and the one modified 
with melamine became more basic. Moreover, the functionalisation treatments led 
to a reduction in the amount of dissociating groups (Table 4.8) due to the 
introduction of new chemical species (N, S and N/S groups) that modified the 
surface of BAX. While S208 presents a basic character with the initial pH equal 
to 8.4, PSC is very acidic (pH=3.3). Additionally, the proton binding curves 
display the strong acidic character for PSC whereas all the other carbons are 
amphiprotic.  
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Fig. 4.15. Selected m/z thermal profiles for S208, PSC and BAX, BAX-T and 

BAX-M fresh and spent (“s”) in dry conditions. 
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Fig. 4.16. Proton bindings curves for raw and spent (in dry conditions, 

letter “s”) carbons. 
 

Table 4.8. Amount of functional groups (in mmol g–1) in various acidity ranges on 
the surface of the carbons before and after exposure to HCHO in dry conditions. 

Carbon pH Strongly 
acidic 

3<pKa<5 

Neutral 
5<pKa<8 

Weakly 
acidic 

8<pKa<11 

All 

Fresh adsorbent 
PSC 3.3 0.33 0.17 0.24 0.84 
S208 8.4 0.10 0.09 0.19 0.39 
BAX  5.5 0.10 0.41 0.6 1.11 

BAX-T  4.4 0.19 0.16 0.34 0.69 
BAX-M  7.3 0.10 0.10 0.29 0.49 

Spent adsorbent in dry conditions 
PSC 3.1 0.11 0.18 0.19 0.48 
S208 8.4 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.13 
BAX  5.1 0.11 0.39 0.47 0.97 

BAX-T  4.4 0.26 0.18 0.29 0.73 
BAX-M  7.2 0.08 0.10 0.23 0.41 

 
The XPS analysis results on our samples are collected in Table 4.9. BAX-

M contains the smallest amount of oxygen and, as expected, the highest content 
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of nitrogen on the surface. The most chemically heterogeneous is BAX-T, 
containing the highest amount of oxygen. While on the surface of PSC a marked 
amount of sulphur is present, S208 appears as the most chemically homogenous, 
and the potentiometric titration analysis showed that it has the smallest amount of 
acids on the surface, which dissociate in our experimental window (its average 
surface pH is 8.4).  

The deconvolutions of C 1s combined with O 1s suggest that, on S208, the 
majority of oxygen groups is in phenols and, on BAX, carboxylic acids are also 
present in a marked quantity. Based on the deconvolution of S 2p, on PSC and 
BAX-T, especially on the former, a marked amount of oxygen is in oxidised 
sulphur species. After thiourea modification, the majority of sulphur is in reduced 
forms. Even though on the surface of BAX some small amount of nitrogen is 
present, the treatment with thiourea and melamine, especially the latter, 
introduced marked amounts of nitrogen that is relatively evenly distributed 
between pyridines, pyrroles/amines/amides and quaternary nitrogen with a small 
contribution of pyridine N-oxides. On BAX-T, on the other hand, the majority of 
nitrogen species is present in pyrroles/amines/amides and pyridine N-oxides. The 
latter, and a relatively high contribution of sulphonic acids, can explain its average 
low pH value.  

Combining all the textural and chemical characterisation results will help 
us to explain the differences in the performance between the carbons in terms of 
amount adsorbed and utilisation degree of their surface, that is directly linked to 
the surface activity (Fig. 4.17). It is recalled that, in general, the materials based 
on activated carbons are poorer is sulphur, with respect to carbon cloths (cf. Table 
4.4 and Table 4.9). Therefore, for the former, the role of sulphur is less important. 
The most basic carbon with a marked amount of phenols on the surface is S208. 
For this carbon, the most pronounced changes in the porosity were found after 
HCHO adsorption, which was reflected in the significant blocking of its pores 
(Fig. 4.13, Table 4.7). On the other hand, the changes in the porosity of BAX are 
much less visible, in spite of more oxygen in phenols. 
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Table 4.9. Results of the deconvolution of the XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and 
S 2p (in bold -atomic % of specific elements). For binding energy values, please 
refer to Table 4.4. 

Bond assignment PSC 
[%] 

S208 
[%] 

BAX  
[%] 

BAX-T 
[%] 

BAX-M  
[%] 

C 1s 85.1 92.6 89.2 86.1 90.4 

C–C sp2 72.6 83.7 77.9 76.6 68.7 
C–O (phenol, alcohol, ether), C–N 
(amine, amide) 

15.4 11.6 12.1 14.0 16.1 
 

C=O (carbonyl, quinone), O=C–N 
(amide) 

5.8 4.7 5.0 5.9 6.7 
 

O=C–O (carboxyl) 3.8 --- 3.4     3.5 5.0 
π→π*, π-electrons in aromatic rings 2.3 --- 1.7 ND 3.4 
O 1s 9.8 7.4 9.1 11.6 5.2 

C=O  65.2 43.5 44.4 88.5 36.3 
C–O 25.1 56.5 55.6 11.5 58.5 
Water or chemisorbed O2, CO2 9.7 --- ND ND 5.2 
N 1s 0 0 0.6 1.6 3.9 

pyridine   41.3 22.4 33.3 
pyrrole, amine, amide   36.6 33.1 33.3 
quaternary nitrogen/ammonium   ND 18.7 22.3 
pyridine N-oxide, C–N+O–C, NOx   ND 25.8 11.1 
C–N+O–C, Ph–NO2, R–NO2, NO3   22.1 ND ND 
S 2p3/2 5.1 0 0 0.6 0 

R–S– in thiol, bisulphides, 
thiophenes 

52.4   83.3  

R2–SO in sulphoxides 14.0   ND  
R–S(O2) in sulphones 26.3   16.7  
HSO3

– (sulphonic acids)  7.4   9.7  
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Fig. 4.17. Normalised amounts of HCHO adsorbed per unit surface area 

(A) and per unit volume of pores smaller than 0.7 nm (B). 
 
Here the differences in the performance might be caused by the differences 

not only in the volume of small pores promoting HCHO physical adsorption in 
favour of S208, but also by those in the chemical environment. The basic 
environment of the S208 carbon likely catalyses the reactions of formaldehyde 
with phenolic groups in which hydroxybenzyl alcohols are formed and retain on 
the surface (Sprengling and Freeman, 1950). This reaction can explain the marked 
decrease in the surface area and the micropore blocking in this carbon after HCHO 
exposure. This might also explain the higher "utilisation" of this carbon’s porosity 
(Fig. 4.17) compared to that of BAX, and a marked decrease in the relevance of 
dissociating species after HCHO adsorption. 

From the viewpoint of surface utilisation for HCHO adsorption, PSC is the 
most active, even though its volume of pores in which HCHO could be strongly 
adsorbed is twice smaller than that in S208. Interestingly, these pores appear 
almost unchanged after HCHO adsorption, suggesting that a significant part of 
formaldehyde was physically adsorbed there. Nevertheless, the porosity changes 
are seen in the disappearance of pores with sizes between 9–11 nm for the exposed 
samples. HCHO is not expected to be physically adsorbed in these pores, but some 
bulky sulphonic groups might exist there and react with formaldehyde resulting 
in hydroxymethanesulphonates (Papalos, 1982). Moreover, this carbon has a 
significant amount of sulphur in reduced configurations, which might react with 
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HCHO in condensation reactions (Caesar and Sachanen, 1948) or in reactions 
analogous to Mannich reactions forming thiomethanols. This results in a decrease 
in the amount of acids detected on the surface from potentiometric titration 
experiments. 

 The explanation of the adsorptive behaviour of BAX- M and BAX-T is 
more complex. From the viewpoints of surface and pore volume utilisations, 
BAX-M is second to PSC and it is followed by BAX-T. The modifications 
significantly improved the performance compared to that of the unmodified 
counterpart, and the results indicate that the incorporation of N was more 
beneficial than that of N and S combined. Interestingly, the changes in the porosity 
after HCHO adsorption are minimal, suggesting that formaldehyde was only 
physically adsorbed, or the species formed in reactive adsorption were 
decomposed during outgassing at 120°C and at high vacuum. Changes in the acid-
base chemistry are also not visibly marked, especially for the best performing 
BAX-M. However, in the case of BAX-T, the population of strong acids slightly 
increased after exposure to HCHO, and the amount of weak acids decreased 
suggesting some subtle changes. Even though the primary and secondary amines 
are known to undergo the chemical condensation reaction with formaldehyde and 
the Mannich reaction is an example here, the chemistry of follow-up reactions and 
transformations of the formed compounds has been indicated as very complex 
depending on the nature of amines and their chemical environment (Sprung, 
1940). In the case of chemically heterogeneous carbons, even though various 
techniques can be used to present the complementary views of their surface, the 
exact description of the surface chemical environment is rather impossible. 
Therefore, in this discussion we can only present the plausible hypothesis on the 
role of nitrogen and sulphur surface chemistry along with that of the porosity in 
enhancing HCHO adsorption on both BAX-M and BAX-T. Since the volume of 
the pores smaller than 1 nm is very similar in these two carbons, the about 30% 
better performance of BAX-M must be linked to its nitrogen groups which either 
chemically (pyridines and amines) or via providing surface polarity (pyridine N-
oxides) retain HCHO in larger pores. Supporting for this is the larger total pore 
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volume of BAX-M than that of BAX-T. These interactions, when occurring in 
larger pores, might not visibly affect their sizes seen by the very small nitrogen 
molecule. Moreover, HCHO retained via polar forces, as that through dispersive 
forces, is expected to be removed during outgassing. The mechanism on BAX-T 
should be similar that that on BAX-M, however, here the volume of pores with 
sizes similar to the HCHO molecule is smaller, and the total amount of groups 
containing heteroatoms is smaller as well. These groups are distributed in the 
smaller surface of large pores. In a rough evaluation, if one assumes that only 
chemistry is important, BAX-T has 44% less S+N (% at.) and its HCHO capacity 
is34 % smaller. Obviously, in this consideration the physical adsorption of 
formaldehyde in small pores should not be neglected. 

Interestingly, on the BAX series the effects of the presence of water on the 
surface/in the air stream on the amount of HCHO adsorbed per gram of the 
adsorbent, or that normalised per unit surface area, are the smallest. That 
insensitivity, compared to that for PSC or S208, might be caused by the adsorption 
water formed in the condensation reactions in larger pores than on S208 or PSC, 
which are more microporous than are the BAX series. Even though that water 
might occupy the polar centres where formaldehyde could be otherwise adsorbed, 
and thus limit the adsorption of HCHO via specific interactions, the net effect of 
surface chemistry on the HCHO retention is positive, compared to the 
performance of the surface without these specific chemical features. When the 
adsorbed amount is normalised per unit volume of pores smaller than 0.7 nm, the 
differences between the amounts adsorbed in dry and moist conditions are more 
or less of 50% for each carbon, which suggests that indeed these pores are very 
important for HCHO adsorption and their blocking by water during 
prehumidification can markedly limit the number of adsorption centres. 
 

4.3 Comparison between CC and AC series results 

Fig. 4.18 reports the adsorption capacity of the CC series and AC sorbents. 
It clearly shows that the best adsorbents, among all the samples, is CC-D under 
dry conditions. Under moist conditions, the performance of BAX-M is 
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comparable to that for CC-D, possibly due to the almost double specific surface 
area of the former (cf. Fig. 4.5 and Table 4.7). All the functionalised carbon cloths 
display better adsorption performance for HCHO capture. Raw CC has a higher 
adsorption capacity compared to those of commercial activated carbons 
(approximately, two-fold). The presence of moisture markedly decreased the 
performance on HCHO adsorption of the materials, due to competitive adsorption 
of water in the polar centres on which HCHO would be otherwise adsorbed. The 
difference of adsorption capacity between the two series of sorbents is connected 
i) to the presence on the surface of polar groups as pyridine, pyridine N-oxide and 
sulphonic acid groups, detected by XPS analyses (Fig. 4.19), ii) to a higher surface 
pH of the CC sorbents compared to AC sorbents (cf. Table 4.2 and Table 4.8). 

 

 
Fig. 4.18. Adsorption capacity in dry and moist conditions for CC and AC 

series. 
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Fig. 4.19. Relevance of pyridine, pyridine N-oxide and sulphonic acids for 

CC-D, BAX-M and PSC. 
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Chapter 5 

General remarks and conclusions 
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The present PhD Thesis investigates on new adsorbent materials for: 1) the 
capture of H2S from a simulated fuel gas stream, and 2) the capture of HCHO 
from air. 

Concerning H2S adsorption, sorbents for the deep removal of H2S from gas 
streams at room temperature were prepared by dispersing mixed oxides (ZnO–

CuO) onto a commercial granulated activated carbon (AC) and g-alumina spheres 

at a fixed content of 10% wt. SEM-EDX analyses indicated that the incipient 
wetness preparation method guaranteed a high dispersion of the active phase, thus 

largely preserving the textural features of the pristine AC and g-alumina. A 

comparison among adsorption performances of AC and alumina sorbents shows 
that carbonaceous samples have a significantly longer breakpoint time and 
adsorption capacity at saturation than inorganic materials. This was likely due to 
the AC remarkably larger surface area, enhancing dispersion of the active phase 
nanoparticles, but also to the stabilisation of metal hydroxy-nitrates on the surface 
of the alumina support, which turned out to be less reactive than the corresponding 
oxides formed on the activated carbon. In this respect, future activity should 
foresee the preparation of alumina-based materials at higher temperatures, to 
promote the dissociation of hydroxy-nitrates species. Focusing on AC sorbents, 
Zn and Cu oxides showed a different tendency to be preferentially dispersed onto 
the surface of micro and mesopores, respectively.  

Compared to the raw activated carbon, all the sorbents functionalised with 
the pure and composite oxides (ZnO–CuO) displayed a strong improvement of 
adsorption properties as evaluated by H2S dynamic capture tests in fixed bed 
reactors operated at 30°C. In particular, in dry and wet conditions without the 
presence of O2, the sorbent with an equimolar amount of Cu and Zn 
(Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC) outperformed both counterparts containing 100% Zn or Cu in 
terms of saturation S-capacity and sorption kinetics, allowing to discover an 
evident synergic effect between the two metal oxides. In fact, even a low level of 
Cu substitution for Zn chemically promoted the degree of ZnO conversion; at 
higher substitution levels, Cu helped to prevent severe clogging of microporosity 
that was instead observed upon H2S adsorption on Zn-rich sorbents. In the case of 
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the combined effect of oxygen and humidity, Cu/AC becomes the best adsorbent 
because it allows to increase the formation of elemental sulphur as the main 
product of reactive adsorption. 

XPS analyses and TPD/TPO experiments, performed on dry spent sorbents 
with various levels of S-saturation, demonstrated that Zn and Cu sulphates were 
formed with a high rate and at a large extent during the initial phases of the 
reactive adsorption process. In fact, metal sulphides, commonly recognised in the 
pertinent literature as the main reaction products from metal oxides, started to be 
formed with slow overall kinetics after the corresponding sulphates, probably due 
to the lack of oxygen made available from the sorbent. In particular, in the case of 
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC material, ZnSO4 formed at a faster rate with respect to CuSO4, and 
copper oxide likely acted as both oxygen donor and structural promoter. 
Considering the large increase in the molar volumes of zinc and copper sulphates 
with respect to their corresponding oxides as well as sulphides, micropores 
(partially) clogged during adsorption, slowing down the overall capture kinetics 
due to increased intraparticle diffusion limitations or even inhibiting the direct 
access to the unreacted active phase.  

Concerning HCHO adsorption, sorbents for the removal of formaldehyde 
from air at room temperature were prepared incorporating S- and N-containing 
functional groups onto granular activated carbons and carbon cloths. Even though, 
following the physical adsorption principles, the volume of ultramicropores was 
expected to govern the adsorbed amount, it has been shown that decorating the 
surface of the carbon sorbents with sulphur- and nitrogen-containing functional 
groups, being able to chemically/specifically interact with HCHO, is able to 
enhance the adsorption capacity. In particular, the HCHO capture is markedly 
enhanced by the chemical reactivity of formaldehyde with pyridines, amines, and 
sulphones/sulphonic acids incorporated into the sorbent surfaces. This resulted in 
a decrease in porosity. Besides, the pyridine N-oxide rich surface also enhanced 
the polar interaction of formaldehyde with the surface, increasing the adsorptive 
performance. The comparison of HCHO capture performances between the two 
kind of carbonaceous sorbents show that the carbon cloths are characterised by a 
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higher adsorption capacity compared to the granular AC. This is related to a higher 
surface pH and number of polar groups. The collected results demonstrate that the 
specifically designed surface modifications of the sorbents can convert them into 
efficient HCHO removal materials from indoor air. 

The two parts of this PhD Thesis have presented results and discussion that 
also suggest various future research activities. In regard to H2S adsorption: 
performing thermal regeneration tests (up to 300°C) using various feed gases 
compositions with the presence of H2O or O2; performing regeneration cycles with 
the sorbent materials to investigate economic feasibility; synthesising new 
materials with different substrates having hierarchical structures to prevent 
micropore clogging. In the case of formaldehyde, adsorption future activities 
should be focused on: performing regeneration tests on the samples while studying 
adsorption/desorption cycles; increasing the content of S in the carbonaceous 
support for better understanding its role in the process; synthesising new adsorbent 
materials with N and S groups (e.g.: pyridine, pyridine-N-oxide, sulphonic acid) 
with the intention of increasing formaldehyde adsorption. 
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ZnO-CuO supported on activated carbon for H2S removal
at room temperature
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h i g h l i g h t s

! ZnO-CuO dispersion on activated
carbon enhances H2S adsorption
capacity.

! Effect of Cu:Zn ratio investigated at
fixed total metal loading in the
sorbent.

! H2S dynamic adsorption tests run at
30 !C in N2 followed by TPD of H2S
and SO2.

! Cu addition improves adsorption
capacity and active phase utilization
factor.

! Reactive H2S adsorption forms both
metal sulphates and sulphides.
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a b s t r a c t

Sorbents for low temperature reactive adsorption of H2S were prepared by dispersing mixed Zn and Cu
oxides onto a commercial activated carbon at fixed total metal loading and Cu:Zn atomic ratios from 0:1
to 1:1. Fresh and spent sorbents were characterized by means of ICP-MS, SEM-EDX, XRD, BET and pore
size distribution, DRIFT and sulphur elemental analysis. H2S (50–3000 ppmv in N2) removal tests were
run under dynamic conditions at 30 !C. Due to the high dispersion of the metal oxide phase and its favor-
able interaction with the carbonaceous support, the functionalized sorbents showed a strongly enhanced
adsorption capacity with respect to the raw activated carbon, under dry conditions. Furthermore, the uti-
lization factor of the active phase (moles of S captured per mole of Cu + Zn) increased along with the Cu
content up to 76%, thus demonstrating a clear promoting effect of Cu-insertion on the reactivity of ZnO,
already at low Cu concentration. Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) of H2S and SO2 from satu-
rated sorbents showed that H2S adsorption was coupled with oxidation phenomena leading to the forma-
tion of metal sulphates apart frommetal sulphides and/or elemental sulphur, testifying the complexity of
the surface reactions.

" 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Gas cleaning and, particularly, efficient removal of H2S from
reformate fuel gas streams and biogas remains one of the big

challenges for the profitable development of clean and sustainable
technologies valorizing low grade feedstocks and biomasses.
Apart from being hazardous to health, corrosive to equipment,
and pollutant to environment, H2S is a strong poison for catalytic
systems for fuel processing units and fuel cell electrodes, therefore
its maximum tolerated concentration is generally below 1 ppmv
[1–2].
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Currently, adsorbents mainly based on Zn, Fe and Cu metal oxi-
des, hydroxides, and carbonates, are widely studied for the purifi-
cation of gas streams and used to protect catalysts in ammonia,
methanol, and hydrogen plants [2–8]. In fact, the formation of
the corresponding metal sulphides according to the general reac-
tion H2S + MeO?MeS + H2O is thermodynamically favored
already at low temperature. Nevertheless, their use is generally
limited to T > 250 !C, due to kinetic limitations, which can lead to
rather low utilization factors [2,3,6–10].

Therefore, current research efforts are devoted to develop high
performance sorbents capable to work at low temperature (down
to room temperature): a promising approach is to disperse nano-
sized active metal oxides onto highly porous supports, such as zeo-
lites, mesoporous silicas and activated carbons, or in composites
with graphite oxides [7,8,11–16].

Inorganic supports offer the possible advantage of being (par-
tially) regenerable via thermal (oxidative) treatments [8,10,17].
In particular, promising results were reported for the functional-
ization of mesoporous silicas with a combination of ZnO-CuO,
which determined significant synergic effects in terms of H2S
adsorption capacity [7,8,17]. High surface area Zn-Cu-Al mixed oxi-
des prepared from hydroxycarbonate precursors also showed
remarkable H2S removal capacity at low temperature, assigned to
the smaller mean size of metal oxide crystallites, and to a faster
sulphidation rate of CuO compared to ZnO, due to an easier rear-
rangement of anions (HS", S2", O2") in lattice upon sulphidation
reaction [18].

Alternatively, activated carbons, particularly those impregnated
with basic groups such as NaOH and KOH [19,20] or transition
metal oxides [11,13,16,21,22] can be used for H2S desulphuriza-
tion. Their H2S capture capacities are controlled by morphology
(i.e. high surface area and micro/meso pore volume), but, above
all, by the surface chemistry, which can also promote an adsorp-
tion–catalytic oxidation mechanism for H2S (leading to elemental
S, SO2, sulphates, sulphuric acid, apart from metal sulphides) in
the presence of even small amounts of oxygen and high moisture
contents [20,21,23,24]. In particular, some recent literature reports
suggest that effective low temperature adsorbents capable to
simultaneously remove H2S and other pollutants from reformate
streams can be obtained by dispersing Zn or Cu oxides onto acti-
vated carbon supports [11,13,22].

However, to the best of our knowledge, the possible synergic
effects deriving from doping, or partially substituting, ZnO with
CuO have not been systematically explored when those active
phases are dispersed onto activated carbons. In fact, the sulphida-
tion mechanism of mixed metal oxides is still debated, whereas the
identification of the species formed during H2S reactive adsorption
in the presence of an active support such as an activated carbon is
of paramount importance to design novel highly performing sor-
bents [9,10].

In this work, we set out to investigate the low temperature H2S
capture mechanism and removal performance of a series of highly
dispersed ZnO-CuO sorbents, which were prepared via impregna-
tion of the active phase onto a commercial activated carbon sup-
port (Darco, by Norit). In particular, we explored systematically
the effect of the Cu:Zn atomic ratio from 0:1 to 1:1 while keeping
the total metal loading on the sorbents fixed at 10% wt. Fresh and
spent sorbents, as well as the raw activated carbon support, were
fully characterized by means of ICP-MS, SEM-EDX, XRD, BET and
pore size distribution, DRIFT, and sulphur elemental analysis. H2S
removal tests were carried out under dynamic conditions at
30 !C in the concentration range 50–3000 ppmv diluted in N2,
and eventually in the presence of 40% vol. of either CH4 or CO2.
Finally, a Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) procedure
was set up to follow the release of H2S and SO2 from saturated
sorbents in order to elucidate the mechanism and the type of

compounds formed during the H2S reactive adsorption on the
ZnO-CuO active phases, under dry conditions and in the absence
of molecular oxygen.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sorbent preparation

ZnO and CuO mixed oxides were dispersed onto a commercial,
general purpose, acid-washed activated carbon deriving from lig-
nite (Darco granulated AC 20–40 mesh, by Norit) with particle size
distribution in the range 0.42–0.85 mm, which was used without
any further pretreatment. In particular, five different sorbents were
prepared by incipient wetness impregnation with aqueous solu-
tions of Zn(NO3)2#6H2O and Cu(NO3)2#5/2H2O (Sigma Aldrich) fol-
lowed by drying at 100 !C and thermal treatment in N2 flow for
3 h at 250 !C. The nominal metal loading (Zn + Cu) in functional-
ized sorbents was set to 10% wt, whereas the Cu:Zn atomic ratio
was varied. The sorbents were labelled as CuxZn1"x/AC, in which
x represented the atomic fraction of Cu with respect to (Zn + Cu),
and was set to 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.25 and 0.50.

2.2. Sorbent characterization

The actual content of metals in the sorbents was determined by
inductively coupled plasma spectrometry using an Agilent 7500
ICP-MS instrument, after microwave-assisted digestion of samples
in nitric/hydrochloric acid solution. The total sulphur content in
spent sorbents was determined with a LECO SC 144-DR analyzer.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out on sec-
tions of sorbent grains with a FEI Inspect instrument equipped
with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) probe.

The textural properties of the sorbents were determined by N2

adsorption at "196 !C with a Quantachrome Autosorb 1-C, after
degassing for 4 h at 150 !C. In particular, the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) method was adopted for the calculation of the specific
surface area, while pore size distribution was evaluated by means
of Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) desorption method for mesopores
and Dubinin-Astakhov (DA) method for micropores.

X-ray powder diffraction analysis (XRD) was performed with a
Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer operated at diffraction angles
ranging between 10 and 80! 2h with a scan rate of 0.02! 2h s"1.

Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy
(DRIFT) experiments were performed on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum
GX spectrometer equipped with a liquid-N2 cooled MCT detector
with a spectral resolution of 4 cm"1, averaging each spectrum over
50 scans. The sorbent samples were diluted in KBr (2%) and about
0.1 g of finely grounded powder was placed in the DRIFT cell
equipped with a ZnSe window and connected to gas lines. Spectra
were collected at 40 !C rationing against pure KBr, following a pre-
treatment at 120 !C for 40 min under flowing Ar.

2.3. H2S adsorption tests

H2S dynamic adsorption tests were carried out at T = 30 !C and
total P = 1 atm in a lab-scale experimental apparatus based on a
fixed-bed reactor, already described in Balsamo et al. [25]. 2.5 g
of sorbent (5 g in the case of raw AC, due to its lower adsorption
capacity) were loaded in a fixed-bed column (din = 20 mm) made
up of Pyrex glass, whose temperature was regulated by means of
cylindrical shell band heaters. The feed H2S concentration was reg-
ulated in the range 500–3000 ppmv (in N2) using two independent
mass flow controllers (El Flow Bronkhorst 201-CV); the inlet flow
rate was set constant to 90 SL h"1. Some adsorption tests were
run under identical conditions but substituting part of N2 flowwith
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either CO2 or CH4 in order to realize an inlet concentration of 40%
vol. Further experiments at inlet H2S concentrations 6200 ppmv
were run in the apparatus set-up for TPD analysis (Section 2.4).

H2S concentration measurements were performed by a contin-
uous GAS 3240 R BIOGAS analyzer (GEIT Europe), equipped with an
electrochemical selective sensor for H2S operating in the range of
0–10,000 ppmv with accuracy better than 3% of span. Data acqui-
sition and elaboration were performed by interfacing the analyzer
with a PC unit by means of the SCADA monitoring software.

H2S adsorption capacity at saturation, xs [mmol g"1], was
determined through a material balance on H2S over the adsorption
column, leading to the following expression:

xs ¼
QtCin

H2S
qH2S

mMH2S

Z t%

0
1"

Cout
H2S

ðtÞ
Cin
H2S

 !
dt ð1Þ

where Qt [L s"1] is the total gas flow rate, Cin
H2S

½") is the H2S volu-

metric fraction in the gas feed, Cout
H2S

½") is the H2S volumetric frac-
tion at the bed outlet, qH2S is H2S density (1370 mg L"1 at 30 !C
and 1 bar) while MH2S [mg mmol"1] is its molecular weight; m [g]
is the sorbent dose and t⁄ [s] represents the time required to reach
99% recovery of the initial inlet concentration of H2S. The resolution
of Eq. (1) for all the investigated inlet H2S concentrations allowed
determining the adsorption isotherm, under the verified assump-
tion of constant total flow during the test.

2.4. Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) tests

Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) tests were carried
out in a lab-scale plant schematically represented in Fig. 1, in order
to investigate the residual presence of nitrates on the synthesized
sorbents (TPD-NOx), and to provide insights into H2S adsorption/
desorption mechanisms while evaluating the thermal regenerabil-
ity of the sorbents.

A weighted amount of sorbent (20–100 mg) was loaded in a
quartz reactor with annular section (din = 6 mm, dout = 10 mm)
placed in a vertical tubular furnace, as already described elsewhere
[26]. The temperature was measured by a K-type thermocouple
placed inside the inner section of the reactor with its tip in corre-
spondence of the sorbent bed (‘‘Tc” in Fig. 1). The desorbing gas
(99.999% N2) flow rate was set at 20 SL h"1 using a mass flow con-
troller. During a typical TPD test, the temperature was ramped at
10 !C min"1 up to a maximum of 620 !C, so to minimize any
volatilization/thermal degradation of the carbon-based species
from the support. Gas analysis was performed by means of two
continuous analyzers with cross sensitivity corrections: i) an Emer-
son X-Stream XEGP with independent measures for NO (NDIR) and

NO2 (UV); ii) an ABB Optima Advance Limas 11 UV, for the
simultaneous measurement of H2S (0–300 ppmv) and SO2

(0–100 ppmv) with accuracy better than 1% of span.
The same experimental set-up was employed for dynamic

adsorption tests at 30 !C with inlet H2S concentrations6200 ppmv.
The simultaneous measurement of both H2S and SO2 also allowed
to control and to exclude the possible release of SO2 from the
sorbents during the H2S adsorption phase.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sorbent characterization

ICP-MS analysis of metals in the functionalized sorbents
revealed a content of Cu + Zn in the range 10.0 ± 0.5% wt, with a
mean value equal to 10.2% wt, in good agreement with the target
loading. Slight variations can be ascribed to the effect of the ther-
mal treatment of the impregnated sorbent, during which a partial
combustion of the carbon support was observed, as testified by the
evolution of some CO2 (Fig. S1 in Supplementary material), most
probably formed by means of the exothermic reaction with the
nitrate groups of the precursor salts. The Cu:Zn ratio in each
sorbent corresponded to the nominal value, thus confirming a good
control and repeatability of the preparation procedure. Moreover,
the ICP-MS analysis confirmed the presence of impurities due to
the content of ashes in the activated carbon, mainly consisting of
Si = 0.8% wt, Al = 0.7% wt, Na = 0.6% wt and Ca = 0.5% wt.

Fig. 2 shows a typical SEM image of a sectioned granule of
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent together with the corresponding distribution
map of Zn and Cu as obtained by EDX analysis; similar results were
obtained for all the other sorbents prepared. It can be observed
that Zn was quite uniformly distributed throughout the sorbent
particle, whereas Cu presented a moderate tendency to accumulate
on its outer shell, although it was detected at all positions across
the section. This effect might be related to the lower decomposi-
tion temperature of Cu nitrate, starting simultaneously to dehydra-
tion at around 100 !C, with a possible associated transport of
copper towards the particle external surface. In contrast, the
decomposition of Zn nitrate occurs at appreciable rates only above
175 !C when dehydration is over [27]. EDX analysis also indicated
the presence of residual Cl (ca. 0.2% wt) probably deriving from the
acid wash treatment of the activated carbon support.

TPD-NOx tests produced flat NO2 and NO profiles for all the
functionalized sorbents after treatment at 250 !C under inert
atmosphere. Therefore, the decomposition of both Zn and Cu
nitrates had been completed at that temperature level [27], being
also favored by the reaction with the activated carbon support,
as previously mentioned. DRIFT spectra of the functionalized
sorbents (Fig. S2 in Supplementary material) further confirmed
the absence of nitrate bands. Moreover, only weak bands related
to carbonate-species were detected, thus suggesting the predomi-
nant formation of the target metal oxides.

The textural properties of the raw activated carbon and
CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents are collected in Table 1, while in Fig. 3 the
pore size distribution (PSD) of two of the functionalized sorbents
(taken as example) are compared with the parent support. The
commercial Darco AC support showed a BET surface area of
641 m2 g"1 and it was characterized by the presence of both
micro- and mesoporosity, with characteristic mean pore sizes esti-
mated equal to 14.4 and 35 Å, respectively (Table 1). CuxZn1"x/AC
sorbents showed a decrease in their specific surface area down to
an average of 550 m2 g"1. Such a value closely agrees with what
expected for a negligible contribution to the total surface area
deriving from the mixed oxide active phase (accounting for ca.
12.7% of the sorbent weight). In fact, the PSD calculated for
CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents (Fig. 3) was almost identical to that of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental equipment used for
TPD tests and for dynamic adsorption measurements at inlet concentration of
H2S 6 200 ppmv.
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parent support, regardless of the specific Cu:Zn ratio, indicating
that the active phase was highly dispersed and no significant
occlusion or collapse/widening of the pores occurred during the
impregnation step and the following thermal treatment. The small
loss of total porosity for CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents was mainly due to a
reduction of the micropore volume of the parent support (Table 1),

thus suggesting that metal oxides nanoparticles were dispersed on
the surface of micropores of the activated carbon.

Fig. 4 presents the XRD patterns for the raw Darco AC and the
CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents, restricted to the 2h range of 30–60!. All of
the sorbents showed characteristic peaks due to crystalline quartz
(Powder Diffraction File, PDF 5-490), a typical impurity in activated
carbons deriving from lignite. After the functionalization, the main
peaks of quartz became sharper, indicating an increase in the
dimension of the crystallites due to the thermal treatment at
250 !C.

A closer inspection of XRD patterns of CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents
revealed low intensity peaks corresponding to the main reflections
of zinc oxide at 2h = 31.8, 34.4 and 36.2! (PDF 36-1451). The inten-
sity of those peaks decreased progressively according to the reduc-
tion in the Zn content of the sorbents. In parallel, two small peaks
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Fig. 4. XRD patterns for raw Darco AC and fresh CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents. The
spectrum of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent saturated with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30 !C is
also shown. Reference patterns for CuO (PDF 45-937), ZnO (PDF 36-1451), and
quartz (PDF 5-490) are included for comparison.
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Fig. 2. SEM image of a sectioned particle of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent and correspond-
ing EDXmaps in false colors showing the distribution of the elements (Zn and Cu) of
the active phase.
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Fig. 3. Pore size distribution for Darco AC, Cu0Zn1.0/AC and Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC sorbents.

Table 1
BET surface area, total porosity, micropore volume, and average sizes of micro- and
meso-pores for the raw Darco AC support and the CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents treated in N2

at 250 !C.

Sorbent BET surface
area

Total
porosity

Micropore
volume

Average pore
sizes

m2 g"1 cm3 g"1 cm3 g"1 Å

Darco AC 641 0.81 0.23 14.4; 35
Cu0Zn1.0/AC 558 0.80 0.19 14.8; 36
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 520 0.72 0.18 14.8; 35
Cu0.1Zn0.9/AC 549 0.76 0.19 14.6; 36
Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC 555 0.78 0.19 14.6; 36
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 570 0.76 0.20 14.6; 36
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at 2h = 35.5 and 38.8! appeared by increasing the copper content in
the active phase above 25%, likely ascribable to the reflection of
copper oxide (PDF 45-937). Those peaks were slightly more evi-
dent in the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent. The rather small and broad peaks
of ZnO and CuO suggest that the typical dimensions of the crystal-
lites are in the order of few nanometers, which is a highly desirable
feature for an effective exploitation of the active phase in the H2S
capture process.

Fig. 4 also reports the XRD pattern of the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent
after saturation with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30 !C: the peaks of ZnO
completely disappeared (particularly the one at 2h = 31.8!), while
there was a low residual signal in the main zone of CuO (at
2h = 35.5!). Moreover, there was no clear evidence of the formation
of new crystalline phases, such as ZnS and CuS or the correspond-
ing metal sulphates. This was confirmed by the DRIFT spectra of
spent sorbents (Fig. S2 Supplementary material), which did not
show any new bands compared to those of fresh samples.

3.2. H2S adsorption tests

CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents and their parent support were tested at a
fixed inlet concentration of H2S (i.e. 3000 ppmv) and their break-
through curves are reported in Fig. 5. From the breakthrough
curves, the dynamic data and the corresponding adsorption capac-
ities were determined (according to Eq. (1)). The results are sum-
marized in Table 2, in which tbr [s] is the breakpoint time
(assumed as the time for which the ratio of H2S concentration at
the bed outlet relative to that in the feed is 0.05), t⁄ [s] is the sat-
uration time, xbr [mmol g"1] is the adsorption capacity at break-
point, xs [mmol g"1] is the saturation adsorption capacity. The
xs values determined by Eq. (1) were further checked by elemental
analysis of S-content in the spent sorbents (Table 2), and the
results corresponded to within ±10%. Moreover, the experiments
performed at inlet H2S content 6200 ppmv with a high sensitivity
SO2 analyzer allowed excluding the evolution of SO2 during the
capture process, thus confirming the correctness of the material
balance for sulphur (Eq. (1)).

CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents showed a significantly longer breakpoint
time tbr than Darco AC support, despite the experimental tests
were run with only half of the sorbent mass. In particular, the
breakpoint time increased monotonically with the Cu content in
the series CuxZn1"x/AC. The outlet H2S concentration pattern for
Darco AC after tbr showed a steep slope and a rather short tail, cor-
responding to a rapid saturation of the sorbent. On the other hand,

CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents showed a slower saturation, testified by less
steep profiles and significantly longer tails, which could be
ascribed to the arising of different phenomena during H2S capture
(vide infra). Interestingly, the increase in the Cu content in the
active phase determined shorter tails in the adsorption patterns,
likely due to faster adsorption rates of CuO.

Following the same ranking shown in terms of breakpoint time,
also the H2S adsorption capacity increased along with the Cu con-
tent. The saturation capacity xs of Cu0Zn1.0/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
was as much as 5 and 7.5 times larger than that of the correspond-
ing raw Darco AC. This is possibly due to faster sulphidation/
sulphation rates of CuO with respect to ZnO, as reported by Jiang
et al. [18], who tested unsupported mixed CuO-ZnO sorbents.

In order to better understand and compare the capture
performance, we estimated the active phase utilization factor
g = nH2S/n(Cu+Zn) for CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents, corresponding to the
molar ratio between the sulphur adsorbed as H2S and the Cu + Zn
content in the sorbent (from ICP elemental analysis). The values
of g reported in Table 2 were calculated by subtracting the adsorp-
tion capacity of the raw support (considering that the weight
fraction of the activated carbon in the supported sorbent was
*0.87, i.e. the complementary to the active phase fraction). The
assumption of additive contributions from the substrate and from
the metal oxides to the overall H2S capture capacity was verified by
TPD results (vide infra).

The utilization factor was already above 51% for the sorbent
containing only ZnO (i.e. Cu0Zn1.0/AC); moreover, even a small
amount (5%) of Cu in the active phase formulation enhanced g
above 65%. Since the H2S capture capacity (xs) progressively
increased along with the Cu content, a maximum overall utiliza-
tion factor of ca. 76% was estimated for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC.

Table 3 compares xs and g values obtained for Cu0Zn1.0/AC and
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbents with figures retrieved from the literature for
supported Zn, Cu and Cu-Zn oxide active phases, as well as for two
commercial ZnO-based sorbents, and two commercial impreg-
nated activated carbons specifically developed for H2S adsorption.
The comparison was strictly limited to analogous experimental
conditions (room temperature, dry feed, possibly without molecu-
lar oxygen) in order to derive the unique contribution of the active
phase to the H2S adsorption capacity, thus excluding the possible
adsorption catalytic–oxidation mechanisms promoted by the pres-
ence of moisture and oxygen in the treated gas.

Commercial unsupported ZnO sorbents are characterized by
rather low utilization factors of the active phase (9% in the best
reported case) [17], confirming that a large fraction of the
oxide remains unconverted due to significant solid state diffusion
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Fig. 5. H2S breakthrough curves for CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents (mass: 2.5 g) and raw
Darco AC support (mass: 5 g). Inlet conditions: [H2S] = 3000 ppmv, T = 30 !C,
P = 1 bar.

Table 2
Adsorption performances of Darco AC and CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents and S content in
spent samples. Sorbent mass: 2.5 g. Inlet conditions: [H2S] = 3000 ppmv in N2,
T = 30 !C, P = 1 bar. For Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, H2S adsorption tests were also repeated with
40% vol. of either CO2 or CH4 in the feed.

Sorbent tbr t⁄ xbr xs S
content

gb nH2S/
n(Cu+Zn)

s s mmol g"1 mmol g"1 % wt –

Darco AC 198a 846a 0.12 0.20 0.46 –
Cu0Zn1.0/AC 444 2964 0.56 0.97 3.40 0.51
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 559 5545 0.71 1.28 3.66 0.67
Cu0.1Zn0.9/AC 597 5556 0.75 1.31 4.00 0.69
Cu0.25Zn0.75/AC 655 5668 0.83 1.36 4.03 0.71
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 674 5921 0.85 1.46 4.69 0.76
Cu0.5Zn0.5/ACc 684 5085 0.85 1.42 – 0.74
Cu0.5Zn0.5/ACd 503 7173 0.59 1.50 – 0.79

a Determined with 5 g sorbent mass.
b Calculated subtracting the contribution of the AC support.
c Feed containing 40% vol. CH4.
d Feed containing 40% vol. CO2.
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limitations of reactant species across the outer reacted layer (vide
infra). On the other hand, Hussain et al. [28] demonstrated that
the dispersion of ZnO onto large surface area mesoporous silica
supports (i.e. MCM41, KIT 6 or SBA-15) allows a better exploitation
of the active phase, with g reaching a value of 0.35. Montes et al.
[6] reported that CuO or ZnO showed quite similar H2S capture
capacities when supported at 20% wt over the same SiO2 MSU-1.
Doping of zinc oxide with a different metal (in particular copper)
was found to induce synergic effects and to increase the conversion
degree of ZnO during H2S capture process at low temperature
[7,17]. In particular, Dhage et al. [17] derived utilization factors
as high as 0.76 and 0.94 for mixed Cu0.2Zn0.8O supported onto a
high surface area silica, indicating a clear improvement with
respect to non-doped ZnO on the same support (g = 0.54). Those
values correspond well to our results of utilization factors obtained
with similar oxides dispersed onto the Darco activated carbon.
However, Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent outperformed SiO2-supported
counterparts (at similar loadings) in terms of xs due to the contri-
bution to H2S capture coming from the activated carbon itself.
Table 3 also witnesses the higher conversion degree of the mixed
metal phases attained for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC (g = 0.76) with respect to
the value reported [13] for a Norit ROZ3 activated carbon loaded
with ZnO at 10% wt (g = 0.34, as derived by subtracting the
contribution of the KI impregnated support). Furthermore, xs for
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent exceeded by as much as 1.9 and 2.5 times
the corresponding values for two commercial activated carbons,
respectively RGM1 loaded with Cu-Cr, and RBAA1 impregnated
with KOH [22].

Finally, it was reported that the presence of humidity did not
affect H2S capture performance of CuxZn1"xO composite oxide
when supported onto SiO2 [17]. On the other hand, carbon-based
sorbents determine significant sulphur removal mainly under
moist conditions [7]. In turn, this suggests a greater potential
applicability of activated carbons functionalized with mixed
CuO-ZnO for high H2S uptake from multicomponent streams, such
as biogas, thanks to the synergistic contributions of the active
phase and the carbonaceous support.

The significant impact of Cu addition, even at rather low con-
tents, suggested that copper may contrast/reduce the diffusional
limitations in the solid state, which are responsible for the low uti-
lization factors commonly observed in the case of ZnO sorbents [7].
This is generally attributed to the formation of a compact and thin

overlayer (of ZnS) leaving the underlying core of ZnO unreacted [7].
In fact, it was previously reported that Cu-containing ZnS particles
possess a higher mobility of sulphur anions leading to a more rapid
exchange with O2" anions due to the presence of sulphur vacancies
formed after the charge compensation of Cu1+ replacing Zn2+,
which favors a more rapid growth of ZnS crystallites [29]. More-
over, in our tests we also found evidence for the formation of metal
sulphates apart from metal sulphides (vide infra 3.3), underlying a
higher complexity of the surface reactions and of the Cu-doping
effect. Finally, Cu addition could effectively reduce the characteris-
tic dimensions of ZnO crystallites [30], thus enhancing their reac-
tivity and utilization through a higher exposed surface area.

Considering its highest H2S adsorption capacity, the Cu0.5Zn0.5/
AC sorbent was selected for further dynamic tests at several inlet
concentration levels in the range 50–3000 ppmv: Fig. 6 presents
the results in terms of the H2S saturation capacities measured at
30 !C and 1 bar, in comparison with the results obtained on the
raw Darco AC. Across the entire investigated range of concentra-
tions, Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC showed a much larger H2S adsorption capacity
than the raw AC support. For both sorbents xs increased slightly
with the H2S partial pressure, and an almost asymptotic value
was reached at the highest tested concentrations. For Cu0.5Zn0.5/
AC, an adsorption capacity of ca. 1 mmol g"1 was already achieved
in correspondence of rather low H2S concentrations (50–
200 ppmv), indicating that the H2S capture mechanism involves
chemical reactions with the composite metal oxides [31] in a rela-
tively wide range of compositions of interest for practical
applications.

In order to verify the potential competitive adsorption phenom-
ena of CO2 and CH4, dedicated H2S removal tests were performed
on Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent with a feed gas also containing 40% vol.
of either CO2 or CH4 (balance N2). The corresponding H2S dynamic
adsorption patterns are reported in Fig. 7, and compared to the ref-
erence case of H2S in N2. The characteristic adsorption parameters
are collected in Table 2. The presence of CH4 did not appreciably
affect the H2S adsorption process, as testified by almost overlapped
breakthrough profiles and quite similar values of the H2S satura-
tion adsorption capacities. On the other hand, the presence of
CO2 determined a shift of the breakthrough profile towards shorter
times followed by a longer tail (cf. also tbr and t⁄ values in Table 2).
However, the measured H2S adsorption capacity at saturation was
not significantly altered. These results point to a partial kinetic

Table 3
A performance summary for H2S adsorption at room temperature under dry conditions over state-of-the-art sorbents based on bulk and supported zinc and copper oxides, and
two commercial impregnated activated carbons.

Active phase Support Loading SBET xs g nH2S/n(Metal) T Inlet H2S Refs.
% wt m2 g"1 mg g"1 – !C ppmv

ZnO BASF Unsupported 90 19 0.05 20 10,000 in H2 [17]
ZnO SudChemie Unsupported 90 32 0.09 ‘‘ ‘‘ [17]
ZnO MCM41 10 584 10 0.17 25 200 in N2 [28]
ZnO KIT 6 10 387 11 0.19 ‘‘ ‘‘ [28]
ZnO SBA-15-S 10 280 14 0.24 ‘‘ ‘‘ [28]
ZnO SBA-15-F 10 460 21 0.35 ‘‘ ‘‘ [28]
ZnO SiO2 MSU-1 20 18 15a 0.17 25 50,000 in CH4 [6]
CuO SiO2 MSU-1 20 323 19a 0.18 ‘‘ ‘‘ [6]
ZnO SiO2 17 250 19 0.28 20 8000 in H2 [7]
Cu0.05Zn0.95O SiO2 17 250 36 0.53 ‘‘ ‘‘ [7]
ZnO SiO2 15 460 32 0.54 20 10,000 in H2 [17]
Cu0.05Zn0.95 O SiO2 15 450 43 0.73 ‘‘ ‘‘ [17]
Cu0.2Zn0.8 O SiO2 15 450 45 0.76 ‘‘ ‘‘ [17]
Cu0.2Zn0.8 O SiO2 21 78 0.94 ‘‘ ‘‘ [17]
ZnO (+KI) AC ROZ3 Norit 10 851 29 0.34 28 200 in N2 [13]
ZnO AC Darco Norit 12 558 33 0.51 30 3000 in N2 [this work]
Cu0.5Zn0.5O AC Darco Norit 12 570 50 0.76 30 3000 in N2 [this work]
Cu-Cr AC RGM1 Norit 1599 27 30 200 in N2 [22]
KOH AC RBAA1 Norit 817 20 ‘‘ ‘‘ [22]

a Breakthrough capacity calculated at H2Sout = 10,000 ppmv.
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inhibition effect of the H2S capture process in the ternary N2/CO2/
H2S system, possibly related to the competitive CO2 adsorption
onto active sites on the carbonaceous surface of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC.

3.3. TPD tests

Spent CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents, saturated during H2S capture tests
at 3000 ppmv and 30 !C, were further subjected to Temperature
Programmed Desorption (TPD) tests under N2 flux up to 620 !C,
by monitoring simultaneously the evolution of H2S and SO2. The
tests aimed at acquiring insights on the type of compounds formed
during H2S adsorption while assessing the thermal regenerability
of the CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents (after being exposed to air at room
temperature).

Interestingly, none of the CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents (nor the raw
AC) desorbed measurable quantities of H2S, suggesting a negligible
contribution of physical adsorption mechanism under the adopted
operating conditions. On the other hand, all sorbents desorbed sig-
nificant amounts of SO2 (Fig. 8), confirming that the H2S reactive
capture was coupled with oxidation phenomena.

In particular, the spent Darco AC support showed a single SO2

peak starting at ca. 170 !C and centred at 280 !C: this was previ-
ously ascribed to the release of SO2 formed by oxidation reactions
with chemisorbed oxygen or oxygen containing surface groups

onto active sites located in small pores of the activated carbon
[20,23,24,32].

The TPD profile for the saturated Cu0Zn1.0/AC sorbent showed
two main and broad SO2 emission peaks, respectively centred at
ca. 290 !C and 500 !C. The first, low temperature peak closely
resembled the one observed in the TPD profile of the spent Darco
AC. By comparison with the TPD profile of a reference sample pre-
pared by impregnating ZnSO4 on the same activated carbon
(reported at the bottom of Fig. 8), it was possible to assign the high
temperature signal to the decomposition of zinc sulphate. Note
that bulk, unsupported ZnSO4 started to decompose releasing SO2

only at T > 700 !C (Fig. S3 Supplementary material), thus revealing
a strong interaction effect with the carbon based support that
reduced the stability of the sulphate [33,34].

The presence of Cu in the active phase determined a new con-
tribution in the TPD profiles of saturated CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents, ini-
tially as a shoulder centred at ca. 330 !C, which progressively
became the main signal in the low temperature zone along with
increasing Cu content. Also in this case, a close comparison with
the TPD profile of a reference sample containing CuSO4 impreg-
nated on the same activated carbon (Fig. 8) revealed that the peak
at 330 !C can be ascribed to the thermal decomposition of copper
sulphate in close contact with carbon support, starting at
ca. 250 !C. Note that bulk CuSO4 decomposed releasing SO2 only
at T > 550 !C (Fig. S3 Supplementary material). Coherently, along
with the reduction of the Zn content in CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents,
the peak at 500 !C, assigned to the decomposition of ZnSO4,
progressively decreased.

Qualitative measurements (by ICP-MS and Ionic Chromatogra-
phy, not reported) confirmed the presence of Zn and Cu sulphates
dissolved in solution after contacting spent sorbents with distilled
water.

Noteworthy, most of the literature studies assumed that the
reaction of metal oxides (supported or not) with H2S led to the for-
mation of the corresponding metal sulphides. However, some
authors reported experimental evidence for the partial formation

Fig. 8. SO2 release during TPD tests from H2S-saturated CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents and
corresponding Darco AC support, as well as from two reference samples of CuSO4

and ZnSO4 impregnated on Darco AC.

Fig. 7. H2S breakthrough curves for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent in H2S/N2, H2S/CO2/N2

and H2S/CH4/N2 flux. Inlet conditions: [H2S] = 3000 ppmv, [CO2] = 40% vol., [CH4]
= 40% vol., T = 30 !C, P = 1 bar.
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Fig. 6. H2S adsorption isotherms on Darco AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent. T = 30 !C,
P = 1 bar.
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of metal sulphates during the H2S capture process on metal oxides/
hydroxides [14,20,23,35,36]. For example, Florent and Bandosz
[36] detected the formation of CoSO4 (apart from sulphur and
cobalt sulphide), by FTIR and TG/MS measurements, after H2S
adsorption onto cobalt oxyhydroxide/graphite oxide composites
under moist and dry conditions. Formation of metal sulphates
together with elemental sulphur was also reported by Zhang
et al. [35] investigating the use of mesoporous carbon spheres
impregnated with MgO for the catalytic oxidation of H2S at room
temperature. The authors ascribed sulphate formation (detected
by means of XPS analysis) to the oxidation of H2S to the acidic
SO3 species, the latter being able to neutralize the basic MgO.

In general, the identification of the actual phases produced
along the H2S conversion process is of paramount importance to
design optimal regeneration strategies of the exhausted sorbent.
To this aim, TPD profiles of CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents were integrated
in order to calculate the total amount of sulphur desorbed as SO2,
up to two different temperature levels (i.e. 400 and 620 !C). The
results are reported in Table 4, together with a direct comparison
with the corresponding H2S adsorption capacity at saturation.
The (small) amount of H2S adsorbed on the raw activated carbon
was entirely desorbed as SO2 at T < 400 !C. On the other hand,
spent CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents released 40–46% of their initial sul-
phur content at the end of the TPD (620 !C), whereas this figure
dropped to only 18–27% when considering temperatures up to
400 !C.

In particular, the amount of SO2 released by Cu0 Zn1.0/AC at
temperature 6400 !C closely corresponded to the amount of SO2

desorbed by the raw activated carbon (Table 4). The latter finding
corroborates the hypothesis according to which the support deter-
mined a similar contribution to H2S capture capacity also when
partly covered by the metal oxides of the active phase (Section 3.2).

The remaining sulphur was likely stored as Zn and Cu sulphides,
which are stable species at the investigated temperature in N2

atmosphere [21]. However, no direct conclusion could be drawn
on the eventual presence of elemental sulphur on spent sorbents.

All copper containing sorbents released almost the same
amount of SO2 at T 6 620 !C (0.58 ± 0.03 mmol g"1), which was lar-
ger than what retrieved for the sample containing only zinc
(0.41 mmol g"1). It can be argued that Cu-doping favored the oxi-
dation of the captured H2S to form sulphates, whose final quantity
was limited by the oxygen availability on the sorbent, since
adsorption and desorption tests were conducted under an inert
atmosphere. It is worth observing that spent sorbents were
exposed to air in between adsorption and desorption tests, and
therefore molecular oxygen could have been re-adsorbed on their
surface. On the other hand, TPD-NOx, and DRIFT analysis (Supple-
mentary material) excluded the residual presence of nitrates (from
the corresponding precursors), hence they could not be considered
as potential oxygen sources.

It also follows that the surplus of H2S captured by samples with
progressively higher Cu contents had to be stored as metal sul-
phides or elemental sulphur.

The progressive substitution of Zn by Cu and the strong interac-
tion with the activated carbon support increased the amount of
SO2 released at relatively low temperatures (i.e. up to 400 !C),
which is highly desirable in the light of the regenerability of
CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents by thermal treatments. However, the release
of the captured sulphur under inert atmosphere and the restora-
tion of the original active phase appears to be upper limited by
oxygen availability. Therefore, it is foreseen that a more effective
regeneration could be achieved by thermally treating spent sor-
bents in the presence of steam [16] and/or slightly oxidizing condi-
tions, in order to enhance the removal of sulphur in metal
sulphides or stored as elemental sulphur.

4. Conclusions

Novel sorbents for H2S removal were prepared by finely dis-
persing mixed ZnO and CuO onto a commercial activated carbon
at fixed total metal loading (10% wt) and Cu:Zn atomic ratios rang-
ing from 0:1 to 1:1. Their H2S removal performance and capture
mechanism were investigated at low temperature under dry
conditions.

The pore size distribution of the activated carbon support was
hardly affected due to the high dispersion of the metal oxides that,
on contrary, strongly enhanced the original adsorption capacity of
the raw activated carbon. The partial substitution of ZnO for CuO
induced a progressive increase in the H2S sorption capacity, which
was poorly affected by the inlet H2S concentration in the range 50–
3000 ppmv, as well as by the presence of CH4 or CO2 in the gas
mixture. The beneficial effect of Cu, even at low loadings, was likely
related to a reduction of diffusional limitations in the lattice of the
composite active phase and through the reacted overlayer, which is
a known issue for ZnO-based sorbents at low temperature.

At the maximum copper content explored, Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sor-
bent provided an utilization factor of the active metal oxides as
high as 0.76, excluding the contribution deriving from the acti-
vated carbon itself. This is comparable to the best literature results
for analogue composite Zn-Cu oxides dispersed on high surface
area SiO2 supports and tested under similar operating conditions.
Further improvements of H2S capture capacity are expected only
for those sorbents with an active phase dispersed on activated
carbon if operating with humid and/or oxygen-containing feeds.
Indeed (impregnated) activated carbons have the peculiar property
to induce catalytic oxidation effects and store oxidized sulphur
species in their pores.

In view of the current results, an optimization strategy for the
class of CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents should investigate higher active
phase loadings and relative copper contents, as well as the use of
alternative activated carbons supports.

The reactive adsorption mechanism was investigated through
Temperature Programmed Desorption of H2S and SO2 from the sat-
urated sorbents. A negligible release of H2S was coupled to a large
emission of SO2 accounting for 40–45% of the total sulphur cap-
tured by CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents. Direct comparison with TPD pro-
files of reference samples suggested that formation of both Zn
and Cu sulphates occurred during the H2S reactive adsorption.
The remaining amount of sulphur was likely stored as stable metal
sulphides or elemental sulphur, underlying the complexity of the
surface reactions.

The strong interaction of the active phase with the carbon sup-
port reduced significantly the stability and the decomposition tem-
perature of metal sulphates formed during reactive adsorption.
Moreover, the substitution of Zn for Cu, increased the fraction of
sulphates that can be decomposed at lower temperature
(<400 !C). This is highly desirable in view of an easy regenerability
of spent sorbents with restoration of the active phase.

Table 4
Specific amount of sulphur desorbed as SO2 from spent CuxZn1"x/AC sorbents during
TPD tests in N2 up to two different temperature levels (i.e. 400 and 620 !C).

Sorbent xs Desorbed SO2 up to
400 !C

Desorbed SO2 up to
620 !C

mmol g"1 mmol g"1 % of xs mmol g"1 % of xs

Darco AC 0.20 0.20 100 – –
Cu0 Zn1.0/AC 0.97 0.18 18.1 0.41 42.1
Cu0.05 Zn0.95/AC 1.28 0.30 23.5 0.58 45.4
Cu0.1ZnO0.9/AC 1.31 0.33 25.0 0.61 46.3
Cu0.25 Zn0.75/AC 1.36 0.34 25.0 0.55 40.6
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 1.46 0.39 26.7 0.59 40.3
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a b s t r a c t

The origin of the synergic effect of zinc and copper oxides (ZnO-CuO) supported onto activated carbon on
the removal of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) from gaseous streams at low temperature is investigated in this
work. Sorbents with a fixed total metal content and variable Zn:Cu ratios were prepared by impregnation
of a commercial activated carbon. H2S (100e3000 ppmv in N2) removal tests were run under dynamic
conditions at 30 !C and compared through analysis of their breakthrough curves, adsorption rates and
values of adsorption capacity. Fresh and spent sorbents were characterized by BET and pore size dis-
tribution via N2-adsorption, SEM-EDX and XPS. TPD/TPO experiments from partially and completely
saturated sorbents allowed the speciation of adsorbed sulphur species, testifying the complexity of the
surface reactions which strongly depended on the Zn:Cu ratio, on the interactions of metal oxides with
activated carbon and on the textural properties of the sorbent.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) is a toxic compound found in a variety
of fuel resources such as crude petroleum, natural gas and biogas
[1]. A few ppm of H2S can corrode pipelines [2], poison catalysts
used in fuel cells [3] and emission of sulfur compounds can
contribute to the production of acid rains [4]. As an example Bao
et al. [5] studied the effect of the concentration of H2S on the
poisoning of a fuel cell based on solid oxides, concluding that even 1
ppmv of H2S causes an immediate performance loss. Adsorption is
one of the most suitable methods for the removal of H2S from a gas
stream, as it allows a deep purification (down to H2S concentration
less than 1 ppmv) and a cost effective approach. However, highly
performing adsorbent materials are required to obtain a deep pu-
rification particularly at low (i.e. room) temperature [6,7].
Currently, research efforts are mainly devoted to sorbents based on
metal oxides, hydroxides and carbonates supported onto a matrix
of high superficial area such as zeolites, mesoporous silicas,

activated carbons and graphene/graphite oxides [8,9]. In particular
activated carbons (AC) are extensively used as support for the
removal of H2S as their properties, such as surface area and surface
chemistry, play an important role [10e12].

The identification of the compounds produced upon the
adsorption process of H2S is of paramount importance to select
optimal chemical formulations and textural properties of sorbents
and to set-up potential regeneration strategies for exhausted ma-
terials. Many literature studies focused on the formation of metal
sulphides as a product of the reaction between metal oxides
(supported or not) and H2S [13,14]. Hern"andez et al. [15] employed
two different commercial AC supporting 10% wt. of ZnO to evaluate
the adsorption capacity in presence of a stream containing 200
ppmv of H2S in N2 at 28 !C. They detected, by means of X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis, the sole formation of
ZnS. Huang et al. [16] studied the behaviour of Cu(OH)2 supported
on AC assuming the sole formation of CuS after adsorption tests in
presence of a stream containing 270 ppmv of H2S in He and with
relative humidity of 40e80%. The assumption of the formation of
metal sulphides, though relevant, should be integrated by other
considerations, taking into account that the process of H2S
adsorption might likely involve the formation of a complex variety
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of compounds such as elemental sulphur, sulphur dioxide, sul-
phuric acid, metal sulphates. In particular, some authors reported
experimental evidence of partial formation of metal sulphates
during the H2S capture on metal oxides/hydroxides [17e19]. Zhang
et al. [20] highlighted the formation of metal sulphates together
with elemental sulphur using spheres of mesoporous carbon
impregnated with MgO for catalytic oxidation of H2S at room
temperature. Those authors ascribed the sulphate formation
(detected bymeans of XPS analysis) to the oxidation of H2S to acidic
SO3 species, the latter being able to neutralise basic MgO. Mabayoje
et al. [21] found the formation of copper sulphate, by thermogra-
vimetric measurement, after H2S adsorption onto copper (hydr)
oxychlorides supported on graphene/graphite oxide. In this case,
the formation of sulphate is the result of the ability of copper to
activate oxygen, and the oxidised graphene can contribute to this
process as well [21].

Following this path, in our recent work [22] we inferred the
formation of both Zn and Cu sulphates by temperature pro-
grammed desorption (TPD) tests upon reactive adsorption of H2S
on mixed oxides (ZnOeCuO) supported on commercial activated
carbon. Moreover, we found that the partial substitution of CuO for
ZnO within a given range, at fixed total loading of metal (10% wt.),
induced a progressive increase in the sorption capacity of H2S. The
highest adsorption capacity was observed for the sorbent having
Cu:Zn molar ratio equal to one. The present paper extends and
complements the previous investigation with respect to the pro-
moting role of copper inmixed ZnOeCuO supported systems on the
H2S removal mechanism, focusing on the interrelationships among
properties of functionalized activated carbon, operating conditions
and process outcomes. Moreover, a significant effort was made in
order to identify the adsorbed sulphur species produced during
capture process, so to shed light on the complexity of the surface
reactions.

H2S removal experiments (100e3000 ppmv in N2) under dy-
namic conditions at room temperature were complemented by BET
and pore size distribution analysis, SEM-EDX and XPS analysis for
the characterisation of fresh and spent sorbents. Additionally, a
TPD/TPO experimental protocol was established for the speciation
analysis of sulphur species formed at different stages during the
reactive adsorption process depending on the specific formulation
of the active phase.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Adsorbents

Hybrid adsorbents based on ZnOeCuO highly dispersed onto a
commercial activated carbon (Darco G40, Norit) were produced by
incipient wetness impregnation using aqueous solutions of metal
nitrates, and finally heat treated at 250 !C under inert flow. More
details on the preparation procedure were already reported else-
where [22]. The nominal loading of metals (Zn þ Cu) in function-
alized sorbents was set to 10% wt., whereas the relative content of
Zn and Cu was varied, including formulations with only Zn or only
Cu. Sorbents with mixed oxides were labelled as CuxZn1-x/AC,
where x represents the molar fraction of Cu with respect to
(Zn þ Cu). Sorbent containing only Zn or only Cu were termed as
Zn/AC or Cu/AC, respectively.

2.2. Adsorbent characterization

SEM-EDX analysis was carried out on cross-sections of sorbent
particles using a FEI Inspect instrument. The textural properties of
the sorbents were determined by N2 adsorption at #196 !C with a
Quantachrome Autosorb 1-C instrument. In particular, the

BrunauereEmmetteTeller (BET) method was adopted for the
calculation of the specific surface area (SBET), while the micropore
volume (VM) and the total pore volume (VTOT) were respectively
computed by means of the DubinineAstakov and Gurvitsch's rule
applied to the N2 amount adsorbed at P/P0 ¼ 0.99. Finally, the pore
size distribution (PSD) was evaluated via the Quenched Solid
Density Functional Theory.

XPS analysis was carried out on a XPS PHI 5000 Versa probe
apparatus, using a band-pass energy of 187.85 eV, a 45! take off
angle and a 100.0 mm diameter X-ray spot size for survey spectra.
High-resolution XP-spectra were recorded in the following condi-
tions: pass energy of 20 eV, resolution of 1.1 eV, and step of 0.2 eV.
Sample charging effects were eliminated by correcting the line shift
of the C 1s signal from its binding energy value of 284.6 eV. XP-
spectra were analysed by means of a commercial software
(CasaXPS, version 2.3.16), by applying mixed GaussianeLorentzian
(70e30%) profiles. Assignation of XPS signals was based on the NIST
compilation of spectral data [23], unless otherwise stated.

The amount of sulphur released from spentmaterials in aqueous
phase as sulphate ions (uaq) was evaluated by contacting 0.05 g of
each sorbent, previously saturated with H2S at 3000 ppmv, with
0.1 L of distilled water at 60 !C. The supernatant solution was
analysed for times ranging from 3 to 480 h by means of a 883 Basic
IC Plus ionic chromatograph (Metrohm).

2.3. H2S adsorption tests

Dynamic adsorption tests of H2S were carried out at atmo-
spheric pressure and T ¼ 30 !C, in a lab-scale experimental appa-
ratus based on a fixed bed reactor with annular section made of
quartz, already described elsewhere [24,25]. A weighted amount of
sorbent (20 mg for functionalized materials, if not otherwise re-
ported; 80mg for raw AC) with a particle size range of 125e200 mm
was mixed with quartz to obtain a total mass of the bed of 200 mg.
The temperature was measured by a K-type thermocouple placed
inside the inner section of the reactor with its tip at the middle of
the sorbent bed. The inlet concentration of H2S (Cin

H2S) was varied in
the range 100e193 ppmv (100 ppmv as base-case) by mixing two
streams of high purity N2 and H2S in N2 regulated by independent
mass flow controllers. The inlet flow rate of gas was varied in the
range 20e40 SL h#1, corresponding to contact times as low as
3.4e6.8 ms as referred to the volume of functionalized sorbent. Gas
analysis was performed with a continuous analyser (ABB Optima
Advance Limas 11 UV) with cross sensitivity correction for the
simultaneous measurement of H2S and SO2, with accuracy better
than 1% of span (200 ppmv).

In addition, some specific H2S adsorption tests at higher con-
centration were carried out to complement the investigation pub-
lished in Balsamo et al. [22]. These tests were performed in a fixed
bed column (see Ref. [22] for a detailed description of the lab-scale
apparatus) under the following experimental conditions: 2.5 g
sorbent (particle size 420e850 mm), temperature T ¼ 30 !C, pres-
sure P¼ 1 atm, Cin

H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv in N2, total gas flow rate Q¼ 90 SL
h#1 (verified as constant).

The specific adsorption capacity of H2S at saturation, uads [mmol
g#1], was determined through a material balance over the
adsorption column (saturation is referred to conditions under
which the outlet H2S concentration (Cout

H2S) equals 99% Cin
H2S):

uads ¼
Zt*

0

rðtÞ dt ¼
Zt*

0

Q yinH2S rH2S

m MH2S

 

1#
youtH2SðtÞ
yinH2S

!

dt (1)
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where r(t) [mmol s#1 g#1] is the instantaneous adsorption rate, yinH2S
and youtH2S are the volumetric fractions of H2S in gas inlet and outlet,
respectively, rH2S is H2S density [g L#1], MH2S [g mmol#1] its mo-
lecular weight,m [g] the sorbent dose and t* [s] the saturation time.

Some adsorption tests were stopped at different times before
saturation (corresponding to different levels of H2S capture) in
order to investigate the nature of sulphur species progressively
formed during the process.

2.4. TPD/TPO tests

Temperature programmed desorption and temperature pro-
grammed oxidation (TPD/TPO) tests were carried out in the same
lab-scale plant described in section 2.3. TPD tests provided insights
into sulphur adsorption/reaction and desorption mechanisms
while also evaluating the thermal regenerability of the sorbents. In
a typical TPD test, the adsorbents (just after the adsorption test,
without being exposed to air) were treated under a flow of 20 SL
h#1 of high purity nitrogen (99.999%) and heated at 10 !C min#1 up
to a maximum of 620 !C so to minimize any volatilisation/thermal
degradation of the carbon-based species from the support. In a
typical TPO test, the adsorbent material (just after the adsorption
test) was heated under O2/N2 flux (5000 ppmv of O2, 20 SL h#1) at
10 !C min#1 up to a maximum of 620 !C. During TPD/TPO tests, the
specific amount of desorbed sulphur-based species (termed uTPD

des
and uTPO

des for TPD and TPO tests, respectively) was evaluated in a
similar way as in Eq. (1) by integrating the temporal profiles of
H2S þ SO2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. H2S adsorption tests at high concentration

Table 1 compares the performance of H2S capture of CuxZn1-x/AC
sorbents previously reported in Balsamo et al. [22] with the results
obtained for the sorbent containing only copper oxide as active
phase (Cu/AC), in terms of breakpoint time tbr (assumed as the time
for which youtH2SðtÞ=y

in
H2S ¼ 0.05) and uads, for tests carried out at

Cin
H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv and T ¼ 30 !C. The saturation adsorption ca-

pacity of Cu/AC was approximately 7% lower than the value
retrieved for the best-performing sample (Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC), while
higher than that observed for Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC, Zn/AC and obviously
AC raw. However, Zn/AC and Cu/AC samples showed comparable
breakpoint times that were significantly shorter with respect to
figures obtained for sorbents composed by mixed oxides. These
results demonstrate that the adsorption capacity did not mono-
tonically increase with copper content and indicate a synergic ef-
fect between CuO and ZnO, hence determining a more efficient
exploitation of the active phases in the H2S capture process. In
particular, an equimolar mixture of the oxides represented the
optimal composition among those investigated. Noteworthy,

literature studies focusing on Cu-doped ZnO sorbents for H2S
reactive adsorption commonly ascribe the positive role of copper in
enhancing the conversion degree of zinc oxide to reduced diffu-
sional limitations in the ZnS product layer with a transition from an
outward (for pure ZnO) to inward (for Cu-doped ZnO) growth
mechanism [7,26,27]. However, the presence of multiple reaction
products (such as sulphates or sulphur) besides sulphides, experi-
mentally determined for the systems under investigation (vide
infra), suggests a more complex promoting role of copper for mixed
oxide sorbents in the process of H2S capture.

Fig. 1 presents the results of XPS analysis conducted on spent
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent in order to identify the main surface species
at the end of the reactive process of H2S adsorption (at 3000 ppmv)
and after recovery in air under ambient conditions. It can be
observed (Fig. 1a) that surface Zn mainly occurred as sulphate with
a high intensity 2p3/2 peak centered at 1022.83 eV, while the Zn
2p3/2 spectral line with BE ¼ 1021.7 eV can be ascribed to a minor
surface contribution of ZnS species. Moreover, the Zn 2p3/2 band
peaked at 1025.1 eV is possibly related to compounds formed by
reaction of zinc with organic functionalities of the carbonaceous
substrate (such as carboxylates groups) [28]. Noteworthy, residual
ZnO was not detected from XPS analysis, as expected according to
the high degree of conversion of active phase determined from H2S
adsorption tests on Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC. In analogy to Zn, also Cu mainly
retained the þ2 oxidation state upon reaction with H2S as
demonstrated by the presence of “shake-up” satellite peaks be-
tween 940 eV and 945 eV, which are characteristic of CuO and
CuSO4 (Fig. 1b). The predominant formation of CuSO4 is testified by
a main Cu 2p3/2 line at BE ¼ 935.52 eV, in good agreement with the
known position for the CuSO4 peak at 935.4 eV. In the BE range
between 932.2 eV and 933.6 eV, the spectrum appears to result
from the superimposition of the contribution from CuO (933.70 eV)
and (at least) a second peak which is difficult to identify since it can
be ascribed to several copper species [29,30] including CuS
(932.2 eV), Cu2S and Cu2O (932.5 eV), Cu-Cu (932.63 eV). Note-
worthy, according to the recent results by Duan et al. [30], super-
ficial Cu sulphides possibly formed on CuO/multiwalled carbon
nanotubes sensors by reactive adsorption process of H2S can be
effectively re-oxidised during the recovery of spent material in air
at room temperature. The deconvolution analysis of peaks in the
range 160e172 eV allowed the identification of sulphur-containing
compounds (Fig. 1c). The predominant form of surface S-species
was copper and zinc sulfates with their characteristic S 2p3/2 and
2p1/2 lines respectively centered at 168.83 eV and 170.01 eV. A
minor presence of Zn sulphide was also identified with S 2p3/2 and
2p1/2 lines at 162.11 eV and 163.29 eV respectively. Interestingly,
the S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 peaks observed at BE ¼ 164.02 eV and
165.20 eV are representative of sulphur directly adsorbed on acti-
vated carbon as they can be ascribed to the occurrence of some
elemental sulphur [20] as well as to organic sulphur compounds,
such as sulphide (C-S-C), thiol (C-S-H), thiophene (C4S-H) and

Table 1
H2S adsorption and desorption performances of AC raw and functionalized sorbents. Experimental conditions for adsorption tests: sorbent mass¼ 2.5 g, Cin

H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv in
N2, T ¼ 30 !C. Experimental conditions for TPO tests: sorbent mass ¼ 20 mg, temperature range ¼ 30e620 !C.

Sorbent Breakpoint time tbr [s] Adsorption capacity
uads [mmol g#1]a

SO2 released during TPO
uTPO
des [mmol g#1]

AC raw 198b 0.20 0.20
Zn/AC 444 0.97 0.97
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 559 1.28 1.28
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 674 1.46 1.46
Cu/AC 429 1.36 1.36

a Specific adsorption capacity @ Cout
H2S ¼ 0.99 Cin

H2S .b Determined with 5 g sorbent mass.
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disulphide (C-S-S-C) [20,28,31]. Once formed, those S-species are
rather stable upon exposure to air at room temperature [30].
Eventually, the O 1s signal at 532.15 eV (Fig. 1d) confirmed the
formation of a considerable amount of metal sulphates from the
original metal oxides. Further significant contributions in this
spectral region derived from the quartz impurity (533.10 eV) con-
tained in the raw activated carbon [22] and from adsorbed water
(533.93 eV). Furthermore, the presence of a minor quantity of lat-
tice oxygen, related to the CuO component, was also identified at
BE ¼ 530.12 eV [28].

The formation of sulphate species upon H2S reactive adsorption,
detected from XPS analysis, was also confirmed by washing satu-
rated sorbents in water at 60 !C. Fig. 2 reports the temporal evo-
lution of the amount of sulphate ions released in water after
normalization with respect to the mass of sorbent (uaq). A sharp
increase of dissolved sulphates was observed at the very beginning
of the test with each sorbent (up to ca. 0.3 mmol g#1), followed by a
slower rise. For Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC a similar value of uaq z
0.5 mmol g#1 was recorded after about 250 h; in the case of
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC the final value of uaq increased up to 0.8 mmol g#1,
thus mirroring the greater H2S capture capacity and conversion
degree of metal oxides to sulphates (promoted by copper, vide
infra). The spent Cu/AC sorbent showed faster dynamics of SO4

2#

release in the early process stages and a final value ofuaq as large as
0.9 mmol g#1 (still slightly increasing after 300 h). In this context,
the trend of SO4

2# concentration recorded under identical

conditions for a mechanical mixture of AC with CuS (results not
displayed for the sake of clarity) suggested the occurrence of a
partial oxidation of sulphides (mainly those with copper) to sul-
phates in aqueous medium. This experimental evidence could

Fig. 1. XPS analysis on the saturated Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent (Cin
H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv in N2, T ¼ 30 !C) recovered in air, showing the 2p spectral regions of (a) Zn, (b) Cu, (c) S, and the 1s

spectral region of O (d).

Fig. 2. Kinetics of release of sulphate ions in water at 60 !C for spent functionalized
sorbents (Cin

H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv in N2, T ¼ 30 !C).
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explain the slow rise in sulphate release in the case of the exhaust
Cu/AC sample. These results pave the way to the development of
processes for the recovery of active metal dissolved in water, or the
(partial) regeneration of the spent sorbents under operating con-
ditions less energetically intensive with respect to high tempera-
ture treatments usually investigated in the pertinent literature [32].

Fig. 3 shows SEM images of a sectioned granule of saturated
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent, together with the corresponding distribution
map of Zn, Cu and S determined by EDX analysis. Sulphur-
containing species were homogeneously distributed throughout
sorbent particles along the radial coordinate. Noteworthy, the
capture process did not affect the distribution of active elements
(Zn, Cu) with respect to the virgin samples (cf. also [22]). It can be
argued that the high dispersion of active phases in nano-sized form
guaranteed accessibility of H2S molecules to the entire pore
network and enabled to reach a remarkably high overall degree of
conversion (76%, [22]) of the metal oxides in Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent
at saturation.

Table 2 and Fig. 4 report, respectively, the main microstructural
parameters and the PSD determined for CuxZn1-x/AC, Zn/AC and Cu/
AC sorbents before and after H2S adsorption tests performed at
Cin
H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv and T ¼ 30 !C. Textural features of the pristine

activated carbon are also included for comparison. Results for fresh
sorbents confirm that the preparation technique allowed obtaining
a high dispersion of the metal oxides onto the support thus largely
preserving the pore size distribution of the raw AC. However, a
systematic effect of the active phase composition on the pore
texture can be pointed out. In particular, Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC
sorbents (i.e. those Zn-rich samples) displayed a loss of porosity
with respect to the AC substrate in the region of micropores smaller
than 10 Å. On the other hand, Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent showed a
micropore size distribution rather similar to the one retrieved for
raw AC, whereas a minor reduction of mesoporosity in the size
range 26e33 Å was detected. The PSD of Cu/AC and AC raw over-
lapped in the micropore size range, but the deposition of CuO
resulted in a more evident reduction of mesoporosity with respect
to Cu0.5Zn0.5 sample. These observations were also confirmed by
the greater VM values determined for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and Cu/AC
samples. Therefore, it can be argued that ZnO and CuO phases

showed a different tendency to be preferentially dispersed onto the
surface of micro and mesopores, respectively.

After saturation with H2S, all of the spent sorbents experienced
a significant reduction of surface area and porosity due to the for-
mation and accumulation of different S-bearing compounds. More
specifically, among saturated sorbents, the Zn-containing materials
displayed an evident and similar loss of BET surface area (#40%)
down to ca. 330 m2 g#1 which occurred almost independently from
the amount of sulphur captured (3e4.7% wt. from Table 1) and was
mainly due to occlusion of micropores. Furthermore, Zn-rich sor-
bents also showed signs of partial occlusion of their smallest
mesopores (Fig. 4aec). On the other hand, the spent Cu/ACmaterial
retained higher values of SBET (426 m2 g#1) and VM due to a larger
residual microporosity and to an almost unaffected network of
mesopores (Fig. 4d). Interesting observations can be drawn when
comparing the textural parameters determined for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
raw and after the removal of those easily soluble sulphate species
by water washing for ca. 5 h (Table 2). The textural properties of the
pristine sorbent were completely restored, thus indicating that
sulphate species were the main responsible for the partial occlu-
sion of sample porosity upon the reactive adsorption of H2S. This is
consistent with the much larger ratio of molar volumes for zinc and
copper sulphates with respect to their corresponding oxides
(average value¼ 3.3), which largely exceeds the corresponding one
for zinc and copper sulphides/zinc and copper oxides (average
value ¼ 1.7) [33].

3.2. H2S adsorption tests at short contact time and low
concentration

Dynamic adsorption tests for the different sorbents were
repeated employing finer particles in a narrow size range, relatively
low concentration of H2S in the gas feed and very short contact
times in an attempt to gain further insights into the kinetics of the
capture process and modifications induced by the composition of
active phase. Fig. 5 reports breakthrough curves and values for the
instantaneous adsorption rate for tests carried out at Cin

H2S ¼ 100
ppmv and T ¼ 30 !C. The corresponding values of tbr and uads are
listed in Table 3. In agreement with the results at higher inlet partial
pressures of H2S [22], the raw AC is characterised by low H2S
adsorption capacity (uads ¼ 0.08 mmol g#1). On the other hand, the
functionalisation treatment by single, and particularly by com-
posite Zn and Cu oxides, resulted into a significant increase in both
the quantitative parameters of adsorption (tbr ¼ 83e225 s;
uads ¼ 0.7e1 mmol g#1), confirming the existence of a clear opti-
mum of performance for the Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent (i.e. with equi-
molar Cu and Zn content). As previously suggested, the mechanism
of H2S capture involves chemical reactions with metal oxides [32]
in a wide range of compositions of interest for practical applica-
tions [22]; thus, all of the functionalized sorbents showed only a
moderate decrease of uads at an inlet H2S concentration of 100
ppmv with respect to tests performed at 3000 ppmv. The corre-
sponding lower utilization factor of active phase was probably due
to some kind of kinetic/diffusional limitations.

To complete the analysis, Fig. 5b reports the values of the
instantaneous adsorption rate r vs. u which, as expected, pro-
gressively decreased after the breakpoint along with the increasing
amount of H2S captured by each sorbent and up to its saturation
level. Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC sorbents displayed similar trends
of the capture rates mainly in the early stages of the process,
whereas even 5% of Zn substitution by Cu determined higher values
for r in particular for u > 0.3mmol g#1 and eventually enhanced the
adsorption capacity and utilization factor of active phase at satu-
ration [22]. The different behavior of Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC
samples was likely related to a chemical promoting effect of Cu

Fig. 3. SEM and EDX micrographs for particles (cross-section) of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC spent
sorbent (Zn, Cu and S distribution). Adsorption stage performed at Cin

H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv
in N2, T ¼ 30 !C.
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enhancing ZnO reactivity with H2S [7,26,27]. Indeed, it is recalled
that both sorbents showed almost identical textural properties due
to the low amount of copper substitution, thus intraparticle mass
transfer phenomena equally affected the adsorption process.
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent was capable to keep the adsorption rate equal
to the molar feeding rate of H2S up to u z 0.3 mmol g#1, a value
significantly higher than those determined for Zn/AC (at
z0.11 mmol g#1) and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC (at z0.15 mmol g#1).
Moreover, as already discussed, the highest value of the adsorption

capacity at saturation was attained for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sample. In this
case, two factors seem to contribute to the performance enhance-
ment with respect to Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC samples: i) the
already invoked promoting chemical role of copper on the reac-
tivity of ZnO and ii) the reduced limitations to intraparticle diffu-
sion linked to a minor alteration of porosity (i.e. occlusion of
micropores). This latter effect can be related to the concomitant
lower loading of ZnO and to the tendency of zinc and copper to be
preferentially located in micropores and mesopores, respectively

Table 2
Microstructural parameters of fresh, spent and water treated spent samples.

Sorbent Specific surface area SBET [m2 g#1] Total pore volume
VTOT [cm3 g#1]

Micropore volume
VM [cm3 g#1]

Fresh sorbents

AC raw 641 0.81 0.23
Zn/AC 558 0.80 0.19
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 520 0.72 0.18
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 570 0.76 0.20
Cu/AC 559 0.67 0.22

Spent sorbents

AC rawa 604 0.76 0.23
Zn/ACa 330 0.54 0.13
Cu0.05Zn0.95/ACa 327 0.53 0.12
Cu0.5Zn0.5/ACa 348 0.55 0.13
Cu0.5Zn0.5/ACb 555 0.76 0.20
Cu0.5Zn0.5/ACc 441 0.66 0.15
Cu/ACa 426 0.58 0.16

a After saturation at Cin
H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv, T ¼ 30 !C.

b After test of sulphate ions released from spent sorbent performed in distilled water at 60 !C for 5 h.
c After adsorption run stopped at u z 0.3 mmol g#1 (inlet conditions Cin

H2S ¼ 100 ppmv, T ¼ 30 !C).

Fig. 4. Pore size distributions of functionalized sorbents before and after saturation with Cin
H2S ¼ 3000 ppmv in N2, T ¼ 30 !C: a) Zn/AC, b) Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC, c) Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, d) Cu/AC.

PSD of virgin AC also included for comparison.
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(cf. x 3.1). Cu/AC sorbent showed a kinetic pattern in between those
of Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC: the overall capture rate was
constantly higher than for Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC but it decreased very
sharply for u > 0.5 mmol g#1, so that the adsorption capacity at
saturation was comparable with the one retrieved for Cu0.05Zn0.95/
AC sorbent. The aforementioned analysis highlights, once again, the
important synergic role of mixed copper and zinc oxides in
enhancing both adsorption capacity of H2S and capture rate.

Considering the material showing the best performance
(Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC), the investigation was deepened by analysing the
effect of Cin

H2S (100e193 ppmv) and total flow rate of gas stream

(20e40 SL h#1). As reported in Table 3, the saturation capacity of
the sorbent uads was not significantly affected by variation of those
two operating parameters in the explored ranges.

In order to better evaluate the influence of both Cin
H2S and gas

flow rate on the H2S capture dynamics of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, break-
through data were processed adopting the Bohart and Adams
model (termed BA in the following) for adsorption process in a fixed
bed [34,35], whose integral form is:

ln

 
Cin
H2S

Cout
H2S

ðtÞ
# 1

!

¼ kBAuadsrbLð1# εÞ
1000uε

# kBACin
H2St (2)

where L [m] is the length of fixed bed (0.0034 m), ε [#] its void
fraction (0.39), u [m s#1] the superficial gas velocity, rb [g L#1] the
sorbent bulk density (820 g L#1), kBA [L mol#1 s#1] the kinetic
parameter of the BA model. It is highlighted that Cin

H2S and Cout
H2SðtÞ

are here expressed in mol L#1. Equation (2) implies that, if kBA is
constant and if the BAmodel is suitable to fit experimental data, the
plot of LHS vs. time is represented by a substantially straight line
whose slope and intercept allow the determination of uads and kBA,
respectively. The original BA model assumes that the adsorption
rate is governed by a linear driving force and controlled by surface
reaction, kBA being the surface reaction constant. In the present
work we keep the original mathematical formulation of the BA
model, but the kBA parameter can be considered as a global kinetic
coefficient embedding the different kinetic resistances. In fact, the
complex phenomenology for the investigated gasesolid reactive
system should include numerous dynamic steps such as fluid film
diffusion, intraparticle diffusion (i.e. H2S transport within the
substrate pore network), solid state diffusion towards the products
layers (e.g. sulphates and sulphides) and surface chemical re-
actions. Additionally, kBA might also vary during the adsorption
process due to time-dependent properties of the reacting system
including: i) pore volume reduction of the substrate due to the
formation of products characterised by molar volumes greater than
those of the parent copper and zinc oxides (cf. e.g. Ref. [36]); ii)
occurrence of multiple chemical reactions in different steps of the
reactive process (vide x 3.3); iii) modification of the product layer
microstructure.

In order to elucidate the dynamic mechanism governing the
adsorption rate in the early process stages (just after the break-
point) Fig. 6a depicts, as an example, the BA plot for H2S adsorption
onto Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC at twoH2S inlet concentrations and two total gas
flow rates, together with the corresponding fitting according to Eq.
(2). The value of kBA was substantially independent from the inlet
H2S concentration, with an average estimated value of
4250 ± 150 L mol#1 s#1 at 20 SL h#1. On the other hand, kBA
increased with the flow rate up to 6140 Lmol#1 s#1 at 40 SL h#1 and

Fig. 5. a) H2S breakthrough curves and b) adsorption rates for selected sorbents.
Sorbent mass: 20 mg and 80 mg for functionalized and AC raw sorbents, respectively.
Cin
H2S ¼ 100 ppmv in N2, Q ¼ 20 SL h#1, T ¼ 30 !C. Dashed lines in panel b) indicate the

quantity of H2S captured up to the breakpoint.

Table 3
Adsorption/desorption performances of AC raw and functionalized sorbents under different operating conditions. Sorbent mass ¼ 20 mg and T ¼ 30 !C.

Sorbent Cin
H2S [ppmv] Breakpoint time tbr [s] Adsorption capacity

uads [mmol g#1]a
SO2 released during TPD
uTPD
des [mmol g#1]

AC raw 100 35b 0.08 0.08
Zn/AC 100 83 0.73 0.29
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 100 120 0.88 0.34
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 100 225 1.00 0.39

165 95 1.02 0.41
193 80 1.04 0.40

Cu/AC 100 121 0.88 0.33

a Specific adsorption capacity @ Cout
H2S ¼ 0.99 Cin

H2S .b Determined with 80 mg sorbent mass.
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Cin
H2S ¼ 100 ppmv. Therefore, the capture process in the initial phase

(until breakpoint and just after it) seems to proceed under a
prevalent external mass transfer control. Indeed, the increase of kBA
corresponded to the expected increase in the external mass transfer
coefficient kext due to the higher superficial gas velocity u, as kext
~u0.6 (according to Wakao and Funazkri correlation [37]). This is a
clear indication that the surface chemical reaction (mainly pro-
ducing ZnSO4 for short process times, vide x 3.3) was rather fast and
that a reacting front initially advanced along the radial particle
coordinate in a manner resembling the shrinking core dynamic
pattern [38]. To confirm this hypothesis, a SEM-EDX analysis was
performed on cross-sections of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC particles tested at
Cin
H2S ¼ 100 ppmv and 20 SL h#1 with the run stopped at

u ¼ 0.3 mmol g#1 (i.e. approximately at the breakpoint time): re-
sults in Fig. 7 indicate that sulphur species were predominantly
confined in the outer shell of the adsorbent particle (thickness of ca.
10 mm).

The progressive reduction of the adsorption rate after the
breakpoint timewasmirrored by the decrease of the slope in the BA
plot for longer times (vide Fig. 6b), indicating a strong reduction of
the global kinetic parameter (kBA) which could be related to alter-
ations of the support microstructure and to the switch to different
dominating dynamic mechanisms (e.g. product layer diffusion)
other than external fluid film diffusion. The intraparticle diffusion
mechanism is obviously affected after the breakpoint time due to a
partial pore blockage determined by formation in the particle outer
shell of large product species (sulphates, vide x 3.3). In fact the
surface area of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC dropped to ca. 440 m2 g#1 after H2S
reactive adsorption up to tbr, a value approximatively 25% lower
than the pristine functionalized sample (cf. also Table 2). The

observed loss in surface area is significantly greater than the one
expected on the basis of the weight gain of the sample due to
retention of sulphur species (ca. 0.9% wt. at tbr). This confirms a
reduction of the accessibility to the smallest pores which could, in
turn, inhibit active phase utilization or remarkably slow down the
capture rate.

3.3. TPD tests

TPD tests onto spent sorbents were carried out to investigate the
nature of the species formed on the solid material upon H2S
adsorption and to simultaneously evaluate their potential regen-
erability by thermal treatments. Fig. 8 shows the results of TPD tests
carried out on different spent sorbents previously saturated under
base conditions (but not re-exposed to ambient air). TPD profiles
for materials consisting of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately impreg-
nated on AC are reported for reference. The results are expressed as
SO2 signal as a function of desorption temperature; in fact, H2S
desorption was negligible, and therefore is not reported. The spent
activated carbon (AC raw) showed a single peak of SO2 desorption
starting at ca. 170 !C and centered at 280 !C. This peak was previ-
ously ascribed [22] to the release of SO2 formed by oxidation re-
actions occurring in small pores between (adsorbed) short chains of
elemental S and chemisorbed oxygen or oxygen-containing surface
groups. It is recalled that the presence of oxygen on AC surface can
be due to both activated carbon nature and unavoidable pre-
weathering during the different stages of treatment. For spent
Zn/AC, two broad emission peaks were revealed: the first (centered
at ca. 290 !C) closely resembled the one observed for spent AC; the
second (centered at ca. 500 !C) can be ascribed to the decomposi-
tion of ZnSO4, as evident from the comparison with the TPD profile
obtained for the reference ZnSO4/AC material. For spent
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC, the first SO2 peak centered at 310 !C can be seen as
the sum of contributions deriving from: i) SO2 adsorbed onto AC; ii)
CuSO4 decomposition (cf. the TPD profile obtained for the reference
CuSO4/AC material). The second SO2 peak was clearly related to the
decomposition of ZnSO4, as previously observed. The progressive
substitution of copper for zinc in themixed active phase of sorbents
caused the increase in intensity of the peak centered around 320 !C
and a corresponding reduction of the high temperature peak (i.e.,
the one related to ZnSO4 decomposition), which coherently dis-
appeared from the TPD profile of Cu/AC spent material.

The amount of S desorbed from spent materials as SO2 during
TPD tests (uTPD

des ) is reported in Table 3. While 100% of the adsorbed
sulphur on AC raw was desorbed (uTPD

des ¼ uads), for functionalized
materials it was calculated that uTPD

des accounted for ca. 40% of uads.

Fig. 6. Bohart and Adams plots for H2S adsorption in a fixed bed of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
(20 mg) at 30 !C with different inlet concentrations and total gas flow rates: a) linear
plots for short adsorption times according to Eq. (2) and b) plots for the entire time
range of the tests.

Fig. 7. SEM (left) and EDX micrograph of S distribution (right) for multiparticle (cross-
section) Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent after adsorption test stopped at u ¼ 0.3 mmol g#1.
Adsorption stage performed at Cin

H2S ¼ 100 ppmv in N2, Q ¼ 20 SL h#1, T ¼ 30 !C.
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Slightly greater values were retrieved for spent sorbents that were
recovered in air before the TPD test, confirming that a partial
oxidation of some surface S-species (especially Cu sulphides) can
occur at room temperature [30], as already inferred from XPS
measurements. The remaining fraction of sulphur can be imputed
to both Cu and Zn sulphides (known to decompose at temperatures
higher than 1000 !C in inert environments [39]), and to species not
detectable by our TPD procedure (“ghost” species) such as
elemental S, which could condense on internal walls of cold
pipelines.

TPD investigation was extended to materials previously under-
going adsorption only up to Cout

H2S ¼ 0.02 Cin
H2S (Fig. 9) in order to

obtain deeper insights into the type of S-based species early formed
during the H2S capture process and into the role of copper. The
deconvolution of TPD signals was also included for reference. For
Zn/AC, the pattern of SO2 emissionwas analogous to what obtained
for the saturated sample (cf. Fig. 8), with a main peak at ca. 510 !C
related to the decomposition of ZnSO4 preceded by a broad peak (of
minor intensity) ascribable to the SO2 contribution deriving from
the oxidation of H2S adsorbed by the parent substrate. The TPD
pattern obtained for Cu/AC was rather complex and it was decon-
voluted into four main peaks, differing substantially fromwhat was
recorded for the saturated sample (again, cf. Fig. 8). In fact, the
lower temperature bands (peaked at around 310 !C and 400 !C)
were assigned to the small contribution of the support and to
CuSO4 decomposition. The peaks occurring at higher temperatures

(withmaximum intensity at 510 !C and 590 !C) could be imputed to
SO2 deriving from oxidation of S in CuS via direct reaction of the
latter compound with both CuSO4 and with oxygen released from
thermal decomposition of CuSO4 [40,41]. Regarding the sorbents
with mixed oxides, Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC showed the same qualitative
features of the Zn/AC sample whereas for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC a third peak
became evident (around 400 !C) associated with the decomposi-
tion of copper sulphate. Further, the deconvolution analysis also
provided quantitative indications on the degree of conversion of
ZnO to ZnSO4 up to Cout

H2S ¼ 0.02 Cin
H2S. For Zn/AC, Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC and

Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC, conversion values of 10.1%, 10.7% and 21.0% were
retrieved. Therefore, copper substitution promoted the ZnO con-
version to ZnSO4 mainly in the first stages of the capture process
(vide infra). In this regard, two main factors could be invoked to
explain the described pattern: i) a sacrificial role of copper as ox-
ygen donor to accelerate formation of zinc sulphate; ii) a structural
role of copper enabling the formation of smaller-sized ZnO crys-
tallites (phenomenon highlighted e.g. in Ref. [42]), with an asso-
ciated enhanced reactivity. However, an additional contribution of
atmospheric humidity and/or oxygen pre-adsorbed onto the sor-
bent surface to the sulphates formation cannot be ruled out.

Quantitative data concerning adsorbed and desorbed S (uads and
uTPD
des , respectively) for the four sorbents at Cout

H2S ¼ 0.02 Cin
H2S are

correspondingly reported in Table 4, from which the following
observations can be drawn:

' for Zn/AC and Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC (Zn-rich sorbents), uTPD
des ¼ uads.

The peaks observed during TPD tests account for the release of
all H2S previously adsorbed, which is mainly oxidised to ZnSO4;

' for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and Cu/AC (“low-Zn sorbents”), uTPD
des ¼ 0.7 uads.

The peaks observed during TPD tests only partly account for the
release of S previously adsorbed. Apart from Zn and Cu sul-
phates, “ghost species” such as copper sulphides, elemental S
and thiols were formed at significant rates, determining a more
effective exploitation of active phases in the case of Cu0.5Zn0.5/
AC sample.

Moreover, TPD tests performed for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC after different
adsorption times (cf. Fig. 10) suggest that ZnSO4 formed at a faster
rate with respect to CuSO4. In fact, while the main peak associated
with ZnSO4 decomposition does not experience substantial modi-
fication in the adsorption time range of 8e16 min, the intensity of
the CuSO4-deriving peak of SO2 emission increased. From a quan-
titative standpoint the deconvolution analysis (not reported for the
sake of brevity) revealed that 8 min capture process (uads ¼
0.2 mmol g#1) were enough to attain a ZnO conversion to the
corresponding sulphate as high as 20%, very close to the asymptotic
value retrieved from TPD on saturated sorbent (21%). On the con-
trary, the values of CuO conversion to CuSO4 were 8%, 12% and 21%
for capture times of 8 min, 16 min and at saturation, respectively.
Altogether results indicate that for the equimolar Cu:Zn sorbent,
ZnSO4 formed at a faster rate with respect to CuSO4 with copper
likely acting as oxygen donor/structural promoter enabling a faster
conversion rate and a higher utilization factor of the ZnO phase. On
the other hand, the final degree of conversion of both Zn and Cu
oxides to form their sulphates was equivalent and most probably
limited by oxygen availability on the sorbent.

3.4. TPO tests

Fig. 11 shows the results of TPO tests carried out on different
spent sorbents previously saturated under base conditions. TPO
profiles for materials consisting of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately
impregnated on AC are reported for reference, as well as those for
mechanical mixtures of AC with elemental sulphur (S þ AC), CuS

Fig. 8. SO2 release during TPD tests after adsorption up to saturation at Cin
H2S ¼ 100

ppmv in N2, Q ¼ 20 SL h#1, T ¼ 30 !C. TPD profiles for CuSO4 and ZnSO4 separately
impregnated on AC are reported for reference.
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(CuS þ AC) and ZnS (ZnS þ AC). From a quantitative point of view,
the amount of SO2 evolved during TPO tests corresponded to the
amount of H2S that was previously captured during the adsorption
phase (uTPO

des ¼ uads, cf. Table 1). Therefore, it was confirmed that the
partial recovery of sulphur observed in TPD experiments under
inert atmosphere was mainly due to the stability of metal sulphides
which, on the other hand, could be oxidized and decomposed
during TPO tests. The TPO profile for the saturated Zn/AC sample
showed three main SO2 peaks: the first one, centered at ca. 250 !C,
could be tentatively assigned to the presence of ZnS by comparison
with the profile retrieved for ZnS þ AC mixture; the second peak at
ca. 520 !C was related to the presence of ZnSO4 (see ZnSO4/AC TPO
profile). While the formation of ZnSO4 was already commented in
Fig. 9 (TPD tests), TPO tests allowed individuating a TPD ghost
species, viz. ZnS. For Zn/AC sample, the presence of a third (inter-
mediate and unresolved) peak was observed at around 400 !C. For
Cu/AC sample, therewere only twomain contributions with similar

areas: the low temperature peak (at 200 !C) could be assigned to
the oxidation of some elemental S and CuS, while the high tem-
perature peak (around 410 !C) was due to decomposition of CuSO4.
The TPO patterns for composite CuxZn1-x/AC sorbents were more
complex, deriving from the superimposition of peaks related to the

Fig. 9. SO2 release during TPD tests from functionalized sorbents after adsorption up to Cout
H2S=C

in
H2S ¼ 0.02 with Cin

H2S ¼ 100 ppmv in N2, Q ¼ 20 SL h#1, T ¼ 30 !C. Dashed lines
represent deconvolution peaks.

Table 4
Adsorption/desorption performances of AC raw and CuxZn1-x/AC sorbents at
Cout
H2S ¼ 0.02 Cin

H2S . Sorbent mass: 60 mg. Inlet conditions: Cin
H2S ¼ 100 ppmv in N2,

T ¼ 30 !C.

Sorbent Adsorption capacity
uads [mmol g#1]

SO2 released during TPD
uTPD
des [mmol g#1]

Zn/AC 0.21 0.21
Cu0.05Zn0.95/AC 0.22 0.22
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC 0.40 0.27
Cu/AC 0.22 0.15

Fig. 10. SO2 release during TPD tests from Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC after adsorption carried out at
different sulphur loadings (corresponding to different process times) and Cin

H2S ¼ 100
ppmv in N2, Q ¼ 20 SL h#1, T ¼ 30 !C.
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presence of copper and zinc sulphates (already observed in TPD, see
Fig. 9) and copper and zinc sulphides (not detectable by TPD), apart
from the peak deriving from S and/or SO2 bound to AC. Nonethe-
less, it was observed that the prevailing contributions were related
to CuS (rather than ZnS) and ZnSO4 (rather than CuSO4). This
confirms that, for mixed oxides, Zn prevailingly reacts with H2S to
form ZnSO4 while Cu also forms sulphides and elemental S.

4. Conclusions

Sorbents for the deep removal of H2S from gas streams at room
temperature were prepared by dispersing mixed oxides
(ZnOeCuO) onto a commercial granulated activated carbon at fixed
10% wt. total metal loading and Cu:Zn molar ratio varying in the
range from 0:1 to 1:0. Pore size distribution and SEM-EDX analyses
indicated that the incipient wetness preparation method guaran-
teed a high dispersion of the active phase largely preserving the
textural features of the pristine AC. Nevertheless, Zn and Cu oxides
showed a different tendency to be preferentially dispersed onto the
surface of micro and mesopores, respectively.

Compared to the raw activated carbon, all of the sorbents
functionalized with the pure and composite oxides (ZnOeCuO)
displayed a strong improvement of adsorption properties as eval-
uated by H2S (100e3000 ppmv in N2) dynamic capture tests in
fixed bed flow reactors operated at 30 !C and various contact times.

In particular the sorbent with an equimolar amount of Cu and Zn
(Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC) outperformed both counterparts containing 100%
Zn or Cu in terms of saturation S-capacity and sorption kinetics,
discovering an evident synergic effect between the two metal ox-
ides. In fact, even a low level of Cu substitution for Zn chemically
promoted the degree of ZnO conversion; at higher substitution
levels, Cu helped to prevent severe clogging of microporosity that
was observed upon H2S adsorption on Zn-rich sorbents.

Notably, XPS analysis and TPD/TPO experiments performed on
used sorbents with different levels of S-saturation demonstrated
that Zn and Cu sulphates were formed with a high rate and at a
large extent during the initial phases of the reactive adsorption
process. In fact, metal sulphides, commonly recognized in the
pertinent literature as themain reaction products frommetal oxide,
started to be formed with slow overall kinetics after the corre-
sponding sulphates, probably due to the lack of oxygen available
from the sorbent. In particular, in the case of Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC material,
ZnSO4 formed at a faster rate with respect to CuSO4, and copper
oxide likely acted as both oxygen donor and structural promoter.

Considering the large increase in the molar volumes of zinc and
copper sulphates with respect to their corresponding oxides as well
as sulphides, micropores (partially) clogged during adsorption,
slowing down the overall capture kinetics due to increased intra-
particle diffusion limitations or even inhibiting direct access to the
unreacted active phase.

Nevertheless, it was found that metal sulphates formed by
reactive adsorption of H2S could be easily removed from partially or
totally saturated CuxZn1-x/AC sorbents by washing them in water,
which also restored the initial textural features (BET surface area
and pore size distribution) of fresh material. The formation of sul-
phates was also favourable for an easier regenerability of spent
sorbents by thermal treatments under inert atmosphere. CuSO4
and ZnSO4 on AC could be decomposed respectively at relatively
low temperatures of ca. 300 !C and 500 !C, leading to partial
restoration of oxide active phase.
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ABSTRACT: Highly porous carbon textiles were modified by
impregnation with urea, thiourea, dicyandiamide, or penicillin
G, followed by heat treatment at 800 °C. This resulted in an
incorporation of nitrogen or nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms in
various configurations to the carbon surface. The volume of
pores and, especially, ultramicropores was also affected to
various extents. The modified textiles were then used as
adsorbents of formaldehyde (1 ppmv) in dynamic conditions.
The modifications applied significantly improved the adsorptive
performance. For the majority of samples, formaldehyde
adsorption resulted in a decrease in the volume of ultramicropores. The enhancement in the adsorption was linked not only
to the physical adsorption of formaldehyde in small pores but also to its reactivity with sulfonic groups and amines present on the
surface. Water on the surface and in challenge gas decreased the adsorptive performance owing to the competition with
formaldehyde for polar centers. The results collected show that the S- and N-modified textiles can work as efficient media for
indoor formaldehyde removal.
KEYWORDS: formaldehyde adsorption, carbon textiles, nanopores, surface chemistry, reactivity, S- and N-doped carbon surface

1. INTRODUCTION

Formaldehyde, HCHO, is one of the most common toxic
pollutants found in indoor air. At ambient conditions, it is a
flammable and colorless gas of a pungent distinct odor. Its
boiling point is −19 °C. The HCHO molecule is polar with a
dipole moment of 1.85 D and pKa of 13.27. Even though small
amounts of formaldehyde are produced naturally by plants,
animal, and humans, its main source is anthropogenic. US
Consumer Products Safety Report of 1997 lists its either indoor
or outdoor concentration at the level of 0.03 ppm.1 It is
introduced to the atmosphere through a combustion process,
industrial production or as a component of the resins used in
furniture and building materials. Its most common sources are
pressed woods and particle boards.1−5 On the basis of its
toxicity, formaldehyde is classified as a known human
carcinogen.1

There are only few reports addressing adsorption of
formaldehyde on activated carbons, AC.6−12 Since various
concentrations and experimental conditions were used, the
results obtained are rather difficult to compare. Owing to weak
adsorption forces and polar character of HCHO, carbons with
small pores and hydrophilic surface are desired. However, the

latter causes that formaldehyde has to compete with water for
adsorption sites.
To increase the formaldehyde adsorption on carbons,

modifications with amides have been explored.9−12 Tanada et
al. measured formaldehyde adsorption isotherms from its water
solutions onto untreated and treated AC.9 The carbon used was
oxidized with the concentrated sulfuric acid/nitric acid for 24 h,
and then reduced with iron powder and washed with HCl for
30 and 60 min. The authors claimed that in this way amines
were introduced to the surface. At 35 mg L−1 as the initial
formaldehyde concentration and at 15 °C, the adsorption
capacity increased from 0.4 mg g−1 for the initial sample to 0.8
mg g−1 for the modified samples, respectively. At 25 °C a 2-fold
increase in the capacity was measured. An enhancement in the
performance was linked to the specific interactions between
formaldehyde and the surface basic groups/amines of AC and
to the importance of the chemisorption process.
The kinetics of formaldehyde adsorption (2.3 ppm) at 45%

relative humidity and at 30 °C on microporous ACs prepared
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from poly(ethylene terephthalate) and polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
were investigated by Laszlo.10 The oxygen content was less
than 10% and PAN derived carbon had 5.3% nitrogen on the
surface. The latter sample was found as having the highest
formaldehyde uptake per unit surface area. It was concluded
that the high oxygen content yielded a greater affinity toward
water, as did the presence of nitrogen functionalities in the
PAN derived samples. Similar effects of an amine modification
were also found by An et al.11 and Ma et al.12 In the latter work,
ACs with pore sizes between 2 and 4 nm were modified with
hexamethylene diamine (HMDA) and used to remove 2.2 ppm
of formaldehyde from air. The volume of pores decreased with
an increase in the HMDA loading. The HMDA modification
significantly improved the HCHO adsorption. On the best
performing sample, 3.80 mg g−1 was adsorbed which was much
higher than the amount adsorbed on the unmodified sample
(0.08 mg g−1).
An et al. activated mesoporous carbons with H2SO4 or NH3

and used the samples for the adsorption of low-concentration
formaldehyde (1 ppm).11 Interestingly, the adsorption on the
acid modified sample was similar to that on the parent one
despite its smaller specific surface area. This trend was linked to
an increase in the number of surface oxygen groups. Ammonia
modified samples showed the highest formaldehyde adsorption
efficiency (>70%) owing to the presence of nitrogen groups
and an increase in the surface area. Besides amination, another
way to increase the AC capacity for formaldehyde removal was
its modification with organosilanes and organosiloxanes.13,14

Other active species, which were deposited on activated
carbons to increase their performance as formaldehyde
adsorbents, were metal nanoparticles such as silver or copper
nanoparticles.15−17

Parallel with the study of formaldehyde adsorption on
activated carbons, the performance of activated carbon fibers,
ACFs, was explored. Rong et al.18 used rayon-based ACFs for
formaldehyde + water adsorption from a vapor phase in
dynamic conditions. Their fibers were air-oxidized between
350−450 °C for various periods of time (1−3 h) and the
maximum formaldehyde adsorption at not specified concen-
tration was 583.4 mL g−1 on the sample oxidized at 420 °C for
1 h. A competitive adsorption between formaldehyde and water
vapor was pointed out. Rong et al. also studied the effect of
different heat treatment conditions of rayon-based ACFs on the
adsorption of formaldehyde from a vapor phase.19 The
adsorption capacity for formaldehyde reached its maximum of
631 mL g−1 on a sample heated at 450 °C for 0.5 h. An
enhancement in the HCHO adsorption was linked to the
presence of acidic carboxylic groups, dipole−dipole inter-
actions, hydrogen bonding and the extent of the surface area
and porosity.
Song et al. investigated adsorption of low concentration

formaldehyde on various ACFs, such as pitch-based, rayon-
based, and PAN-based.20 The initial formaldehyde concen-
tration was 20 ppm. The samples differed markedly in surface
areas and pore volumes. The measured adsorption capacities
were between 0.01 to 0.478 mmol g−1. Since all PAN-based
ACFs showed higher formaldehyde adsorption capacity and
longer breakthrough time than did pitch-based or rayon-based
ACFs, it was concluded that abundant nitrogen-containing
groups in the PAN derived fibers, and especially pyrrolic,
pyridonic pyridinic, and quaternary groups, promoted the
adsorption of formaldehyde. In humid condition, however, the
HCHO adsorption capability of the PAN-based ACFs dropped

drastically because of a competitive adsorption of HCHO and
water.
Lee et al. studied HCHO adsorption on conventional pitch-

based ACF and PAN-based ACF at 11 ppm of the
formaldehyde concentration.21 The breakthrough time on the
latter fibers was 10.5 h, while on the former was 5.5 h. The
amounts of formaldehyde adsorbed at dry and humid
conditions on the best performing samples were 5.0 × 10−5

and 2.2 × 10−5 mol g−1, respectively.
On the basis of published results and on our experience on

the catalytic properties of metal-free nanoporous carbons, high
surface area, and elastic carbon textiles of a new generation
were modified and tested as HCHO adsorbents. Even though
the initial textiles contain some sulfur and nitrogen, which must
originate from the fiber source, the swatches were further
thermally treated with nitrogen- or sulfur-containing precursors.
Those compounds were chosen to introduce more variety of
surface groups which might not only attract formaldehyde via
physical adsorption forces but also might contribute to its
decomposition/reaction.22 As an initial concentration, about 1
ppm of HCHO in dry air was chosen. Our objective is to
investigate in details the effects of surface heterogeneity,
chemical, and textural, on the formaldehyde retention on the
highly porous carbon textiles. The indoor adsorbents in the
form of fabrics are more advantageous than are granules or
powders of activated carbons.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Adsorbents. Carbon textile was received from the U.S. Army

Natick Soldier Research, Development & Engineering Center. It is
composed of an inner porous carbon layer and outer nylon layer. To
remove the outer nylon layer, a swatch was placed in boiling water for
30 min. The remaining inert carbon layer is referred to as CC. The
functionalized CC were obtained by immersing the CC swatches in 40
mL of an aqueous solution containing 1 g of four different precursors,
dicyandiamide (D), penicillin G (P), thiourea (T), or urea (U), with
mass ratio of CC:precursor (1:2) for 72 h. Then the textile swatches
were dried overnight at 80 °C and heated in a horizontal furnace at
800 °C (20 °C min−1) for 40 min in N2 flow (180 mL min−1). The
obtained samples are referred to as CC-D, CC-P, CC-T, and CC-U,
where last letter represents the modifier. A CC swatch, without
functionalization process, was thermally treated at 800 °C in the same
operation conditions as the modified samples. It is referred to as CC-
HT. This sample is used as a heat treated standard to evaluate the
extent of changes in surface chemistry caused by the chemical
modifications. At this stage we were not able to find textiles of similar
textural properties but lacking any heteroatoms, which would help us
to evaluate effects of S and N in a more direct way. The spent samples
exposed to HCHO under the dry conditions are referred to with letter
“s”.

2.2. Adsorbent Characterization. The surface area and the
porosity of the adsorbents were determined from N2 adsorption
isotherms measured on an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics). All the
samples were degassed at 120 °C to a constant vacuum (10−4 Torr).
The specific surface area was determined by the BET method. The
total pore volume, Vtot, was calculated from the last point of the
isotherms based on the volume of nitrogen adsorbed. The micropore
volume, Vμ, and pore size distribution were calculated using nonlinear
density functional theory, 2D-NLDFT, which assumes the hetero-
geneity of the pore sizes.23−25

Potentiometric titration of samples tested was performed on an 888
Titrando automatic titrator (Metrohm). A mass of 0.1 g of carbon
textiles was placed in a vessel and dispersed in NaNO3 0.1 M solution.
The solution was maintained at a constant stirring overnight. The pH
was recorded and adjusted to about 3.2 by adding HCl 0.1 M and the
suspension was titrated with NaOH (0.1 M) up to pH ≈ 10. The
proton binding curves, Q,26 were derived from the titration data. The
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pKa distributions,
27 f(pKa), of the surface acidic groups were calculated

by finding a stable solution of the Fredholm integral equation that
relates Q to f(pKa). For this, SAIEUS procedure was used.28

Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential TG (DTG) curves were
measured on a SDT Q600 apparatus (TA Instruments). The samples
were heated up to 1000 °C at a rate of 10 °C min−1 in helium flow
(100 mL min−1). The m/z thermal profiles of the exhausted gases/
vapors, with an emphasis on m/z 18 (H2O), 28 (CO) and 44 (CO2),
were collected using a mass spectrometer (MS, Omnistar GSD 320,
Pfeiffer Vacuum).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were obtained by

using a Multi-Chamber Analytical System (Prevac) with mono-
chromatic 450 W Al K-alpha X-ray radiation source (1486.6 eV)
(Gammadata Scienta). The vacuum in the analysis chamber was 8 ×
10−9 Pa. The binding energy (BE) scale was referenced against C 1s =
284.7 eV line. Deconvolutions of the spectra were done using
MultiPak software.
2.3. HCHO Dynamic Adsorption Test. Adsorption of HCHO at

dynamic conditions was carried out at ambient pressure and T = 25
°C. A glass column of an internal diameter 9 mm was filled with
approximately 0.130 g of carbon textiles cut in little pieces. The bed
height was 2.7 cm. Formaldehyde was generated by a calibrated
formaldehyde permeation tube (Metronics, Inc.) using a Dynacali-
brator (Model 150, Metronics, Inc.) operated at 80 °C with 100 mL
min−1 nitrogen as a carrier gas. The outlet flow from the generator,
before reaching the testing column, was mixed with 400 mL min−1 of
air, dry (passing through CaSO4 to totally remove any humidity) or
moist of 70% humidity (passing through a water bed). The inlet flow
rate of a challenge gas was set to 500 mL min−1, the inlet
concentration of formaldehyde (CHCHO

in ) was set to approximately 1
ppmv. Before running experiments in the moist conditions, the
adsorbent bed was prehumidified for 1 h with moist air (500 mL
min−1). The samples after exposure to moist air were weighted and the
weight difference represents the amount of water adsorbed.
Gas analysis was performed with a continuous analyzer equipped

with an electrochemical sensor (RM 16 Interscan Corporation) with
accuracy of 2% of the reading value (working range of analyzer 0−2

ppmv of formaldehyde). The measurement on each textile was
repeated twice and the difference in the results is less than 12%
(Figures 1 and 1S and Tables 1S and 2S).

The specific adsorption capacity of HCHO at saturation, ωads [mg
g−1], was determined through the integration of the area above the
breakthrough curve using the flow rate, concentration of HCHO, time,
and mass of the adsorbent material.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The formaldehyde (HCHO) breakthrough curves measured in
the dry conditions on the carbon textiles are collected in Figure
1A, and Figure 1S. From the breakthrough curves, the dynamic
data and corresponding adsorption capacities at saturation were
determined and the results are summarized in Table 1, in which
tbr [min] is the breakthrough point time (assumed as the time
for which the ratio of the HCHO concentration at the bed
outlet relative to that in the feed is 0.05), ωads [mg g−1] is the
HCHO breakthrough capacity and CHCHO

in [ppmv] is the inlet
concentration of HCHO in the fixed bed reactor. Since in some
cases, even after a very long experimental time, the bed
saturation was not reached, the HCHO capacity at CHCHO

in =
0.95 was arbitrarily chosen for the performance comparison.
CC and CC-HT revealed similar dynamic behaviors, even

though the breakpoint time for CC-HT is longer than that for
CC. They show relatively fast kinetics of the adsorption process
and similar saturation capacity (ωads = 0.56 and 0.53 mg g−1 for
CC and CC-HT, respectively). The heat treatment, which was
expected to remove even traces of the residual nylon or modify
fibers,29 did not affect the adsorption capacity. All chemically
modified carbon textiles exhibit better performance as HCHO
adsorbents than their unmodified counterparts (CC and CC-
HT). Interestingly the breakthrough curve of CC-P differs
markedly from those of the other textiles, which suggests

Figure 1. HCHO breakthrough curves measured in dry (A) and moist (B) conditions (designed with the symbol Hu).

Table 1. Parameters of the HCHO Adsorption Performance of the Carbon Textiles Studied

sorbent CHCHO
in [ppmv] dry ωads [mg g−1] dry tbr [min] dry CHCHO

in [ppmv] moist water adsorbed [mg g−1] ωads [mg g−1] moist tbr [min] moist

CC 1.25 0.56 29 1.10 311 0.27 7
CC-HT 1.12 0.53 50 0.95 325 0.34 13
CC-U 1.25 0.73 55 0.94 303 0.33 18
CC-T 1.28 0.68 47 0.95 244 0.29 6
CC-P 1.10 0.80 12 0.96 252 0.34 3
CC-D 1.15 1.56 109 0.95 252 0.53 3
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different mechanisms of HCHO adsorption. The saturation
capacities ωads of CC-T, CC-U, CC-P, and CC-D are 20%, 30%,
44%, and 170% greater, respectively, than that for CC. The best
adsorbent is CC-D whose tbr value equals to 109 min, and the
saturation capacity reaches 1.56 mg g−1. CC-P is characterized
by the shortest breakpoint time with respect to the others
functionalized samples (12 min) but its saturation adsorption
capacity is bigger than those of CC-U and CC-T.
Figure 1B shows the HCHO breakthrough curves measured

in the moist conditions (samples are denoted with “Hu”) for
the modified carbon textiles; the corresponding adsorption
capacities and tbr values are listed in Tables 1 and 2S. As seen,
the presence of moisture on the surface and in the challenge gas
markedly decreased the performance of the materials tested as
HCHO adsorbents. The effect of water is visualized in Figure 2.

Even though its presence worsens the performance, the extent
of the decrease differs. Thus, the most pronounced effect was
found for the best performing sample CC-D, and the least was
found for CC-HT. It is likely caused by (1) occupation of
HCHO adsorption centers by water during the prehumidifica-
tion or (2) competition between water and HCHO for these
centers.13,30,31 All functionalized sorbents adsorbed consider-

able amounts of water (Table 1) that can block the micropores
which would be otherwise accessible to HCHO, limit the
diffusion of the pollutant gas inside the pore structure, and in
this way decreasing the adsorption capacity. This decrease
occurs even though some amount of HCHO is expected to be
dissolved in the adsorbed water film. Nevertheless, no direct
dependence between the amount of water adsorbed and the
decrease in the saturation capacity was found.
To understand the adsorption behavior of the materials

tested, their surface features need to be extensively charac-
terized. The measurement of the weight of the textile swatches
before and after modifications indicates weight losses of 23%,
25%, 29%, 34%, and 27% for CC-HT, CC-U, CC-T, CC-P, and
CC-D, respectively. This indicates the high reactivity of the
carbon fibers with the modifiers, especially in the case of CC-P,
and since this reactivity might affect the porosity, the
parameters of porous structure of the carbon textiles, initial
and spent in HCHO adsorption under dry conditions, are
collected in Figures 3−5 and Table 3S of the Supporting
Information. CC is a predominantly microporous material
( μV
Vtot

=88%) of a high surface area of 921 m2 g−1. Heating it at

800 °C only slightly decreased the porosity. On the other hand,
the surface chemical/thermal treatment had a marked effect on
the porosity. After this process, the surface and pore volume
decreased (Figure 5), likely as a result of the deposition of the
active phase/pore blocking. In particular, for CC-U, CC-T, and
CC-D a slight loss of porosity in the micropore region in the
range 4−8 Å and 14−20 Å and in the mesopore region of 20−
24 Å (Figure 4) are found. This indicates a high dispersion of
the active phase. For CC-P, on the other hand, a significant loss
of the pore volume in a whole region of pore sizes (Figure 4) is
found. This suggests that the large molecule of penicillin G
(C16H18N2O4S) blocks micropores during the impregnation
and its thermal reactivity/decomposition/carbonization prod-
ucts remain at their entrances.
After the HCHO adsorption, all spent adsorbents, except

CC-D, show a decrease in the surface area and porosity (Figure
5). Interestingly the porosity of CC-D did not change, in spite
of its high adsorption capacity. In analyzing this data, we have
to take into account that owing to high vacuum and anticipated

Figure 2. Comparison of HCHO saturation capacity on the textiles
tested.

Figure 3. (A) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for CC, CC-HT, CC-U fresh and spent (s) samples. (B) Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for CC-T,
CC-P, CC-D fresh and spent (s) samples (spent samples are those under dry conditions).
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weak physical adsorption of HCHO in its unchanged form, it is
expected to be removed from the pore system before the
porosity analysis. Therefore, the changes observed are likely
caused by its chemisorption/polymerization and thus retention
on the heteroatom-rich phase on the surface.
While trends in the volume of micropores almost exactly

follow the trend in the surface area, the most marked
differences are seen in the volume of ultramicropores smaller
than 0.7 nm. The volume of these pores also decreases for CC-
D. The biggest changes/decrease in porosity was found for CC-
P (Figures 4 and 5C), which suggests its strong chemical
reactivity with HCHO. The high reactivity of CC-P surface is

reflected in the shape of the breakthrough curve where a very
increase in the measured HCHO concentration was recorded
(Figure 1).
Although no relationship between the extent of the decrease

in the volume of ultramicropores and the breakthrough capacity
was established, these findings indicate the importance of the
pores <0.7 nm for HCHO reactive adsorption.
Based on the above discussion, the surface chemistry is

expected to have a marked effect on the amount of HCHO
adsorbed on our materials. First the acid/base character of the
samples tested was investigated by the potentiometric titration.
The proton binding curves and pKa distributions are presented

Figure 4. Pore size distributions for the initial and spent (s) textiles under dry conditions: CC-U (A), CC-T (B), CC-P (C), and CC-P (D). In each
figure, pore size distributions of CC and CC-HT are also included for comparison (in panel A, distributions for spent CC and CC-HT are included).

Figure 5. Comparison of the structural parameters for the initial and spent samples in the dry conditions: A, BET surface area; B, micropore volume;
C, volume in pores smaller than 0.7 nm.
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in Figure 6. Table 4S summarizes the results and lists the
numbers of groups in each category of strength: strongly acidic

(3 < pKa < 5), close to neutral (5 < pKa < 8), and weakly acidic
(8 < pKa < 11). The treatment of CC, either by heating or

Figure 6. (A) Proton binding curves for CC, CC-HT, CC-U, CC-T, CC-P, and CC-D. (B) Comparison of pKa distributions of the groups present
on the surface of CC-P and CC-D. Spent sorbents after adsorption of HCHO at dry conditions are designated with letter “s”.

Figure 7. (A, B) TG-DTG curves for CC, CC-HT, and CC-U fresh and after adsorption of formaldehyde. (C, D) TG-DTG curves for CC-T, CC-P,
and CC-D fresh and spent after adsorption of formaldehyde. Spent samples at dry conditions are designated with letter “s”.
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impregnation with various precursors followed by heating, led
to an increase in the surface pH value from 7.7 to 9.7 for CC-P.
Moreover, the total number of dissociating groups in our
experimental window decreased for all textiles but CC-HT.
These results suggest the change in the speciation of the groups
and their chemical nature due to the introduction of
heteroatom from the modifiers (N or S). Indeed, the proton
binding curves clearly show strongly basic character of CC-P
and CC-D surfaces (only a proton uptake) while other
modified textiles are amphiprotic. The initial CC is rather
acidic (proton release) and heat treatment increases its basic
character. Interestingly, some acidification of spent CC-D and
CC-P is found after HCHO adsorption. Those are in fact
samples on which a gradual increase in the slope of the
breakthrough curves was recorded under dry conditions
(Figures 1 and S1). This shape suggests some surface reactivity.
The surfaces of our samples were also investigated by

thermogravimetric analysis. The TG and DTG curves for the
initial and spent adsorbents, measured in helium, are collected
in Figure 7. For all initial samples the total weight loss ranged
between 6−22% (Figure 7A). 12% weight loss for CC at about
400 °C is linked to the removal of a not-peel-off after boiling
nylon.29 In fact, it could be considered as an intrinsic modifier
of CC-HT. The first peak on the DTG curves (Figure 7B)
centered at about 80 °C likely represents the removal of
physically adsorbed water and/or formaldehyde in the case of
the spent samples. The results show that all initial or spent
samples but CC-P are rather thermally stable up to 800 °C
(synthesis temperature). In the case of CC-P a gradual weight
loss is observed between 100 and 750 °C. The gradual weight
loss for the initial CC-P implies the highest reactivity of the
penicillin-derived phase among all samples and this reactivity
can affect the mechanism of HCHO retention on this sample.
From all initial samples only CC-T shows the groups
decomposing between 300 and 400 °C and it must be the
fingerprint of its modifier, likely related to the sulfur
environment. Sulfones formed on the surface during stabiliza-
tion/cooling are expected to decompose at this temperature
range.32

After HCHO adsorption a new peak between 300 and 400
°C appears on the DTG curves for CC-P and CC-D. Moreover,
the weight loss pattern at temperatures >800 °C is also altered
indicating some surface reactivity/deposition of new com-
pounds resulting from the samples’ exposure to HCHO. The
weight loss between 300 and 400 °C might be due to the
decomposition of species formed as a result of this carbon
surface reactivity with HCHO. As discussed above, only for
these two samples the surface acidity increased after HCHO
exposure. The intensity of those peaks is low but the amounts
adsorbed on our samples are generally in the range of a fraction
of mg g−1 (CC-D is an exception). An unaltered peak
representing removal of nylon from CC suggests its chemical
inertness in the process of HCHO reactive adsorption.
The MS analysis of the species released from the surface

during thermal analysis further confirms the observations based
on the weight loss discussed above. In the analysis, we focus on
the features of m/z 18, 28, 29, 30, 44, and 48 thermal profiles.
Since they represent H2O, CO, HCO, HCO/NO, CO2, and
SO, respectively, they were chosen as the most relevant to
depict the changes in chemistry upon HCHO adsorption. The
detailed results are presented in Figures 2S and 3S. Comparison
of the trends in m/z profiles for the initial and exposed samples
leads to the following general observations on the effects of

HCHO exposure: (1) on m/z 44 the new peak and an increase
in the relative intensity of the signal appears at temperatures
less than 200 °C, which supports the change in surface
chemistry upon HCHO exposure. The most drastic changes in
m/z 44 thermal profiles are seen for CC-P, CC-T, and CC-HT;
(2) no conclusion on the physically adsorbed HCHO can be
drawn since m/z 28 (CO) and m/z 29 (HCO) have similar
patterns. This indicates that these species are also released
during the low temperature heating of the initial carbons and
could also be desorbed from the surface between the
breakthrough tests and thermal analysis experiments; (3) sulfur
species are involved in HCHO reactive adsorption since their
thermal stability changed as indicated by an increase in the
intensity of m/z 48 CC-HT and CC-T at T > 700 °C. The
effect is the strongest for CC-T, which in fact has the highest
amount of sulfur on the surface (Table 2); (4) for CC-D there
is a visible change in the shape of its thermal profile for m/z 30
suggesting the marked alteration in the nitrogen environment
upon exposure to HCHO.

The m/z 44 (CO2) pattern for CC-P and its change after
HCHO exposure deserves further attention. As discussed
above, the change in porosity of this sample after the
formaldehyde adsorption was the most marked. The explan-
ation is in the high reactivity of this sample’s carbon phase with
HCHO, which retains as chemically bound to the surface or in
the polymerized form blocking the small pores. Indeed, the
comparison of m/z 44 for all samples shows the low thermal
stability/high reactivity of CC-P (CO2 is released from various
surface environments in the whole temperature range).
Exposing this sample to HCHO changes this pattern and less
CO2 is released at low temperature from the most reactive/
unstable surface environment of CC-P.
To further analyze the effects of surface chemistry on the

HCHO adsorption on the textiles, XPS analysis was carried out.
The surface elemental composition is listed in Table 2, and the
deconvolution of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, and S 2p core energy levels
is in Table 3. Figure 8 presents the examples of the
deconvolution and all deconvolution results are included in
Figures S4−S9. The results show that the surface of the textiles
is markedly changed upon the applied modifications and all
treated textiles contain more carbon and less oxygen and
nitrogen than the initial CC. Moreover, CC also contains a
significant amount of sulfur (1.9 at. %). Upon the treatments
applied, its content decreases for all samples but for CC-T. To
CC-T sulfur was introduced in the thiourea modifier. The heat
treatment of CC almost removes sulfur from its surface and the
content of nitrogen significantly decreases.
All the compounds used for the modification of the CC

textiles contain nitrogen and additionally two of them
(penicillin G and thiourea) contain also sulfur. Thus, these
heteroatoms are expected to exist on the surface of our textiles

Table 2. XPS Elemental Composition of the Surface of the
Textiles (in at. %)

textile C (%) O (%) N (%) S (%)

CC 78.4 14.1 5.6 1.9
CC-HT 84.3 12.3 3.2 0.2
CC-U 82.5 13.2 3.3 1.1
CC-T 81.2 9.3 4.3 5.1
CC-P 85.1 9.7 3.5 1.7
CC-D 83.5 11.3 4.5 0.7
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in various configurations. The heat treatment decreases the S
and N contents and further changes in chemistry should be
analyzed in comparison with the surface feature of CC-HT.
After the surface treatment, more nitrogen is incorporated to
the carbon surface in the form of pyridines, whose
contributions significantly increased (15.4−33.9%) compared
to that of the CC or CC-HT samples (10.6 at. % and 13.6 at. %,
respectively). Those pyridines, along with amines, can
participate in coupling reactions (Mannich reaction33) with

formaldehyde forming amino-carbonyl compounds. This
covalent bond formation can explain a decrease in the volume
of ultramicropores after HCHO adsorption.
The sulfur on the initial CC textile is mainly in the form of

sulfines (67.6%) and sulfonic acids (17.5%). Modification with
Dicyandiamide leads to total oxidation of sulfur to the latter
species while with urea to the sulfines (26.3%) and sulfonic
acids/sulfonates (73.7%). The total sulfur content on the CC-D
and CC-U textiles is much lower than that on CC, so most
likely sulfur originated from the initial CC textile is covered on
the surface by the products of modifications. On the other
hand, the surface treatment with N- and S-containing penicillin
G and thiourea results in either the same S-doping level as on
CC (1.7% for CC-P) or its significant increase (5.1% for CC-
T). Interestingly, sulfur in the case of CC-P and CC-T textiles
is mostly present in the most reduced forms (36.3% for CC-P
and 71.0% for CC-T), while in the case of samples treated with
dicyandiamide and urea (i.e., reagents not containing sulfur) it
is present mainly in the form of sulfines and sulfonic acids.
While the lowest HCHO breakthrough capacities are found

for the initial CC sample and for CC-H, the performance of the
modified textiles significantly improved. As discussed above
based on the porosity, the observed differences in the HCHO
adsorption must be rather linked to the chemical composition
of the textile surfaces. The results indicate that there is no direct
relationship between the carbon, oxygen, sulfur and particularly
nitrogen content on the surface and the formaldehyde
adsorption capacity. The common interpretation of an increase
in HCHO adsorption on carbon-based materials discussed in
the literature is that nitrogen content controls the form-
aldehyde adsorption capacity.31,34 This is, however, not true in
our case. A close look at the particular surface species after
deconvolution of N 1s and S 2p core energy level spectra leads
to some interesting observations. The initial CC textile has a
majority of its nitrogen in the form of pyrroles, amines, and
amides (56.6%)considerable portion of them coming from
unremoved nylon traces. This is confirmed by the higher
content of oxygen, which nylon is also composed of.35 Thus,

Table 3. Results of the Deconvolution of the XPS Spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, and S 2pa

binding energy [eV] bond assignment CC [%] CC-HT [%] CC-U [%] CC-T [%] CC-P [%] CC-D [%]

C 1s 78.4 84.3 82.5 81.2 85.1 84.1
284.7 C−C sp2 67.0 59.2 66.6 69.2 69.2 73.6
286.0−286.2 C−O (phenol, alcohol, ether), C−N (amine, amide 18.9 23.9 18.9 16.8 16.4 16.5
287.2−287.7 CO (carbonyl, quinone), OC−N (amide) 6.4 5.8 6.6 6.0 5.9 5.2
288.6−288.9 OC−O (carboxyl) 4.4 5.7 4.7 4.0 4.6 3.1
291.0 π → π*, π-electrons in aromatic rings 3.3 5.5 3.1 3.9 3.8 1.6
O 1s 14.1 12.3 13.2 9.3 9.7 11.4
530.6−531.2 CO (aromatic) 29.4 29.3 21.3 22.6 22.2 24.7
531.9−532.3 CO (aliphatic) 45.4 48.8 58.4 49.0 49.6 57.3
533.1−533.5 C−O 25.2 21.9 20.3 28.4 28.2 18.1
N 1s 5.6 3.2 3.3 4.3 3.5 4.5
398.2−398.4 pyridine 10.6 13.6 15.4 33.9 19.2 33.0
399.7−399.9 pyrrole, amine, amide 56.6 49.7 42.7 34.7 43.7 32.3
400.8−401.1 quaternary nitrogen/ammonium 24.7 28.4 32.3 24.8 26.3 24.2
402.0−402.5 pyridine-N-oxide, C−N+O−C, NOx 8.0 8.3 9.7 6.6 10.6 10.5
S 2p3/2 1.9 0.2 1.1 5.1 1.7 0.7
163.8−163.9 R−S−S− in thiol, bisulfides 14.9 ND 71.0 36.3
165.7−166.0 R2−SO ND 12.4 7.7
166.8−167.4 SO3

2− (sulfines) 67.6 ND 26.3 6.9 29.3
168.2−169.0 HSO3

− (sulfonic acids) 17.5 ND 73.7 9.7 26.7 100.0
aIn bold, atomic % of specific elements. CC, deconvoluted C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, and S 2p signals.

Figure 8. Deconvolution of N 1s and S 2p core energy levels for (A,
B) CC-P and (C, D) CC-D.
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repulsive interactions between nylon and carbonyl groups of
formaldehyde and those of nylon (which are always located
next to the amide nitrogen) might be partially responsible for
the lower HCHO uptake on this textile. Apparently, amides
groups of nylon do not advance HCHO adsorption. Apart from
that, the content of pyridinic nitrogen on CC is lowest among
all the samples and that nitrogen, if present on the surface, can
participate in Mannich reaction. The surface pH values
collected in Table 4S show that the CC cloth is the least
basic (pH = 7.7) among all textiles tested (pH = 8.1−9.7).
Some reports in the literature suggest that the HCHO
adsorption capacity is strongly related to the density of basic
surface functional groups.8,20 Thus, the lower density of those
groups in the case of CC sample leads to the smaller HCHO
uptake. Even though the basicity of CC-HT increases in
comparison with that of CC, it has much less nitrogen and thus
less species available for specific interactions with HCHO,
which results in the comparable capacities of these two samples.
The CC-D textile exhibits the highest HCHO uptake (1.56

mg g−1). This is likely due to the presence of specific nitrogen
and sulfur surface species enhancing the interactions with
formaldehyde. Indeed, in the case of this sample, the content of
pyridinic nitrogen is three times higher than that on CC. These
groups increase the basicity of the surface and contribute to
Mannich reaction. Nitrogen in these configurations was also
indicated as promoting to the formation of superoxide ions
O2

−,36,37 which might contribute to the HCHO mineralization
when adsorbed in the ultramicropores. This and the Mannich
reaction can affect oppositely the porosity evolvement resulting
in the apparently unchanged surface area.
The uniqueness of our carbon materials compared to those

studied previously is in the presence of sulfur species
incorporated to their surface. Thus, that sulfur exclusively in
sulfonic acids in CC-D, despite its low content (only 0.7%) can
increase HCHO adsorption by the reaction to form α-
hydroxymethanesulfonates.38 The condensation of aromatic
sulfonates with formaldehyde is also a possible pathway
here39,40 and formed product can result in the pore blocking
and therefore lead to a decrease in the surface area. CC-T, on
the other hand, has the highest content of sulfur (5.1%) but
only a fraction of it (9.7%) is in the form of sulfonates/sulfonic
acid. Thus, despite similar content and distribution of nitrogen
as that in CC-D, its HCHO adsorption capacity is much lower
than on CC-D. These two samples have similar porosities.
Additionally, the less polar pyridine-N-oxide species are present
on the CC-T surface in a smaller quantity than on that of CC-
D, and they might contribute to the enhanced adsorption of
HCHO on the latter sample. CC-P, even though it has a least
developed porous structure when compared to other textiles
tested, it has a considerable amount of sulfur in the form of
sulfites/sulfonic acid, which can enhance the HCHO
adsorption. Its surface shows also the highest basicity (pH =
9.7, Table 2S) and basic amines can participate in Mannich
reaction. CC-U has a similar amount of sulfonic acids to that on
CC-D, however the content of pyridines and pyridine-N-oxides
is lower than that on CC-D. This leads to the twice smaller
HCHO uptake on CC-U than that on CC-D.
To look at the results in a more quantitative way, and as

discussed above, CC-D performs better than does CC and CC-
HT because of more pyridinic species on its surface. Even
though it has the same absolute amount of pyridines as has CC-
T (Table 5S), it has much more sulfonic acids (0.7 at. % on
CC-D as oppose to 0.49% on CC-T). The HCHO uptake on

CC-U is similar as that on CC-T and smaller than on CC-D
because even though CC-U has a similar absolute content of
sulfur as has CC-D (0.82 vs 0.7%) its content of pyridinic
nitrogen is in fact three times smaller (3.3 × 0.154 = 0.5%) than
that on CC-D.
As seen in Figure 9, the amount of HCHO adsorbed

increases with an increase in the absolute amount of sulfonic

and pyridinic groups on the surface. We do not expect the fully
linear behavior owing to the complexity of the textile surfaces’
chemistry and porosity.
The porosity, even though the differences between samples

are not substantial, plays also a role. The pores close in size to
HCHO molecule attract it with the strongest forces. The order
in the volume of pores smaller than 0.7 nm (Figure 5C) (CC-P
< CC and CC-U < CC-T and CC-D) resembles the one of the
breakpoint time reported in Table 1 (CC-P < CC < CC-T and
CC-U < CC-D). Nevertheless, functional groups that are
important for specific interactions/reactive adsorption can only
exist at the entrance of ultramicropores or in larger pores,
which can accommodate their geometry. Therefore, chemical
modifications applied to the textiles increase the utilization of
the carbon fiber surface toward retention of HCHO.
Even though the polar character of the surface can be roughly

estimated based on the adsorption of water during
prehumidification, and the order in the quantity of water
adsorbed indicates that CC-T, CC-D, and CC-P are least
hydrophilic ones, this is rather owing to their low oxygen
content. These results might be affected by water adsorption
kinetics. The most detrimental effect of water preadsorption/
competition on the HCHO adsorption is found in fact for CC-
D and CC-P. There is a high probability that, on the surface of
these textiles, water is formed in condensation reactions with
involvement of formaldehyde. Adsorption of that water in situ
on the most polar centers or in small pores, where it is formed,
can further block the adsorption centers for HCHO.
It should be mentioned here, that the exact identification of

the groups responsible for the uptake of formaldehyde is not
easy as the surface of textiles is complex and a broad range of O,
N and S species is present. Additionally, the differences in the
porous structure also affect the interactions of HCHO with the
surface. However, it is clearly seen that the content of nitrogen
itself cannot be considered as an only factor influencing the
adsorption capacities. Its speciation is important. Besides, very
polar sulfur groups (particularly sulfonic acids) also play an

Figure 9. Relationship between the amount of HCHO adsorbed and
the sum of the absolute contributions of pyridinic and sulfonic species.
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important role by providing highly active adsorption sites for
the HCHO adsorption. Since HCHO may behave as both a
Lewis acid and a Lewis base, it can potentially interact with
both basic (e.g., pyridine, amines pyridine-N-oxide) and acidic
(e.g., carboxylic, sulfonic) surface groups. In the literature, there
is no study on the effect of sulfur on the adsorptive behavior of
carbon materials as formaldehyde removal media so this is a
very first report about the role of sulfur in enhancing the
HCHO uptake.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper show that modification of
highly porous carbon textiles with S and N containing
functional groups significantly enhances their adsorption
capacity for removal of low concentration of formaldehyde at
ambient conditions. The modified textiles have a high volume
of ultramicropores, which promotes physical adsorption of
formaldehyde. That process is markedly enhanced by the
chemical reactivity of formaldehyde with pyridines, amines, and
sulfones/sulfonic acids incorporated to the textiles’ surfaces.
This resulted in a decrease in the porosity. Besides, the pyridine
N-oxide rich surface also enhanced polar interaction of
formaldehyde with the fibers’ surface, increasing the adsorptive
performance. The effect of the improvement in HCHO
adsorption on the carbon surface is a novelty of this work,
apart from the analysis of the performance of porous carbon
textiles of a new generation. The collected results demonstrate
that the specifically designed surface modifications of carbon
textiles can convert them into efficient HCHO removal media
from indoor air.
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A B S T R A C T

Reactive adsorption of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) from gaseous streams at room temperature with mixed Zn and
Cu active phase supported onto γ-alumina is dealt in this manuscript. Sorbents with a fixed total metal content
and variable Cu:Zn ratios were prepared by impregnation of commercial γ-alumina spheres in order to in-
vestigate the role of the support and the possible synergic effect between the two metals on the adsorption
mechanism and performance. H2S (500–3000 ppmv in N2) removal tests were run under dynamic conditions at
30 °C. Experimental techniques such as BET and pore size distribution by N2-adsorption, SEM-EDX, XRD and
DRIFT analysis were coupled for the characterization of fresh and spent sorbents. TPD/TPO experiments on
saturated sorbents were performed to assess their regenerability and allowed the speciation of adsorbed sulphur
species, testifying the complexity of the surface reactions and the effect of the support.

1. Introduction

The removal of H2S from a fuel gas stream (crude petroleum, nat-
ural gas and biogas) represents a crucial stage in the industrial practice
because the gas can corrode pipelines and poison catalysts used in fuel
cells, even at a few ppm levels [1,2]. Many purification technologies
have been proposed to remove H2S, including chemical absorption into
basic solutions (e.g. NaOH), membrane separation, biological filtration
and adsorption [3–5]. Among them, adsorption is very attractive due to
its potentially high removal efficiency/operating flexibility and gen-
erally low maintenance costs. The adoption of reactive nano-sized ac-
tive phases (such as metal oxides, hydroxides, carbonates) dispersed
onto highly porous substrates allows to attain H2S capture perfor-
mances typically higher than their unsupported form also at relatively
low temperatures [5–10]. In particular, different porous supports such
as activated carbons, mesoporous silicas (e.g., SBA-15, MCM-41) and
three-dimensionally ordered macroporous structure (3DOM) have been
employed to disperse ZnO and CuO or mixtures thereof for the selective
removal of hydrogen sulphide from different gaseous streams [5,9–13].
Contextually, we have recently investigated the application of mixed Zn
and Cu oxides supported onto a commercial activated carbon (at Cu:Zn
molar ratios varying from 0:1 to 1:0) for H2S reactive adsorption [9,10].
The beneficial role of Cu, even at low loadings, in determining a better

utilization of the active phases has been ascribed to a reduction of the
diffusional limitations in the lattice of the composite active phase and
through the reacted overlayer. Moreover, the strong interaction of the
composite oxides with the activated carbon support improved metal
dispersion and significantly reduced the stability and the decomposition
temperature of metal sulphates formed during reactive adsorption.

However, inorganic supports offer the advantage of high thermal
stability and they are potentially regenerable after the sulphation stage
via thermal treatments, usually carried out under oxygen/air streams
[5,11]. Elyassi et al. observed that a sequence of oxidation (in a 5/95%
O2/N2 mixture @ 400 °C) followed by reduction (in a 10/90% H2/He
mixture @ 400 °C to reduce CuSO4 species) of a spent Cu-ZnO-SBA-15
sorbent was effective in fully restoring the H2S capture capacity of the
adsorbent [5]. On the other hand, the feasibility of a regeneration
process for an exhaust sorbent is not trivial and might depend on dif-
ferent factors including the nature of the substrate/sulphation products,
their chemical interactions and possible sintering phenomena of the
active phase induced by the high temperature treatment. For instance,
Wang et al. observed that the H2S capture capacity at ambient tem-
perature of CuO-SiO2 3DOM sorbents was significantly reduced when
performing the regeneration stage at 650 °C in air [13], due to the ag-
gregation of CuO upon exposure to high temperature. Consequently, the
analysis of the sorbent regenerability has to be verified case by case.
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Following the path drawn in our previous papers, in which a car-
bonaceous support was employed for the dispersion of Zn/Cu mixed
phases [9,10], this contribution aims at elucidating the role of a dif-
ferent support such as mesoporous γ-alumina spheres for the same ac-
tive species for the H2S capture process. H2S adsorption tests onto the
alumina both raw and functionalized with 8% wt. total metal content
and various Cu:Zn proportions were carried out at room temperature
under dynamic conditions in a lab-scale fixed-bed adsorption column. A
thorough sorbent characterization was carried out by SEM, XRD and N2

adsorption at −196 °C analyses. Finally, DRIFT analysis and tempera-
ture programmed desorption (TPD) or oxidation (TPO) tests were per-
formed to shed light on the type of compounds formed upon the H2S
reactive adsorption process and to assess the sorbent regenerability.

2. Materials and method

The porous substrate adopted for the deposition of Zn- and Cu-
based active phase was a commercial γ-Al2O3 (SASOL PURALOX 1-160,
spheres with 1mm diameter, Al2O3≥ 98% wt.). The functionalization
procedure included an impregnation step of alumina spheres (12.5 g) at
ambient conditions with an aqueous solution (10mL, 1.72mol L−1) of
metal nitrates precursors (Zn(NO3)2·6H2O and Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O,
Aldrich, respectively with purity of 99.3% and 98.6% wt.). Thereafter,
the sorbents were dried at 120 °C in air and eventually calcined for 2 h
at 250 °C, in analogy to our previous work in which the same precursors
dispersed onto an activated carbon support were used [9]. In this case,
the low calcination temperature allowed preventing the undesired
formation of superficial metal aluminates [14 and refs. therein]. The
nominal metal loading (Zn+Cu) was set at 8% wt., whereas the Cu:Zn
atomic ratio was varied in the range 0:1–1:1. The sorbents were labelled
as CuxZn1−x/Als, with x representing the atomic fraction of Cu with
respect to the total metal content.

The actual metal loading on the sorbents was verified by ICP-MS
using an Agilent 7500 instrument. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
was carried out with a FEI Inspect instrument equipped with an EDX
probe. The textural properties of the sorbents were determined by N2

adsorption at−196 °C from P/P0 10−5 using a Quantachrome Autosorb
1-C (BET method for specific surface area, Barrett-Joyner-Halenda
(BJH) method applied to the desorption branch for pore size distribu-
tion, PSD). XRD analysis was performed with a Bruker D2 Phaser dif-
fractometer operated at diffraction angles ranging between 10° and
90°2θ with a scan rate of 0.02° s−1.

H2S dynamic adsorption tests at initial pollutant concentration
ranging from 500 to 3000 ppmv in N2 (90 SL h−1) were carried out at
30 °C in a fixed-bed reactor using 5.0 g of either raw alumina spheres or
functionalized sorbents. The dynamic evolution of H2S concentration
was measured by a continuous GAS 3240 R BIOGAS gas analyzer (GEIT
Europe). H2S adsorption capacity at saturation, ωs [mmol g−1], was
determined through a material balance on H2S over the adsorption
column, leading to the following expression:∫= ⎛⎝⎜ − ⎞⎠⎟
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where Qt [L s−1] is the total gas flow rate, CH S
in
2 [−] is the H2S

volumetric fraction in the gas feed, CH S
out
2 [−] is the H2S volumetric

fraction at the bed outlet, ρH S2 [mg L−1] is the H2S density (at 30 °C and
1 bar) while MH S2 [mgmmol−1] is its molecular weight; m [g] is the
sorbent dose and t∗ [s] represents the saturation time for which≈C C/ 0.99H S
out

H S
in

2 2 .
Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) tests were carried out

in a lab-scale rig [9], in order to analyze the residual presence of ni-
trates on the calcined sorbents (TPD-NOx) and to shed light on the
species formed upon the sulphidation process, while evaluating the
thermal regenerability of the spent sorbents. Temperature Programmed
Oxidation (TPO) tests were also performed on spent sorbents in order to
further explore their thermal regenerability. To this end, a known
sorbent amount (20–150mg) was heated at 10 °Cmin−1 up to 800 °C
(620 °C for TPD-NOx tests) under a N2 flow (30 SL h−1); TPO tests were
performed under a flow of air or O2 (5000 ppmv) in N2. Gas analysis
was performed by means of two continuous analyzers with cross sen-
sitivity corrections: i) an ABB Optima Advance Limas 11 UV for NO and
NO2; ii) an ABB Optima Advance Limas 11 UV for the simultaneous
measurement of H2S (0–300 ppmv) and SO2 (0–100 ppmv) concentra-
tions.

DRIFT experiments were performed on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum GX
spectrometer equipped with a liquid-N2 cooled MCT detector with a
spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 averaging each spectrum over 50 scans.
Samples were diluted in KBr (2%) and about 100mg finely grounded
powder was placed in the DRIFT cell equipped with a ZnSe window and
connected to gas lines. Samples were pre-treated for 40min at 120 °C
under Ar flow and then cooled down to 40 °C.

3. Results and discussion

The elemental analysis performed on functionalized sorbents
showed that the total metal content (Cu+Zn) was in the range
8.2 ± 0.15% wt., in line with the target loading. SEM-EDX analysis
carried out on the sorbent containing an equimolar Cu:Zn ratio (Fig. 1)
highlighted a homogeneous distribution of both the elements across the
section of the spherical alumina particles.

BET surface area values obtained for the tested sorbents are listed in
Table 1. Results indicate that the deposition of the active phases de-
termines a nearly 10% reduction of the surface area for functionalized
sorbents with respect to the bare substrate, whereas BET values for
CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents (157 ± 1m2 g−1) are not influenced by the
Cu:Zn ratio.

Fig. 2 shows the PSD for both raw alumina and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sor-
bents. Data highlight that the functionalization treatment does not af-
fect the PSD of the parent support and induces a minor reduction of its
pore volume, thus confirming a homogenous dispersion of the active
phases onto the mesoporous alumina.

Fig. 3 depicts the XRD patterns of the raw and functionalized alu-
mina sorbents together with the diffraction spectrum of the Cu0.5Zn0.5/
Als sample after saturation with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30 °C.

The support spheres show the typical diffraction peaks of γ-alumina.
The XRD patterns for Cu0Zn1.0/Als and Cu0.1Zn0.9/Als are equivalent to
the one of the parent substrate, probably due to the low content of the
active phases associated to a high dispersion and/or poor crystallinity.

500μm

Al Zn Cu

Fig. 1. SEM-EDX maps in false colours showing the distribution of the elements (Al, Zn and Cu) across the section of a spherical particle of Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent.
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An increase in the copper content determines the occurrence of two
new peaks at 2θ=12.9° and 25.7° ascribable to the formation of
Cu2(OH)3NO3 (ICDD: 45-594) and to a minor contribution of Cu(OH)2
(ICDD: 42-746). Note that the presence of Zn hydroxynitrate (ICDD: 70-
1361) is also possible, having a spectrum quite similar to the corre-
sponding Cu phase. For the spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent, the Cu-related
peaks disappear due to the reaction with H2S during adsorption though
there is no clear evidence of the formation of new crystalline phases,
such as ZnS and CuS nor ZnSO4 and CuSO4.

These results contrast with previous thermogravimetric studies on
the thermal decomposition in air of d-metal nitrates supported on
alumina [15], showing that (supported) copper nitrate started to de-
compose at ca. 60 °C via a multi-step process that was completed for
T≤ 225 °C, whereas its bulk form was slightly more stable and required
250 °C to decompose completely. The residual presence of copper hy-
droxynitrates on the alumina surface after calcination at 250 °C could
be possibly related to the stabilization of those solid intermediate spe-
cies during the drying of sorbents at 120 °C. Moreover, the absence of
specific XRD diffraction peaks cannot exclude the occurrence of ana-
logue amorphous Zn hydroxynitrates, which, on the contrary, should be
favored considering the slightly higher decomposition temperature re-
corded for Zn nitrate supported on alumina (250–300 °C) if compared to
Cu nitrate [15].

Therefore, TPD of nitrogen oxides (TPD-NOx) was carried out in
order to verify the residual presence of (hydroxy)nitrates on the

Table 1
BET surface area and adsorption/desorption performances of the tested sorbents. Inlet conditions: T=30 °C, P=1 bar.

Sorbent BET surface area [m2 g−1] tbr [s] ωs [mmol g−1] °ωdes600 C [mmol g−1] °ωdes800 C [mmol g−1] ωdesTPO [mmol g−1]

Als 174 65 0.09 0.09 0.09 –
Cu0Zn1.0/Als 156 293 0.68 0.24 0.58 –
Cu0.05Zn0.95/Als 156 296 0.69 0.28 0.58 –
Cu0.1Zn0.9/Als 157 293 0.73 0.25 0.58 –
Cu0.25Zn0.75/Als 157 326 0.74 0.25 0.62 –
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als 157 362 0.82 0.38 0.74 0.33a

Darco AC* 641 198 0.20 0.20 – –
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC* 570 674 1.46 0.59 – 1.46a

* After Balsamo et al. [9].
a TPO test performed adopting 5000 ppmv of O2 in N2.

Fig. 2. BJH pore size distribution for the raw alumina spheres (Als) and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als
sorbent.
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the raw alumina spheres (Als) and fresh CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents.
Diffraction spectrum of Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent saturated with H2S at 3000 ppmv and 30 °C
and patterns of Cu(OH)2 and Cu nitrate-hydroxide reference compounds are also shown.
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Fig. 4. TPD-NOx results for CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents after calcination in N2 at 250 °C.
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functionalized alumina sorbents after calcination. Fig. 4 shows the NO2

and NO concentration patterns of selected alumina-based sorbents
under N2 flux during TPD-NOx tests. In the case of Cu0Zn1.0/Als it is
possible to observe that the NO2 desorption pattern is made by a lower
peak centred at approximately 270 °C and a second main peak with a
maximum at approximately 450 °C. A minor production of NO is also
detected (peak at 510 °C). The presence of copper in the active phase
determines a clear shift of TPD-NOx profiles towards lower tempera-
tures together with a broadening of the main NO2 peak, likely ascrib-
able to the overlapping of signals associated with the decomposition of
Zn and Cu (hydroxy)nitrates. The experimental results confirm that Cu
and Zn (hydroxy)nitrates formed on alumina display a significantly
higher stability than previously reported, requiring temperatures in
excess of 350 °C and 450 °C, respectively, to be fully decomposed.

Fig. 5a reports the breakthrough curves at 3000 ppmv of H2S and
30 °C obtained for CuxZn1−x/Als and Als raw sorbents. Values of
breakpoint time tbr (for which ≈C C/ 0.05H S

out
H S
in

2 2 ) and saturation ad-
sorption capacity ωs determined from dynamic concentration profiles
are summarized in Table 1, in which the data obtained for re-
presentative activated carbon-based sorbents (cf. Balsamo et al. [9]) are
also included for comparison. The experimental data show that the
functionalization treatment significantly enhances the adsorption ca-
pacity of the raw alumina, and the performance improvement is
monotonic with the Cu content in the active phase under the in-
vestigated compositional range, in accordance with our recent findings
concerning the dispersion of mixed Cu–Zn onto Darco® activated
carbon [9]. In more detail, for the Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent the adsorption
capacity is 9 times greater than the corresponding of raw alumina,

while Cu0Zn1.0/Als exhibits a ωs value 7.5-folds the one retrieved for
Als. Moreover, a higher value for ωs was found with respect to other Cu-
containing inorganic based sorbents such as Cu-3DOM [13] under dry
conditions. In addition, adsorption tests carried out with a pre-humi-
dified feed stream (50% relative humidity at 30 °C) did not show any
significant effect of water vapour on the H2S capture mechanism and
capacity of the Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent.

The increase in the adsorption capacity along with the copper
content in the CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents could be partially ascribable to
the formation of Cu hydroxyde and hydroxynitrate species which are
more reactive phases for H2S capture, as testified by a comparison of
XRD patterns between the Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent before and after ad-
sorption (cf. Fig. 3). The effect of the functionalization can be also
observed in terms of the breakpoint time, which increased from 65 s for
the raw alumina to 293 and 362 s for the Cu0Zn1.0/Als and Cu0.5 Zn0.5/
Als sorbents, respectively.

Fig. 5b presents the results in terms of the H2S saturation capacities
measured at 30 °C with an inlet H2S concentration in the range
500–3000 ppmv, in comparison with the results obtained on the raw
alumina. Across the entire investigated range of concentrations,
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als showed a much larger H2S adsorption capacity than the
raw alumina support. For both the materials, ωs increased slightly with
the H2S partial pressure, suggesting a small contribution of physisorp-
tion on the alumina support, while most of the H2S capture on
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als can be ascribed to the chemical reactions occurring with
the composite Cu–Zn active phase.

Finally, a comparison between the alumina and activated carbon
sorbents both containing an equimolar Cu–Zn mixture (Table 1) wit-
nesses a significantly higher H2S capture performance in the case of the
carbonaceous support, with ωs≈ 1.8 times larger for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC
with respect to Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als. Considering the minor differences in
adsorption capacity values obtained for the parent substrates, a more
efficient exploitation of the active phases when dispersed on the acti-
vated carbon is likely linked to: i) its remarkably higher surface area
allowing a greater dispersion of the active phase nanoparticles, also
ending up in reduced H2S diffusion limitations in the capture process;
ii) the exhaustive formation of ZnO and CuO which, in contrast, is
hindered on the alumina support due to the stabilization of metal hy-
droxynitrates species.

TPD tests were carried out in order to study the type of S-bearing
species formed during the capture process and the thermal regener-
ability of functionalized sorbents. It is important to underline that all
CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents released non-negligible amounts of H2S, but the
total quantity of sulphur desorbed as H2S compared to SO2 was much
lower (at least one order of magnitude). Consequently, it is confirmed
that the capture process involved a minor contribution of physical ad-
sorption (sulphur released as H2S) coupled with reactive adsorption.
Notably, no H2S desorption was observed from spent CuxZn1−x/AC nor
by their raw AC support [9], unveiling a higher reactivity of the acti-
vated carbon support that also adsorbed twice as much H2S as the
mesoporous alumina. Fig. 6 reports a comparison of TPD patterns ob-
tained for spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC as best-performing
sorbents for each support investigated. It is herein recalled that the
peaks observed for Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC and centred at around 330 °C and
500 °C can be ascribed to the decomposition of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 dis-
persed onto the activated carbon, respectively [9]. The SO2 TPD profile
obtained for Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als appears more complex and characterized by
different decomposition peaks starting from ca. 80 °C and occurring in
the whole temperature range investigated. The main signal extending in
the 500–800 °C temperature range is likely to embody the partial de-
composition of copper and zinc sulphates, as suggested by the TPD
patterns obtained for the reference bulk materials (Fig. 6). The oxida-
tion of H2S to form several S-bearing compounds can occur in absence
of molecular oxygen during the reactive capture process and/or the
thermal treatment stage, and is possibly promoted by various oxygen
sources from the sorbent including Cu/Zn (hydro)oxides, metal

ω
_

Fig. 5. a) H2S breakthrough curves for CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents and raw alumina spheres.
Inlet conditions: =C 3000 ppmvH S

in
2 , T=30 °C, P=1bar. b) H2S adsorption isotherms on

raw alumina and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent. T=30 °C, P=1bar.
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(hydroxy)nitrates and surface hydroxyl groups of the alumina substrate.
In particular, the TPD signal at lower temperature could be ascribed to
the desorption of SO2 directly formed in the capture stage [9] or pro-
duced during the thermal treatment by oxidation of more reduced S
species (such as sulphides or elemental sulphur). It is highlighted that
other authors in the literature have recently verified the formation of
metal sulphates (besides sulphides and elemental sulphur) upon low
temperature desulphurization [10 and Refs. therein, 13]. For example,
Wang et al. detected the presence of CuSO4 by means of XPS analysis for
spent CuO dispersed onto 3DOM sorbents [13].

Table 1 reports the total amounts of sulphur released from
CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents during the TPD under inert flow (ωdes) that were
calculated by integration of the corresponding TPD profiles.

It is observed that all the materials released most of the adsorbed
sulphur (between 80 and 90%) after thermal treatment at 800 °C. The
value °ωdes800 C generally increases along with the copper content, in good
agreement with the easier thermal decomposition of bulk CuSO4 with
respect to ZnSO4 (Fig. 6). However, limiting the thermal treatment up
to 600 °C to prevent a significant formation of metal aluminates, only
half of the sulphur content can be removed from the best performing
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent, and even less from Zn-richer materials ( °ωdes600 C),
once again due to the stability of the corresponding metal sulphates.

For the same regeneration temperature (600 °C) the carbon-based
Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbent released a significantly higher amount of sulphur
(Table 1). This is due to a strong interaction of the activated carbon
support with the metal sulphates formed during the reactive adsorption
of H2S, that reduces the stability of both CuSO4 and ZnSO4 [10] thus
lowering their decomposition temperatures by as much as 300 °C
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 7 shows the results of TPO tests in the presence of 5000 ppmv of
O2 in N2 or in air, and TPD test carried out on the spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als
sample. Results testify that the presence of O2 in the desorbing flow
causes an evident decrease of the amount of sulphur released as SO2,
and the effect is more pronounced for an increase in the oxygen con-
centration. The major differences in SO2 profiles for TPO and TPD tests
occur for the high temperature band (500–800 °C), previously ascribed

to the metal sulphates decomposition. In this context, the presence of
O2 is likely to thermally delay the decomposition of sulphates (with an
onset temperature shifted towards 700 °C), being oxygen one of the
decomposition products [16]. Additionally, the formation of more
thermally stable products due to the reaction of sulphates with the
alumina substrate under oxidizing conditions cannot be ruled out.

Wang et al. [13] also detected two SO2 emission peaks at low
(∼200 °C) and high (> 600 °C) temperature in their TG-MS experi-
ments under air on Cu-based 3DOM sorbents. They assigned the first
SO2 emission to the restoration of CuO through CuS oxidation, and the
second emission to the decomposition of sulphates, previously formed
by sulphides oxidation at about 300 °C, although they observed the
presence of sulphates already on the saturated sorbents.

From a quantitative point of view, the amount of sulphur desorbed
when adopting 5000 ppmv O2 in N2 is more than halved when com-
pared to the value retrieved from the TPD test (cf. ωdesTPO and °ωdes800 C in
Table 1). Finally, it is highlighted that in the case of CuxZn1−x/AC
sorbents, the presence of oxygen during the desorption test produces a
complete release of sulphur with an associated combustion of the
substrate, as expected [9].

The stabilization of metal (hydroxy)nitrates on virgin sorbents and
the formation of sulphates during the H2S reactive adsorption was
confirmed by DRIFT analysis. In Fig. 8, DRIFT spectra of fresh calcined
Cu0Zn1.0/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbents are reported. Indeed, in ad-
dition to the large band at 3500–3600 cm−1, typical of hydroxyls of
hydrated alumina [17], a sharp band at 1385 cm−1, assigned to nitrate
species [18], confirms that the calcination temperature (250 °C) was not
high enough to completely decompose nitrates from precursors salts, in
agreement with XRD and TPD-NOx results. Nevertheless, the nitrate
band is also ascribable to aluminium nitrate [19] and well matches with
the good stability of this compound, which turns into aluminium oxide
only at T > 350 °C. Furthermore, the absence of the nitrate band in the
AC-supported sorbents with the same copper and zinc loadings [9]
suggests that the same calcination temperature was sufficient to form
copper and zinc oxides dispersed on active carbon. On the other hand,
alumina strongly interacts with the supported transition metals mod-
ifying the properties of dispersed nitrate salts. Following H2S adsorp-
tion, the nitrate band appears almost unchanged, whereas new signals
appear in the 1050–1200 cm−1 region, quite strong for the sorbent with
50% Zn substitution for Cu but weak for Cu0Zn1.0/Als, that can be
reasonably attributed to the formation of sulphate groups on metals
[18] but also on the alumina support [20,21]. This band is typical of
both sulphate reference compounds, and its low intensity in the spec-
trum of spent Cu0Zn1.0/Als sorbent suggests that the formation of
copper sulphate prevails. Nevertheless, some sulphation of alumina
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Fig. 6. SO2 release from spent Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als and Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC sorbents previously sa-
turated with H2S (3000 ppmv in N2, T=30 °C, P=1 bar) during TPD tests under N2 flow.
SO2 TPD profiles for reference samples of CuSO4 and ZnSO4 in bulk or supported on
activated carbon are also included for comparison purposes (dashed lines).
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surface cannot be ruled out [21]. For both the spent sorbents, a new
band is superimposed to that corresponding to alumina hydroxyls in the
region 3000–3700 cm−1, being centred at 3065 cm−1 for Cu0Zn1.0/Als
and at 3110 cm−1 for Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als, respectively. Reference CuSO4

and ZnSO4 show bands in the same region: basic copper sulphate
monohydrate provides signals at 3300–3400 cm−1 [22], whilst a band
at 3072 cm−1 is attributed to the symmetric stretching mode of water
molecule for ZnSO4·7H2O [23], thus confirming that some zinc sulphate
is also formed upon H2S adsorption.

These results generally demonstrate that the copper and zinc sul-
phate formation occurs directly by oxidation of H2S during the capture
process when alumina is used as support for mixed Cu–Zn active phases,
likely at the expense of surface –OH groups from metal hydroxides and
Al2O3, which are reduced in the spent sorbents compared to fresh
samples, whereas residual nitrate groups seem to be poorly affected.

4. Conclusion

Dynamic adsorption tests of H2S in N2 were carried out at room
temperature in a lab-scale plant based on a fixed-bed column of in-
organic sorbents prepared starting from γ-alumina spheres functiona-
lized with mixed Cu and Zn nitrates in different proportions ranging
from 0:1 to 1:1. XRD, DRIFT and TPD-NOx studies on fresh sorbents
calcined at 250 °C revealed that the active phase comprised a mixture of
metal (hydro)oxides and hydroxynitrates, because of a strong stabi-
lizing effect of the alumina support against the complete decomposition
of metal nitrates precursors during the calcination step.

The deposition of the active phase on γ-alumina spheres determined
a minor reduction of the pore size distribution and BET surface area,
proportional to the weight increase, testifying the high dispersion of the
active phase that, on the contrary, strongly enhanced the H2S adsorp-
tion capacity of the raw support. The partial substitution of Zn with Cu
induced a progressive increase in the H2S sorption capacity, which, on
the other hand, was poorly affected by the inlet H2S concentration in
the range 500–3000 ppmv. At the maximum copper content explored,
Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als sorbent provided the best H2S adsorption capacity
(0.82 mmol g−1) under both dry and humid conditions.

Moreover, a comparison with previous published data clearly
showed that a homologous sorbent, with identical nominal active phase

composition but supported on an activated carbon (Cu0.5Zn0.5/AC), had
a significantly higher breakpoint time and adsorption capacity at sa-
turation than Cu0.5Zn0.5/Als. This was likely due to its remarkably
larger surface area enhancing dispersion of the active phase nano-
particles, but also to the stabilization of metal hydroxynitrates on the
surface of the alumina support, which turned out to be less reactive
than the corresponding oxides formed on the activated carbon.

The reactive adsorption mechanism of H2S was investigated through
DRIFT analysis and TPD of H2S and SO2 from spent sorbents. Apart
from small quantities of H2S physisorbed on the alumina, most of the
H2S captured at room temperature is oxidized to Cu and Zn sulphate
species, showing decomposition temperatures comparable to those of
their reference bulk sulphates. As a consequence, the complete deso-
rption of sulphur from spent materials in the form of SO2 requires
temperatures ≥800 °C under inert flow, which poses serious issues on
the thermal regenerability of the CuxZn1−x/Als sorbents, due to costs
and undesired transformation of the active phase into metal aluminate
species. Furthermore, TPO tests showed that the presence of O2 in the
atmosphere tends to inhibit the thermal decomposition of the metal
sulphates, being oxygen one of the decomposition products.
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a b s t r a c t

S-doped nanoporous carbon, and commercial activated carbons, as received or modified by an incor-
poration of sulfur and nitrogen functional groups to their surface, were tested as low concentration
formaldehyde (1 ppmv) adsorbents. The breakthrough capacities, in dry and wet conditions, were
measured. The surface properties of the samples were evaluated using nitrogen sorption, potentiometric
titration, thermal analysis, and XPS. The incorporation sulfur and/or nitrogen functional groups led to an
increase in the amount of HCHO removed from air. These group (pyridines, amines, thiophenes, sulfones)
when located in large pores increase the utilization of the carbon surface for formaldehyde adsorption
providing chemical reactivity. In this aspect, rich in sulfur carbon of a relatively low surface was found as
the most efficient formaldehyde adsorbent. Its HCHO adsorption capacity was 7.15! 10"4mgm"2

whereas on melamine modified carbon of a high surface area 4.23! 10"4mgm"2 were adsorbed. On the
microporous carbon of basic nature reactions of HCHO with phenols block this carbon porosity and thus
excluded the adsorption centers in ultramicropores for physical adsorption decreasing the adsorption
capacity. Water in the system decreases the HCHO capacity between 10 and 30%, owing to its competitive
adsorption on polar centers.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

An efficient removal of formaldehyde (HCHO) from indoor air
remains one of the big industrial challenges of these days. For
example, only in the USA up to 2 millionworkers are exposed every
day to it [1]. HCHO is considered as one of themost dangerous gases
for the respiratory system [2]. In indoor air, formaldehyde is found
in carpet cleaners, medicines, cosmetics, adhesives, paper and
plastics. Moreover, pressed wood products containing formalde-
hyde resins are often a significant source of formaldehyde in
homes. Exposure to only 4 ppm HCHO causes irritation of a nose,
throat, and eyes.

Formaldehyde has been classified as a human carcinogen, as it
causes nasopharyngeal cancer, pulmonary damage and probably
leukaemia [3]. As a consequence, the World Health Organization
(WHO) has established its exposure limit at 0.08 ppm for 30min
[4].

Various approaches have been developed to purify air from
HCHO including photo- and thermal catalytic oxidation [5e7],
plasma technologies [8], and adsorption [9e11]. The removal of
HCHO from air via adsorption offers numerous advantages related
to the operating flexibility of this purification technology coupled
with generally low costs. In particular, activated carbons (AC) are
extensively used as adsorbents for removing HCHO from air
because of their properties, such as a high surface area and surface
chemistry that play an important role. As an example, Kumagai
et al. studied the removal of 1 ppm of formaldehyde at room tem-
perature using AC derived from heat treated rice husks [12]. The
results showed that an increase in the carbonizing temperature,
from 250 #C to 800 #C, led to an increase in the HCHO adsorption
rate. In the case of sample treated at lower temperature (250 #C), it
required more than 100min to reduce the HCHO concentration to
0.5 ppm while the sample treated sample at 800 #C decreased the
HCHO concentration to 0.5 ppm after 10min. Wen et al. evaluated
the adsorption performance of three commercial activated carbons,
derived from coconut shells, wood and coal [13]. The measured
formaldehyde adsorption capacities were between 7 and 8mg g"1

at a HCHO concentration of 0.41mgm"3.
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In general, the introduction of N-groups to a carbon matrix was
found to increase the HCHO adsorption capacity of commercial
activated carbons [14e17]. As an example, An et al. explored the
adsorption of 1 ppmv HCHO in N2 at 30 #C onmesoporous activated
carbon functionalized with sulfuric acid or ammonia [18]. The best
adsorbent material was the activated carbon modified by NH3. Its
good performance was linked to the combined effects of nitrogen
and oxygen functional groups formed on the surface after the
functionalization treatment. Ma et al. investigated the removal of
2.2 ppmv formaldehyde from air using coal based AC modified by
introducing hexamethylene diamine in various amounts to the
surface [19]. The amount of HCHO adsorbed was 0.08 and
3.8mg g"1 on as received carbon and on the best functionalized
sample, respectively. Lee et al. studied the HCHO removal on seven
different activated carbons [20]. The measured adsorption capac-
ities were in the range between 0.01 and 0.478mmol g"1. Also in
this case, the high adsorption capacities were attributed to the
surface functionalization and in particular to the presence of ni-
trogen groups. The importance of nitrogen groups, and especially
pyrrolic or pyridonic nitrogen, pyridinic nitrogen, and quaternary
nitrogen, was also pointed out as enhancing HCHO adsorption on
activated carbon fibers [21].

In our recent work wemodified highly porous carbon textiles by
an incorporation of various surface functionalities [22]. It was
found that S- and N-containing functional groups (pyridines,
amines, and sulfones/sulfonic acids) significantly enhanced the
HCHO adsorption capacity at ambient conditions from air of HCHO
concentration of about 1 ppm. Following this path, this paper ex-
tends the previous investigation and focuses on the evaluation of
the role of sulfur or sulfur and nitrogen groups incorporated to
porous activated carbons in HCHO removal from air. Our intent is to
show that surface chemistry, especially that related to sulfur spe-
cies, can lead to high adsorption capacity or even can result in the
adsorption capacity exceeded that provided by strong adsorption
forces in pores similar in size to adsorbate molecule. HCHO
adsorption tests in dynamic conditions were carried out at room
temperature at fixed concentration of formaldehyde (1 ppmv) in
dry and humid conditions. The novelty aspect is on focusing on the
effects of sulfur and/or nitrogen groups on the enhancement of
formaldehyde adsorption. At this stage of our study we do not focus
on finding an exact correlation between the performance of ad-
sorbents and the surface features but we rather direct our attention
on finding which features can enhance markedly the performance
of porous carbons as HCHO removal media at ambient conditions.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Commercial activated carbons S208 (coconut shell-based car-
bon-Waterlink Barnabey and Sutcliffe, indicated as S208) and BAX-
1500 (wood -based carbons-Westvaco, indicated as BAX) were used
in this study. While the former is a predominantly microporous
material of a basic surface, the latter is micro/mesoporous carbon
obtained at ~600 #C and therefore its surface is considered as sus-
ceptible to further modification at higher temperatures. BAX was
dispersed in a melamine suspension, mass ratio¼ 1.5:1, in 25mL of
ethanol for 5 h under stirring at room temperature. Then, the
mixturewas boiled until a complete evaporation of the ethanol and
dried in an oven at 100 #C. The next step was a thermal treatment of
the sample at 950 #C in an inert atmosphere (nitrogen) for 30min.
The heating rate was set to 10 #C min"1. Then the sample was
washed in a Soxhlet apparatus to remove all water-soluble com-
pounds and dried in oven at 100 #C. This carbon is referred as BAX-
M. To modify with thiourea, BAX was dispersed in a thiourea

solution obtained by dissolving thiourea in 25mL of water; mass
ratio¼ 1:1. After stirring overnight at room temperature, the same
steps were carried out as for the preparation of BAX-M. The ob-
tained carbon is referred to as BAX-T.

The sulfur-containing polymer derived carbon, referred to as
PSC, was obtained from poly (sodium 4-styrene sulfonate)
carbonized at 800 #C, heating rate 10 #C min"1, for 40min under
nitrogen flow (300mL min-1) in a horizontal furnace. The carbon
was extensively washed after the synthesis to remove the excess of
sodium.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. HCHO dynamic adsorption test
Dynamic adsorption tests of HCHO were carried out at room

temperature (T¼ 25 #C) and atmospheric pressure using a lab-scale
fixed bed reactor already described elsewhere [22]. 1.3 cm3 of
samples equivalent to about 300mg for the activated carbons
(functionalized and not) and to 130mg in case of PSC, of a particle
size of 1e2mm, were placed in a 9mm glass column. The differ-
ences in the weight are related to the differences in the packing
density of the carbons tested. Formaldehyde gas flowwas obtained
from a calibrated formaldehyde permeation tube (Metronics, Inc.)
using a Dynacalibrator® (Model 150, Metronics, Inc.) operated at
80 #C with 100mLmin"1 nitrogen as a carrier gas. The outlet gas
from the generator was mixed with 400mLmin"1 of dry air passed
through CaSO4 to totally remove any humidity, or moist air (passed
through a water bed). Before adsorption tests under moist condi-
tions, the samples were prehumidified with moist air
(500mLmin"1, for 1 h) and then weighted, in order to determine
the amount of water preadsorbed on the surface. The initial con-
centration of formaldehyde (CIN

HCHO) was fixed approximately to 1
ppmv. Gas analysis was performed with a continuous analyzer
equipped with an electrochemical sensor (RM 16 Interscan Cor-
poration) with an accuracy of 2% (working range of analyzer 0e2
ppmv of formaldehyde).

The breakthrough adsorption capacity of HCHO, uads [mg g"1],
was calculated by an integration of the area above the break-
through curve using the flow rate, concentration of HCHO, time and
mass of the adsorbent material. In particular, all the adsorption
tests were stopped at COUT

HCHOðtÞ=C
IN
HCHO ¼ 0.8, where COUT

HCHOðtÞ is the
outlet concentration of formaldehyde. This value was arbitrary
chosen for the comparison of the data since the saturation was not
reached for some carbons even after very long experimental time.

2.2.2. Sorption of nitrogen
The porosity of the samples was determined fromN2 adsorption

isotherms measured on an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics) at "196 #C.
All the samples were degassed at 120 #C to a constant vacuum
(10"4 Torr). BET method was used to determine the specific surface
area (SBET), while the total pore volume, Vtot, was calculated from
adsorption isotherms at p/po¼ 0.998. The micropore volume, Vm,
and pore size distributions were calculated using nonlinear density
functional theory, 2D-NLDFT, which assumes the heterogeneity of
the pore sizes [23,24].

2.2.3. Thermal analyses
Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential TG (DTG) curves were

measured on a Q600 thermal analyzer (TA Instruments). The
samples were heated up to 1000 #C at a rate of 10 #C min"1 in he-
lium flow (100mLmin"1). The m/z thermal profiles of the
exhausted gases/vapors, for m/z 17 (NH3), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 29
(HCO), 30 (HCHO/NO), 44 (CO2) and 48 (SO) were collected using a
mass spectrometer (MS, Omnistar GSD 320, Pfeiffer Vacuum).
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2.2.4. Potentiometric titration
Potentiometric titration was performed on an 888 Titrando

automatic titrator (Metrohm). A mass of 0.1 g of carbon was placed
in a vessel and dispersed in NaNO3 0.1M solution. The solutionwas
maintained at a constant stirring overnight and purged with N2 to
eliminate the effect of CO2. The pH was recorded and adjusted to
about 3.2 by adding HCl 0.1M and the suspensionwas titrated with
NaOH (0.1M) up to pHz 10. In order to eliminate the influence of
atmospheric CO2, the suspension was continuously saturated with
N2 during the experiment. The proton binding curves, Q [25], were
derived from the titration data. The pKa distributions [26], f (pKa), of
the surface acidic groups were calculated by finding a stable solu-
tion of the Fredholm integral equation that relates Q to f (pKa). For
this, SAIEUS procedure was used [27].

2.2.5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
The XPS spectra were collected using the Physical Electronics

PHI 5000 VersaProbe II spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Ka
(1486.6 eV) radiation operating at 15 kV and 50W in the analyzer
chamber. Prior to analysis, all samples were outgassed until
10"8 Torr at room temperature. High-resolution spectra of
powdered samples were detected with the constant pass energy
values of 29.35 eV and a 200 mm diameter analysis area with a
take-off angle of 45#. 117.4 eV pass energy was used for the survey
spectra. The detailed amounts of each element were calculated
from the individual spectra. The spectrometer energy scale was
calibrated using Cu 2p3/2, Ag 3d5/2, and Au 4f7/2 photoelectron lines
at 932.7, 368.3, and 84.0 eV, respectively. The SmartSoft-VP2.6.3.4
software package was used for acquisition and data analysis and
Multipack software was used to fit photoelectron spectra. A
Shirley-type background was subtracted from the signals and
recorded spectra were fitted using GausseLorentz curves in order
to determine the binding energy of the different element core
levels accurately.

3. Results and discussion

The HCHO breakthrough curves measured at room temperature
in dry (A) andwet (B) conditions on the carbons tested are presented
Fig. 1. From them, the adsorption parameters were calculated and
they are listed in Table 1, in which tbr [min/g] is the time of the
breakthrough point (assumed as the time for which Cout

HCHOðtÞ=
Cin
HCHO ¼ 0.05) divided by the mass of samples used. Table 1 also lists

the amounts of water adsorbed [g g"1] during the prehumidification
step. The measurements under dry condition were repeated (Fig. S1
of the Supplementary Information). The comparison of the data
obtained is presented in Table S1. The results show good reproduc-
ibility of the results which differ in the range 1.5e6% between two
measurements.

The HCHO breakthrough curves, in dry condition on the initial
BAX and S208 are steep, which indicates fast kinetics of the
adsorption process (Fig. 1A). Even though S208 has a lower break-
point time than has BAX (almost 27% less), ca. 20% more HCHO is
adsorbed on that carbon than on BAX. PSC and S208 have similar
breakthrough capacities but tbr of the former is 3 times longer
compared to that of S208. The treatment of BAX with thiourea or
melamine resulted in a significant increase in both quantitative
parameters of HCHO adsorption, compared to those on BAX. Thus,
the breakthrough point time increased from 44min g"1 to 87 and
215min g"1, respectively, and the HCHO breakthrough capacities
reached values equal to 0.4 and 0.66mg g"1 for BAX-T and BAX-M,
respectively.

The presence of moisture on the carbon and in the feed gas
decreased tbr and the adsorption capacities for all samples (Fig. 1B,
Table 1). This is likely caused by the adsorption of water on the active
sites of the adsorbents. It occurs as a competitive process during the
reactive adsorption and during the prehumidification process [22,28].
Even though the carbons adsorb large quantities of water (Table 1),
thatwater doesn't contribute to an increase in the adsorption capacity

Fig. 1. HCHO breakthrough curves measured in the dry (A) and moist conditions (B). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 1
HCHO adsorption parameters in the dry and moist conditions on the carbons studied.

Sorbent CIN
HCHO

[ppmv]
Dry

uads
[mg g"1]
Dry

tbr
[min g"1]
Dry

CIN
HCHO

[ppmv]
Moist

Water
adsorbed
[g g"1]

uads
[mg g"1]
Moist

tbr
[min g"1]
Moist

PSC 1.22 0.31 96 1.22 0.21 0.20 44
S208 0.94 0.31 32 0.94 0.21 0.19 23
BAX 1.18 0.25 44 0.99 0.61 0.23 35
BAX-T 0.94 0.40 87 1.01 0.58 0.34 72
BAX-M 0.94 0.66 215 1.02 0.64 0.57 185
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considering the possibility of HCHO dissolution in awater film. On the
other hand, water likely blocks the pore entrances and/or occupy the
polar centers on which HCHO would be otherwise adsorbed. In
particular, the most marked decrease in the amount of HCHO adsor-
bed is found for S208 and PSC. For both carbons uads decreased of
about 38%. tbr decreased of 28 and 54% for S208 and PSC, respectively.
Interestingly, for BAX, BAX-T and BAX-M in the moist conditions uads
decreased only 8, 15 and 14% and tbr of 20, 17 and 14%, respectively,
which suggests differences in the adsorption mechanisms between
the BAX series and other two carbons tested.

To understand differences in the performance of the carbons
studied and to identify surface features important for the HCHO
retention, the porosity and surface chemistry of our carbon were
extensively studied. To evaluate former, nitrogen adsorption iso-
therms were measured (Fig. S2) and from them the parameters of
the pore structure and pore size distributions, PSDs, were calcu-
lated (Table 2 and Fig. 2). The porosity of the exhausted samples
used in dry conditions was also evaluated.

BAX is a micro/mesoporous carbon (VmVTOT
¼55%) with the most

developed surface area equal to 2175m2 g"1. Its main pore sizes are
0.65, 1.1, 1.9 and 3.6 nm (Fig. 2 CeD). After modifications with
thiourea and melamine the porosity changes and the surface area

decreased to 1288 and 1588m2 g"1 for BAX-T and BAX-M AC,
respectively. Interestingly, the volume of ultramicropores,
V< 0.7 nm, almost doubled, while those pores in BAX with mean
size around 1.1 nm almost disappeared, which might be related to
the incorporation of thiourea andmelamine onto the carbonmatrix
and to an increase in the carbonization level (BAX was synthesized
at about 600 #C). Even though both modifications resulted in
similar trends in the porosity changes, the thiourea treatment
decreased the porosity to slightly greater extent than that of the
melamine treatment. Among all carbons tested PSC has the
smallest surface area (1/4 of that of BAX and about 1/2 of that of
S208). Its volume of ultramicropores is similar to that of BAX but
three times smaller than that of S208. From the point of view of
physical adsorption via dispersive forces these pores are expected
to be the most active in the HCHO retention. S208 is the most
microporous (VmVTOT

¼94%) among all carbons tested.
After HCHO adsorption in the dry conditions the parameters of

the porous structure decreased. Since the samples were outgassed
under the high vacuum at 120

#
C before the measurement and all

physically adsorbed HCHO was expected to be removed under
those conditions, the observed decrease in the surface area and
porosity might be related to either HCHO polymerization or its
reaction with the carbon functional groups. As a result of this some
pores could be blocked to N2 molecules. More specifically, the BET
surface areas decreased of 9, 51, 13, 2 and 5% for BAX, S208, PSC,
BAX-T and BAX-M. This implies that on S208 and PSC surface
chemistry in micropores or at their entrances was most involved in
the HCHO reactive adsorption process. Interestingly, for PSC after
HCHO adsorption the volume of ultramicropores slightly increased
and it might suggest the deposition of some reaction products in
larger pores decreasing their sizes.

Since the results obtained suggest that the porosity is not the
only factor determining the performance of our carbons, their
surface chemistry was analyzed in detail. Fig. 3 collects the TG and
DTG curves measured in helium for the initial and spent samples in
the dry conditions.

The DTG peaks represent the extent of the weight loss linked to
the decomposition of distinct surface species. The total weight loss

Table 2
Parameters of the porous structure calculated from nitrogen adsorption isotherms.

Carbon SBET
[m2g"1]

Vtot

[cm3g"1]
Vm
[cm3g"1]

V< 0.7 nm
[cm3g"1]

V< 1 nm
[cm3 g"1]

Initial carbons
PSC 433 0.40 0.17 0.08 0.14
S208 1042 0.50 0.47 0.24 0.34
BAX 2175 1.32 0.73 0.10 0.26
BAX-T 1288 0.72 0.50 0.17 0.29
BAX-M 1558 0.90 0.58 0.19 0.32
Spent carbons in dry conditions
PSC 376 0.35 0.16 0.09 0.13
S208 509 0.26 0.25 0.17 0.21
BAX 1979 1.20 0.67 0.08 0.24
BAX-T 1260 0.70 0.49 0.16 0.28
BAX-M 1475 0.86 0.55 0.18 0.30

Fig. 2. Pore size distributions of the initial and spent sorbents in the dry conditions (designated with letter s): A) PSC, B) S208, C) BAX and BAX-T, D) BAX-M. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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for all initial samples was between 7 and 25% (Fig. 3 A and C), which
is related to the differences in the content of heteroatoms and their
chemical environment. Theweight loss below 150

#
C represents the

removal of physically adsorbed water/formaldehyde. The weight
loss over 800

#
C, and for BAX after 600

#
C, should not be analyzed

since the samples were originally not exposed to these tempera-
tures. S208 appears as most thermally stable with weight loss
about 7%. Its groups decompose mainly over 500

#
C, and assuming

that mainly oxygen is present on the surface of this commercial
carbon, this weight loss represents the removal of phenols [29].
BAX is richer in the surface groups than is S208 and its carboxylic
acids decompose between 200 and 400

#
C. By the modification

with melamine these groups were apparently decomposed/
consumed. As a result of this process, a marked number of groups
decomposing between 500 and 800

#
C was incorporated to the

surface. The thiourea treatment introduced groups decomposing
between 200 and 350

#
C and at about 800

#
C. Since they overlap

with those on the DTG curves of PSC, which is expected to be rich in
sulfur, we link these temperature weight losses mainly to the
decomposition of oxidized sulfur species. Apparently, the amount
of these species and also their chemical nature is more diverse on
the surface of PSC than on that of BAX-T. The weight loss for BAX-T
and BAX-M at temperatures below 950 #C, even though these car-
bons were exposed to the high temperature, can be explained by
instability of their surface after the treatment and its reactivity
with atmospheric oxygen.

After exposure to HCHO no marked changes in the weight loss
pattern were found, likely owing to the fact that rather small
amounts of HCHO were adsorbed and the changes, if any, were
below the sensitivity of the method. Nevertheless, a decrease in the
weight loss, especially for S and N containing carbons, suggest an
improved thermal stability of the surface, likely due to their in-
teractions/reactions with HCHO.

To further study the chemistry of our adsorbents, the thermal
decomposition products were analyzed by mass spectrometry and

relevant m/z thermal profiles are collected in Figs. S3 and S4 of the
Supplementary Information. For the analysis only thermal profiles
of m/z 18, 28, 29, 30, 44 and 48, which represent H2O, CO, HCO,
HCHO/NO, CO2 and SO, respectively, were chosen owing to their
relevance to surface chemistry and the changes in these features.
For BAX-M m/z 17 representing NH3 was also selected. The detec-
tion of m/z 48 and its thermal profiles for PSC and BAX-T confirm
the presence of sulfur on their surface and some similarities and
differences in their chemical nature. Formaldehyde apparently
interacted with those species, which is demonstrated by an in-
crease in the peaks' intensity and changes in their patterns. For
S208 after HCHO exposure, the profile for CO (m/z 28), representing
the decomposition of OH groups at high temperature changed,
suggesting the involvement of these groups in the formaldehyde
adsorption and/or a release of CO as a result of HCHO retained on
the surface. Those m/z also markedly changed after HCHO
adsorption for the BAX series of carbons. For BAX-M and S208 also
the thermal profiles of m/z 44 representing CO2 showed some al-
terations as a result of carbon surface interactions with HCHO.
Generally, the changes are not dramatic owing to, as indicated
above, the small amounts of formaldehyde adsorbed from which a
significant portion is expected to be adsorbed in pores through
dispersive interactions.

The surface chemistry of the carbons studied was also investi-
gated by the potentiometric titration method. Fig. 4 shows the
proton binding curves. Calculated from them pKa distributions for
the initial and spent samples are presented in Fig. S5 of the Sup-
plementary Information. The numbers of groups in the category of
strongly acidic (3<pKa< 5), close to neutral (5<pKa< 8), andweakly
acidic (8<pKa< 11) are listed in Table 3. An increase in the acidity of
the sample modified with thiourea is found and the one modified
withmelamine becamemore basic. Moreover, the functionalization
treatments led to a reduction in the number of dissociating groups
(Table 3) due to the introduction of newchemical species (N groups,
S groups and N/S groups) that modified the surface of BAX. While

Fig. 3. TG curve (A, C) and DTG curves (B, D) for the initial and spent carbons in dry conditions (designated with letter s): A-B) PSC and S208, C-D) BAX, BAX-T and BAX-M. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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S208 presents a basic character with the initial pH equal to 8.4, PSC
is very acidic (pH¼ 3.3). The proton binding curves displays the
strong acidic character for PSC whereas all other carbons studied
are amphiprotic.

The XPS analysis results on our samples are collected in Table 4.
BAX-M contains the smallest amount of oxygen and, as expected,
the highest content of nitrogen on the surface. The most chemically
heterogeneous is BAX-T that is rich in sulfur and nitrogen and
contains the highest amount of oxygen.While on the surface of PSC
a marked amount of sulfur is present, S208 appears as the most
chemically homogenous and the potentiometric titration analysis
showed that it has the smallest amount of acids on the surface,
which dissociate in our experimental window (its average surface
pH is 8.4).

The results of the XPS analyses are summarized from
Refs. [30e33] where the reader can find the detailed deconvolution
of specific core energy level spectra. Fig. 5 shows the deconvolution
results for BAX-T, as an example. The deconvolutions of C 1s com-
bined with O 1s suggest that on S208 themajority of oxygen groups
is in phenols and on BAX carboxylic acids are also present in a
marked quantity. Based on the deconvolution of S 2p, on PSC and
BAX-T, and especially on the former, a marked amount of oxygen is
in oxidized sulfur species. After the thiourea modification, the
majority of sulfur is in the reduced forms. Even though on the
surface of BAX some small amount of nitrogen is present, the
treatment with thiourea and melamine, and especially with the
latter, introduced marked amounts of nitrogen that is relatively
evenly distributed between pyridones, pyroles/amines/amides and
quaternary nitrogenwith a small contribution of pyridine N-oxides.
On BAX-T, on the other hand, the majority of nitrogen species is
present in pyroles/amines/amides and pyridine N-oxides. The
latter, and a relatively high contribution of sulfonic acids, can
explain its average low pH value.

Combining all textural and chemical characterization results
will help us to explain the differences in the performance between

Fig. 4. Proton bindings curves of the initial and spent (in dry conditions) carbons (The
latter are denoted with s). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 3
Amounts of functional groups (in mmol/g) in various acidity ranges on the surface of
the carbons studied before and after exposure to HCOH in dry conditions.

Carbon pHa Strongly acidic
3<pKa< 5

Neutral
5<pKa< 8

Weakly acidic
8<pKa< 11

All

Fresh adsorbent
PSC 3.3 0.33 0.17 0.24 0.84
S208 8.4 0.10 0.09 0.19 0.39
BAX 5.5 0.10 0.41 0.6 1.11
BAX-T 4.4 0.19 0.16 0.34 0.69
BAX-M 7.3 0.10 0.10 0.29 0.49
Spent adsorbent in dry conditions
PSC 3.1 0.11 0.18 0.19 0.48
S208 8.4 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.13
BAX 5.1 0.11 0.39 0.47 0.97
BAX-T 4.4 0.26 0.18 0.29 0.73
BAX-M 7.2 0.08 0.10 0.23 0.41

a In an electrolyte solution (NaNO3).

Table 4
Results of the deconvolution of the XPS spectra of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and S 2p (in bold -atomic % of specific elements).
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the carbons tested in terms of the amount adsorbed and the utili-
zation degree of their surface, that is directly linked to the surface
activity (Fig. 6). The most basic carbon with the marked amount of
phenols on the surface is S208. For this carbon the most pro-
nounced changes in the porosity were found after HCHO adsorp-
tion, which was reflected in the significant blocking of its pores
(Fig. 2, Table 2). On the other hand, the changes in the porosity of
BAX are much less visible, in spite of more oxygen in phenols. Here
the differences in the performance might be caused by the differ-
ences not only in the volume of small pores promoting HCHO
physical adsorption in favor of S208, but also by the differences in

the chemical environment. Basic environment of the S208 carbon
likely catalyzes the reactions of formaldehydewith phenolic groups
in which hydroxybenzyl alcohols are formed and retained on the
surface [34]. This reaction can explain a marked decrease in the
surface area and the micropore blocking in this carbon after HCHO
exposure. This might also explain higher “utilization” of this carbon
porosity (Fig. 6) compared to that of BAX, and a marked decrease in
the number of dissociating species after HCHO adsorption.

From the viewpoint of surface utilization for HCHO adsorption,
PSC is the most active, even though its volume of pores in which
HCHO could be strongly adsorbed is twice smaller than that in

Fig. 5. Deconvolution of C 1s, O 1s, N 1s and S 2p spectra for BAX-T. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 6. Normalized amounts of HCHO adsorbed per unit surface area (A) and per unit volume of pores smaller than 0.7 nm (B). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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S208. Interestingly, these pores appear as almost unchanged after
HCHO adsorption, suggesting that a significant part of formalde-
hyde was physically adsorbed there. Nevertheless, the porosity
changes are seen in the disappearance of pores with sizes between
9 and 11 nm for the exposed samples. HCHO is not expected to be
physically adsorbed in these pores but some bulky sulfonic groups
might exist there and react with formaldehyde resulting in
hydroxymethanesulfonates [35e37]. Moreover, that carbon has a
significant amount of sulfur in reduced configurations, whichmight
react with HCHO in condensation reactions [38] or in reactions
analogous to Mannich reactions [39] forming thiomethanols. This
resulted in a decrease in the amounts of acids detected on the
surface from the potentiometric titration experiments.

The explanation of the adsorptive behaviors of BAX-M and BAX-
T is more complex. From the viewpoints of surface and pore volume
utilizations BAX-M is second to PSC and it is followed by BAX-T. The
modifications significantly improved the performance compared to
that of the unmodified counterpart and the results indicate that the
incorporation of nitrogen was more beneficial than that of N and S
combined. Interestingly, the changes in the porosity after HCHO
adsorption are minimal suggesting that formaldehyde was only
physically adsorbed, or the species formed in reactive adsorption
were decomposed during outgassing at 120

#
C and at high vacuum.

Changes in the acid-base chemistry are also not visibly marked,
especially for the best performing BAX-M. However, in the case of
BAX-T the population of strong acids increased slightly after
exposure to HCHO and the amount of weak acids-decreased sug-
gesting some subtle changes. Even though the primary and sec-
ondary amines are known to undergo the chemical condensation
reaction with formaldehyde and Mannich reaction is an example,
the chemistry of follow-up-reactions and transformations of the
formed compounds have been indicated as very complex processes
depending on the nature of amines and their chemical environ-
ment [40]. In the case of chemically heterogeneous carbons, even
though various techniques can be used to present the comple-
mentary views of their surface, the exact description of the surface
chemical environment is rather impossible. Therefore, in this dis-
cussionwe can only present the plausible hypotheses on the role of
nitrogen and sulfur surface chemistry along with that of the
porosity in enhancing HCHO adsorption on BAX-M and BAX-T. Since
the volume of the pores smaller than 1 nm is very similar in these
two carbons, about 30% better performance of BAX-M must be
linked to its nitrogen groups which either chemically (pyridines
and amines) or via providing surface polarity (pyridine N-oxides)
retain HCHO in larger pores. Supporting for this is larger total pore
volume of BAX-M than that of BAX-T. Those interactions, when
occurring in larger pores, might not affect visibly their sizes seen by
very small nitrogen molecule. Moreover, HCHO retained via polar
forces, as that through dispersive forces, is expected to be removed
during outgassing. The mechanism on BAX-T should be similar that
on BAX-M, however, here the volume of pores with sizes similar to
HCHO molecule is smaller and the total number of groups con-
taining heteroatoms is smaller. These groups are distributed in the
smaller surface of large pores. In a rough evaluation, if one assumes
that only chemistry is important, BAX-T has 44% less S þ N in at %
and its HCHO capacity is 34% smaller. Obviously, in this consider-
ation the physical adsorption of formaldehyde in small pores
should not be neglected.

Interestingly, on the BAX series the effects of the presence of
water on the surface/in the air stream on the amount of HCHO
adsorbed per gram of the adsorbent or that normalized per unit
surface area are the smallest. That insensitivity compared to that of
PSC or S208 might be caused by the adsorption water formed in the
condensation reactions in larger pores than on S208 or PSC, which
are more microporous than are the BAX series. Even though that

water might occupy the polar centers where formaldehyde could be
otherwise adsorbed and thus limits the adsorption of HCHO via
specific interactions, the net effect of surface chemistry on theHCHO
retention is positive, compared to the performance of the surface
without these specific chemical features. When the amount adsor-
bed is normalized per unit volume of pores smaller than 0.7 nm the
differences between the amounts adsorbed in dry and moist con-
ditions are more or less 50% smaller for each carbon, which suggests
that indeed these pores are very important for HCHO adsorption
and their blocking by water during prehumidification limits mark-
edly the number of the adsorption centers.

4. Conclusions

The results collected in this paper show that the chemical het-
erogeneity of a carbon surface is a very important factor which
governs the surface activity of nanoporous carbon towards HCHO
retention. Even though, following the physical adsorption princi-
ples, the volume of ultramicropores was expected to markedly in-
fluence the amount adsorbed, we have shown that decorating the
surface of carbon in larger pores with sulfur and nitrogen con-
taining functional groups, being able to chemically/specifically
interact with HCHO, enhances the capacity. The key factor leading
to the maximum utilization of the carbon surface is a combination
of a high volume in ultramicropores with highly reactive with
HCHO groups located in larger pores. This combination of both,
besides proving a high adsorption capacity will also result in an
efficient mass transport of HCHO to the adsorption sites. When the
condensation reactions in which water is formed take place, the
surface is apparently less sensitive for a detrimental effect of
moisture in air on the HCHO removal on these particular carbons
and the capacity measured is a net effect of insitu conditions. Even
though the effect of nitrogen containing groups on HCHO adsorp-
tion has been discussed [14e17] and the combined effect of nitro-
gen and sulfur has been pointed out recently [22], the novelty of
this work is in presenting the sulfur groups incorporated to carbon
matrix as those which significantly increase the carbon surface
activity towards HCHO adsorption. On such carbon the degree of
surface utilization is even greater than that on only N-modified
carbon. Moreover, we have shown that on verymicroporous carbon
rich in phenolic groups and having basic pH, reactive adsorption of
HCHO on phenols blocks the porosity and thus limits the perfor-
mance even though the high volume of small pores would suggest
an excellent adsorption capacity. Even though our results are
collected in the dynamic conditions, we believe that they also
reflect on the behavior of carbons in the static conditions, when
these adsorbents would be exposed to indoor HCHO.
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